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Murray, Ky., Thursday Afternoon, September 27, 1973
An Editorial . .

Ralph H. Woods, 1898-1973

set for the
The Murray avitan Club Is
two-hour stage show called "It's Magic"
held at the MUS Auditorium at 2:38 on
turday. The doors will open at 1:30 and
advance tickets will be available from any
Civitan or Roberta Realty until Friday afternoon. Tickets will be available at the door.
The show will include magic and illusions by
Wandi The Magician (top left), Broadway
The Magical Clown (top center), Jinuni Lou
(top right) and the Jimml Lou Dancers,
Master Manipulators Richard Womack
(bottom left) and Caro, Colonel Bill Boley
(bottom right) president of the International
Ventriloquist Association and other. Civitan
president Nick Horton and chairman Dave
Graham said that "It's Magic is truly a
family-type show." Wendt predicted the
headlines of Saturday's Ledger & Times and
gave a sealed envelope to Sheriff Cylde Steele
who will bring it to the auditorium Saturday
afternoon. It will then be opened to see how
accurate Wandi's predictions were.

Grand Jury Investigation
Of Agnew Is Begun Today
BALTIMORE, Md.(AP)- A
special federal grand jury today began hearing evidence allegedly involving Vice President Spiro T. Agnew in a widespread tangle of political corruption. A lawyer for Agnew
said an injunction would be
sought to stop the inquiry.
Judah Best said that final
touches were being put on a

Seen&Heard
Around
Murray
B

James C WI/hams

Few of us can stand
prosperity....another's that is.
One of the most enjoyable
Watergate witnesses was
President Nixon's chief speech
writer Patrick Buchanan,
whom we watched Wednesday
night. This guy is sharp without
being flippant and held his own
through his knowledge and
ability to speak well.
He stopped Mr. Erwin with
ease and left him stuttering for
lack of any rebuttal. All, with a
smile on his face.

motion seeking a temporary injunction and said that motion
could be filed as early as next
week.
"We are going to file," Best
- —
said.
It had been expected that Agnew's lawyers might make an
eleventh-hour move to try to
stop the probe before it got under way at 10 a.m., EDT today,
but that move never materialized. Best said he did not feel
that the start of the grand jury
bearings would make them any
more difficult to stop.
The grand jury session began
amid the same overwhelming
security precautions that have
marked the last two sessions of
the panel. Federal marshals
completely blocked off the
courthouse corridor leading to
the grand jury hearing room so
that newsmen could not see
who came and went.
There were reports that the
federal prosecutors handling
the investigation were seriously
considering daily sessions of
the grand jury in order to
speed up the probe. Should that

Vocational
School To
Start Classes

It is interesting to note the
gradual change in the
Evening
classes
are
proceedings. It all started with
scheduled to begin at the
"horror" at the "terrible" thing
Murray Vocational School on
the Republicans did. As the October 1, according to James
proceedings wear on, it is
Lawson, coordinator.
becoming apparent that such
Classes set to begin October 1
tactics have been used by both
and 2 are typing I, to be held on
parties for years. American
Monday and
Wednesday
politics is dirty and that's evenings, shorthand 1, acabout what the conclusion will
counting 1, plumbing and air
be.
conditioning and refrigeration
to be held on Tuesday and
There are few moves that will
Thursday evenings.
be culled by either major party,
Office practice 1 will start
if they think they will obtain an
October 9 and will be held on
advantage. We predict the GOP
Tuesday
and
Thursday
will be hurt little by the episode
evenings. All classes will be
and as more tactics of both
held from 6:30 to 9:30 p.m.
parties come to light, there will
Lawson said that there are
be legislation to clean up
openings in shorthand 1, acpolitics in general to the benefit
counting 1, and office practice 1.
of the country as a whole.
Even thought the other classes
are filled at this time, apAnd now a word about the
plications will be taken for
Murray High Band. They won
future classes on a first come,
the admiration of the large
crowd last week at the MSU
ballgame by their discipline and
oirtntraAlusoincedizt
will be at the Orange Bowl was
well received and well deserved.
WW1% .tryrrig-ter
raise money to make the trfp-io
(See Seen & Heard, Page 16)

The Weather
Most cloudy through Friday
with showers likely tonight and
continuing Friday. Low tonight
around 70. High Friday 80 to 86.
Rain ending Saturday, generally fair and slightly cooler
Sunday and Monday. Daily
highs in the low 80s and Iowa in
the 50s.

r

nappen, sources said, presentation of evidence could be completed within a week.
Agnew is under investigation
for possible violation of tax,
bribery, extortion and conspiracy laws. He has labeled all
charges against him as "damned lies."
The allegations center on
kickbacks from contractors in
the 1960s when Agnew was
chief executive of Baltimore
County and then governor of
Maryland. There also have
been published reports, all denied, that Agnew received illegal cash after he took office as
vice president in 1969.
Agnew's lawyers huddled
Wednesday to assess their
client's position after Speaker
Carl Albert, noting the matter
was before the courts, rejected
Agnew's appeal for the House
of Representatives to conduct
its own investigation of charges
against him.

Reams could be written to chronicle the impact of
Dr. Ralph H. Woods, on Murray State and on
education generally. Much of the story has been told
and retold—the 41 major buildings constructed
during his 23 years as president and enrollment that
blossomed from 565 to more than 7,300 between 1945
and 1968.
He worked incessantly to upgrade the faculty and
to improve the quality of academic offerings. His
dedication carried on into retirement despite failing
health as he raced with time and won, to compile a
comprehensive history, now in print, of the school's
first 50 years.
But these imprints are the tangibles that have
been recorded and will be preserved in the pages of
history. Another side to the tall and stately onetime
Virginia farm boy is not so often told—the side of
R4lph Woods the man.
People who knew him best remember him in
different ways, but a, common comment among
them offers perhaps the most eloquent insight:
loved the man."
His bearing was an interesting paradox. ('onfidence personified, he radiated an aura of personal
dignity. People meeting him for the first time knew
he was the president. He looked and acted the role.
Vet he never lost the common touch indigenous to
his plain and simple background. He was as much at
ease standing halfway up to his knees in a fresh
spring furrow talking to a farmer as he was addressing an audience of scholars.
He pursued perfection and admired practicality.
Incredibly knowledgeable in many fields himself, he
kept education in perspective for friends aspiring to
higher degrees and flashed it glimpse of the subtle
Woods sense of humor with the frequently repeated
observation that "a Ph. D. won't hurt you if you had
any sense before you got it"
Intensely loyal himself, he inspired and expected
loyalty in return. His devotion to a cause was
perhaps best exemplified in his retirement when he
almost single-handedly, and again despite fading
health, revived a Boy Scout program in the throes of
financial failure.
Fortunately for MurrayState and this
community he never became merely involved in
projects. That was not his.nature. He was literally
immersed. And the endeavors to his liking invariably had a common thread—they involved
people. He loved people, a feeling that continually
motivated him to use his innate gifts to serve
Dr. Woods showed regard for others by treating
them with dignity and respect He cared. Even in
handing out a reprimand, he was firm but fair and
careful not to say anything that would diminish
another person.
However, he was not wishy-washy. He had the
knack for penetrating a tangle of detail with ease to
analyze a complex problem. And then he was
decisive in taking the action he deemed appropriate
for the circumstances.
He was one of those rare individuals whose
characteristics of talent, energy ancrconcerti were
virtually boundless
Our sympathy goes out to Mrs: Woods and the
family. We hope it is Some little comfort for them toknow how grateful we .ire thathe came this way.He
left a legacy of Imselfishness and dedication that
each of us should regard as a personal inheritance.'

Any legal blocking effort
would have to be decided by
U.S. Dist. Court Judge Walter
Hoffman of Norfolk, Va. He
was named to handle the Agnew phase of the investigation
after all nine federal judges in
Maryland disqualified themselves because of their friendship or former business relationship with the vice president.
It is expected that any hearing on an injunction would also
consider the constitutionality of
indicting a vice president.
Atty. Gen. Elliot L. Richardson hasn't decided this ques- Roll Call Report
tion, announcing only that the
grand jury will be used, for the
time being, "as an investigative body."
It has, though, already indicted one Maryland official, N.
Dale Anderson, who succeeded
Agnew as Baltimore County exWASHINGTON-Here's how
ecutive when Agnew was elected governor in 1966. Anderon area Members of Congress
has pleaded innocent to 39 were recorded on major roll call
counts of bribery, extortion and votes Sept. 13 through Sept. 19.
HOUSE
conspiracy and has branded the
SCHOOL
LUNCHEScharges a result of "coerced
Rejected, 127 for and 227
and perjured testimony."
against, an amendment to keep
the school lunch subsidy at eight
cents per meal served. As a
result of the rejection, the
subsidy may be increased to ten

'social concerns

Committee Meets

, cents,per lunch served.
The—MORI seboor Vine
for each claes, and each student °‘ The Social Concerns Como program provides money.,for

first served basis, A $S
registration fee will be charged

nook-Twes&y000aniegSc
the Douglas Community Center
with Miss Beth Broach,
chairman, presiding.
It was announced that Jerry
resources
planner for the Purchase Area
Economic Development
District, spoke at the last
meeting discussing ways his
staff could provide technical
assistance to local governments
in the purchase area.
Reports on current projects
were made at the meeting.
The next meeting is scheduled
for Tuesday, October 18, at 7:39

Applications are also being
taken for typing 2, shorthand 2,
accounting 2 and office practice
whida will. fallow the. .firat,
parts of the respective classes.
Applications may also be made
for the income tax reporting
class to begin in November.
Classes will be scheduled in
the areaso of trade and industrial, business and office,
and marketing and distribution,
Lawson said, if there is sufficient interest.
Farther information may be
Abialeed and apiplications made-.
hy calling or visiting the ii.m. &r"!l hollit,WWW
Murray VoCalional School from iiiwilty Center-. Pary intareiftect8 a.m. to 3.30 p.m at 753-1870, person is invited to attend, Miss
Broach said.
Lawson said. s

by schools which voluntarily
follow
federal
certain
guidelines on, the nutritional
content of their meals. Participating schools -must also
provide free or reduced-cost
lunches to needy pupils.
The bill, with its ten cent
subsidy intact, now goes to the
Senate.
Those voting for said the $84
million total price tag of the
two-cent increase is inflationary. They said an increase in the basic subsidy level
09.1
hglidigOgiao&6
studehtsoi and argued for
seitietive sild to those - whd -need
it, such as a proposed increase
from 40 tS 45 cents in the sub-

costs down.
Reps. Frank Stubblefield
and

++++
VETO SUSTAINED
Sustained, 259 for and 164
against, the President's veto of
the $2.20 minimum wage bill.
The vote fell 23 votes short of
the two-thirds majority needed
to override the veto.
The bill called for raising the
present $1.60 minimum wage to
$2.00 immediately and to $2.20
per hour on July 1, 1974. 'Firsttime coverage would have been
extended to an estimated seven
woekece, -such as
household maids,seasonal farm
laborers and government
employees. Most newly-covered
workers would not receive the

Vol.
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Field Of 29 To
Seek Offices In
General Election
By David Hill
Ledger & Times Staff Writer
Twenty-nine candidates have
filed petitions in the November
6 general election for city and
county offices, according to the
office of Marvin Harris, County
Court Clerk.
The number includes 26
Democrats, two Independents
and one Republican.
Competition will be seen in
three of the offices with John
Neubauer, an Independent,
running against incumbent
Democrat Robert O. Miller, for
the office of County Judge;
Republican Steve Yarbrough
seeking one of the six spots on
the Murray City Council, from
Ward B; and Jimmy Pritchett,
an
Independent, running
against Democratic nominee
Charles Tommy Bogard for
Magistrate of District One.

Candidates facing no opposition for their respective
offices are: Maurice Wilson,
sheriff; Marvin Harris, county
court clerk; Charles Hale
property
valuation
administrator; Sid Easley, county
attorney; Huel "Wimpy" Jones,
jailer; Max Morris, coroner;
Don Overbey, city prosecutor;
Gil‘Hopson, Magistrate District
Two; Ralph Bogard, Magistrate
District Three; Charles Dan
Bazzell, Magistrate District
Foqr, Stephen C. Sanders, city
judge; and John Ed Scott, city
mayor.
Candidates for city council
from Ward B .are Republican
Steve
Yarbrough
and
Democrats Paul Mansfield,
Thomas Rushing, Howard
Loenen, William R. Furches,
Melvin Henley, and Fred Workman.

Democratic candidates for
city council from Ward A, who
will have no opposition, are: Ed
Chrisrnan, Phillip Tibbs, Art
Willis, Rex
Lee, Dave
Alexander, and Jo Crass.
Candidates for the Hazel City
Council have also filed their
petitions with the county court
clerk. Six candidates are
seeking the positions, five of
which will be elected. The six
candidates are Cy Miller,
Bobby Holmes, Preston Oliver,
Morris
Caldwell,
Ralph
Richardson, and Glenn Barnett.
Cy Miller explained that of
the five who are elected, the one
who received the most votes is
usually named as chairman of
the council. Miller is currently
the chairman, a post comparable to the office of mayor in
a larger city.

Doctors 'Impressed' With
Recovery Of Skylab Trio
SAN DIEGO, Calif. AP) Readapting rapidly to gravity,
SItylab 2's record-setting astronauts fly to Texas late today
for reunions with their wives.
The readjustment by Alan L.
Bean, Owen K. Garriott and
Jack R. Lousma just two days
after the end of their S9 -.day
space journey was described by
a flight surgeon aboard the recovery carrier USS New Orleans as "just short of amaz-

"We're impressed," Dr. Paul
Buchanan said. Garriott -looks
very good. The other two are
slightly down. Owen has more
bounce to the ounce. Jack trails
him a little, and Al is just a
notch behind Jack."
He said their excellent conditions may be "a real landmark
in medical history. We are unbelievably happy with this
dais."
Buchanan said the only significant problem involved

One-Party Phone Lines
Coming To Local Areas
A recent loan from the Rural
Electrification Administration
in the amount of $3,182,000 will
enable the West Kentucky
Rural Telephone Cooperative to
provide one-party service to the
Fairdeating, Hardin, Kirksey,
New Concord, Hazel, and Lynn
Grove exchanges.
An additional loan will be
applied for to convert the
remaining exchanges to oneparty service when theitesire
completed.
P.L. Finks, general manager

Stubblefield Votes For
Increase Of Lunch Subsidy
sidy level for free lunches.
Those voting against said
participating schools are
caught in a squeeze between
higher food and labor costs and
the need to serve inexpensive
meals. They said that without
the two-cent increase students
from marginal, middle-income
families will drop out of the
programs, which depend on
volume participation to

HY Per Copy

of the Cooperative, said
engineering and staking has
already begun, adding that the
first contract will be let in April,
1974, with completion scheduled
in December, 1974.
Finks said that employees of
the cooperative will be
soliciting for right-of-way, and
asks cooperation of the property
owners.
The cooperative plans to
replace.all open wire and most
of the aerial cable with buried
cable. Buried cable, Finks
pointed out, eliminates a lot of
maintenance, and thus provides
better service to the subscribers.
Other
cooperative improvements scheduled include
additions to the headquarters
building in .Mayfield, plus additions to central office
buildings necessary for the
installation of new equipment.
The cooperative, founded in
the early 1950s, presently serves
18 exchanges in Graves,
Calloway, Carlisle, Marshall,
McCracken and Hickman
counties in Kentucky, and
Henry and Weakley counties in
Tennessee.
The cooperative presently has
12.808 telephones in service,
including 10,281 subscribers and
2,527 extensions.

$2.20 rate until July 1, 1976.
Those voting for argued that
inflation has gobbled up the 1968
increase to $1.60, and that
minimum wage increases do
not cause inflation or unemployment. They said America's
low-income workers deserve a
higher standard of living.
,
Those voting against argued
that the measure would create
inflation because the $2.20 leveL
is too high and would be mched
too quickly. They called for a
tikbAktiq. 4gokiYIto PAM.,
centives to employers for hiring
teen-age
workers,
who
The Sigma Department of the
presently suffer from the
Murray Woman't Club will
nation's highest unemployment
sponsor a fashion show at the
rates. They also urged that club
house on Monday, October
fewer new workers be covered 1, at
7:30 p.m
by the minimum wage
"Fall Fashion Notes" will be
Natcber and Mazzoli voted the theme
of, the show to be
"yea." Stubblefield voted
presented by The Place with
"Nay."
Mrs. Wells Purdom, Jr., Mrs
++++
Hal E. Houston, Mrs. James H.
SPORTS BLACKOUTS Boone, Mrs. Tommye D.
Passed, 336 for and 37 against, a
Taylor, Mrs. Richard M.
bill lifting hometown blackouts
Hutson, Mrs.
ichard W.
on the television of professional
Knight, and Mrs. Rob Ray as
football, baseball, basketball •
models.
-healisy—gesnoe.--.11te
is ofigrfn the puiific
permits, jor ,a othrie-year
--therr—tsncr- adnrission
period, telecasts to home fans of charge, according to
a'
games that are sold-out at least
spokesman for .the depirtment.
Roll
(See
Call, Page IS)

ashimrShow-Witt
BeifeeVitritay

Bean's back. He aggravated an
old strain when he slept on a
soft mattress Tuesday night.
"The compensation that his
muscles had made for the pain
was lost in zero gravity, so
he'll have to get that compensation back," the flight surgeon said..
A harder mattress and some
drugs were expected to ease
the problem.
Bean, Garriott and Lousma
will hold a brief dockside ceremony today after completing
their third extensive medical
examination since their return
to earth.
They then will be driven to
nearby North Island Naval Air
Station for a jet flight to Ellington AFB near Houston's Johnson Space Center.
The plane is to arrive at Ellington about 6 p.m. CDT. Waiting to greet the astronauts will
be their wives. Several hundred
space workers also are expected to be on hand.
The space agency said the
astronauts' children would be
allowed to watch the arrival
from a distance. But because
!Mar *- - --carry a disease than adults,--they won't be allowed close for
seven days.
They have been placed in the
homes of friends and relatives
for the period.
Only persons whose recent
medical histories have been
checked :carefully will be
allowed in close contact in the
next week.

Civil Suit
Is Settled
Out Of Court
The civil suit of Rushing vs'
Murray Supply , Joe Morris and
Sons Mobile Homes, and the
City of Murray has been settled
out of court for an undisclosed
-sum, according to the office of
Circuit Court Clerk James
The suit involved an alleged
explosion at'the mobile home of
Charles Rushing on April 7,
1972. The suit alleged that the
explosion was caused by a
natural gas leak.
Sheriff Investigates
Shooting Of Calf
Calloway County Sheriff
Clyde Steele reported that he
had investigated the shooting of
a cajf, owned by, Tom UnCiraLiY.Q04 91..ticw causal.
Steele said that the shooting

ad ,sarnentne. iitesdsy.
An investigation is continuing
into the incident.
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Style Show Held
By Newcomers At
School Cafeteria
...IN. •
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'The doctor's wife

9 9.
••
••

••
•

•

••
••
•• •

gets some answers
"It

• • •

v kat

DEAR ABBY: This is for the doctor's wife who said
she may have to call her husband's office and make an
appointment under an assumed name in order to see her
own husband for an hour.
I do volunteer work at a hospital, and 99 per cent of the
doctors' wives live like queens and cry all the way to the
bank_
Did that doctor's wife who complained that her husband
never had time for her or their children make an appointment to canceive those children? It takes two to tango, you
know.
I've seen and heard enough to know that doctors get
put down so much at home it's no wonder they eat up all
the attention they get around the hospital.
Most doctors' wives have college degrees, and many
were secretaries and nurses, but once their husbands get
up in the chips, all these social butterflies do is play golf!
KNOWS THE SCORE

•

Generalizations are dangerous
DEAR KNOWS: Hold
and unfair In most communities you will find the doctor's
wife to be a hard-working volunteer for any number of
worthwhile charitable organizations.
DEAR ABBY: The doctor's wife, complaining of her
absentee husband hit home with me.
For 22 years I was married to a professional social
worker who had a private counseling practice on the side.
He specialized in children's problems.
While our own five children were young, he constantly
brushed their problems aside while helping other children.
There were times when my husband was supposed to be in
his office, but was "unreachable."
All the while, people kept telling me what a "wonderful, sympathetic, understanding" man my husband was.
Rats! When the children were old enough, I divorced
him. I have since married a man who is everything my
husband was not, but got credit for being.
The doctor's wife might consider that sometimes it's a
good idea to change horses in midstream.
HAPPY CHANGER
DEAR HAPPY I'm happy if you're happy. I've heard
from quite a few horse-changers who would be glad to get
their old horses back.
DEAR ABBY Some questions for the doctor's wife who
complained that her husband's work keeps him from his
family
• If you wanted a husband with the work schedule of
an office clerk or a factory worker, why didn't you marry
one'
• If you are ill, why don't you see another doctor?
Physicians shouldn't treat their own families anyway
• Does your extravagance make it necessary for Your
husband to work harder in order to keep ahead of your
spending?
• Is your home an inviting place, and are you an
inviting person for your husband to hurry home to?
PROFESSIONAL
Problems? Yemen feel bedier V you get it eff year died.
Fer a personal reply, write te ABBY: Box No. WW709, L. A.,
Celli. MO. Keeled stamped. self-addressed esavelime,
dease.

. life
slc

A simpleigh-riding pump
with 440.si-Glumpi- more shape.
9n a decisive platform,
.great with feminine
little dresses or
your favorite trousers.
Colors:

Red
Brown
Block

MODELS IN the style show for the Welcome Wagon Newcomers Club were, left to tight, Mrs. Steve
Delker, Miss Phyllis Cottrell, Mrs. Howard Keller, Miss Anne Erwin,and Mrs.Scott Seiber.

Mrs. Haron West Hostess For Meet
The home of Mrs. Haron West
on Olive Boulevard was the
scene of the September meeting
of the Bessie Tucker Circle of
the First United Methodist
Church Women.
An inspiring message was
given by the co-chairman, Mrs

Mrs. Kenneth Adams,left, was honored by the Welcome Wagon
Newcomers Club for her services as club advisor. Mrs. Tom
Muehleman, right, presented her with a gift from the club.

Citanirdi,
THRU TUE.,
I% re
f -N‘

CLINT

Mothers Club Of
Faxon Has Meeting

Prof. Baar Speaks
At CWF Meeting

Chapter P 1-fosts
Chapter M At
The Banks Home

M

Cherry,
Mrs.
Mildred
president, presided at the
September meeting of the
Faxon Mothers Club held at the
school.
The devotional reading was
by Mrs. Janice McCuiston
Reports were given by Mrs
Ernestine Jones, treasurer, and
Mrs. Jane Lamb, secretary.
Mrs. Donna Garland was
elected as vice-president. Home
room mothers were selected.
Mrs. Twila Dunn's fifth grade
won the room count.
Don Cothran, principal, explained about the new concrete
playground at the school.
The physical education
equipment ordered by the club
last year was discussed by
Tommy Brown, teacher and
coach.
A bake sale to be held at a
future date was discussed.
Refreshments were served to
the mothers and the teachers

r
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CHiLDREN'S MATiNEE

"THUNDER IN CAROLINA
Pius
"MANHUNT ON MYSTERY ISLAND"

„ri

Program Leader At ******************
Garden Club Meet

THE FUNNIEST
LOVE STORY
OF THE YEAR!

WINNER 1

"A very,very funny and very,
very touching romantic comedy."

ST

The ceremony, ba
Corinthians 13, to,
before a fifteen bri
delabrurn above yello
carnations, and gall
center was flanked
spiral, brass, ca
containing fifteen
candles. Tall white
held Grecian urns
daisies, carnatior
gladioli. Shorter colu
two urns of green fer
During the ceren
couple knelt as MJ
Wright sang "The
Prayer." At the do
ceremony the couple,
attendants, left slowl,
Wright sang "Bit
House."

Before the ceremo
Judy. Hughes begs
program of organ mus
Asked the Lord." The
of the couple were a
while "0 Perfect IA
played. Miss Hughes
Linda Wright sang a d
Spirit of Jesus." As
Like a Shepherd Lead
played, Ricky Ragsda
of the groom, and Bill:
brother of the groon
the candles at the alti
the family pews mar
greenery and satin bc

Bride's Dres
The bride, escorte
altar by her father,
formal gown of white
designed with a
neckline Ott long stri
sleeves. The bodice
cented with a ruffle bil
Lace and seed pearls, I
repeated at the high •
princess design bor
attached to the
gathered skirt, acne'
Motifs of lace flowers
pearls. A deep ruffle
consisting of Cluny
tended into the full chi
A satin bow and long a
fell from the back.
Her veil was borrm
her matron of honor.
piece was made of wh
and sequins. Seed pei
on the scallops of the t
veil.
The bride carried a t
white carnations an
roses in a cascade de
only jewelry was
engraved bracelet, gn
by the groom.
Mrs. Martha Ken
Murray, served as n
honor, and Mrs.
Wisehart Franklin Cla
as bridesmaid.
Both attendants w
tical floor length
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Miss Wanda Faye
became the bride
Lynn Walker, in ai
August ceremony at t
Spring Baptist Chu:
Terry M. Sills per*
double
ring
ca
ceremony.
The bride is the di
Mr. and Mrs. M,
Billington of Murray f
and the groom is the
.and Mrs. Lowell E.
Dexter Route One.

J.C. Winter, who brought
`11
prayer thoughts from the book,
"Understanding The Christian
Faith," by Georgia Hardness.
The Christian Women's
She also led the group in Fellowship of the First
repeating -The Lord's Prayer." Christian Church held its
The chairman, Mrs. John general meeting at the church
eHODUCT PON
Irvan, presided and led the library on Tuesday afternoon,
PANAVIS1ON
CHNICOLOR
An. September 18.
opening
prayer.
nouncements were made of ad „link Robert Baar showed
.
.
annual conference of UMW at'movies and slides he made on
......w••••••••••••••••••••••"'•••••••"`•••••••
- ^'••••••'•'•••••••••-•*•'"W•••.- •••-••••••••••
Lambuth College,on September the Erupean tour made by the
29 and UMW geniral meeting at Murray State University Choir.
SAT.
Hale Chapel oo9ctober 2, al He was introduced by Mrs. A.
7:30 p.m.
1 til 3
H. Titsworth.
During the social hour
Chapter P Paducah) of the
Mrs.
Harlan Hodges presided
P.E.O. Sisterhood entertained refreshments were served by
at the meeting. Mrs. R. H.
,
members of Chapter M with a Mrs.' West to the thirteen)
3rd Chapter of Serial . . .
Robbins will serve as secretary
fall luncheon Thursday, Sep- members and one visitor, Mrs.
of
the
CWF
replacing
Mrs.
John
tember 20 The meeting was in Fil Boston.
Lyon who has moved to
the lovely lake-side home of Mrs
Knoxville. Names for secret
H.B. Banks in the Sledd Creek
rs. Lola Fisk Is
prayer partners were drawn.
area near Kentucky Darn.
Several present members of
the Paducah organization held
membership in Murray's
Next Week! *
chapter before organizing
Thru TUES.
t:
Chapter P April 2, 1970.
"Cahill
US.
Marshalr
*
(Chapters of the Sisterhood are
Mrs. Lola Fisk presented the
"Oklahoma Crude" 31
identified in alphabetical order lesson on "Drying Flowers" at
and the Paducah chapter the September meeting of the
.--1040W SHOWING!
became the 16th in Kentucky). Nature's Palette Garden Club
* CINEMA 1
P.E.O. is an organization held at the Community Center.
primarily sponsoring education
The lesson leader gave the
for women.
how, when, and what to collect
The 1973 program theme for for drying. She showed five
Chapter P is "Love is a Many arrangements using dried
Splendored Thing." Mrs. Clark flowers and also two vases of
Andersen presented a most different grasses she had
NEW YORK FILM CRITICS' AWARD:
-Judith Cost, New York Magazine
appropriate program for the sprayed to be used for accent.
PICTURE
Mrs. 011ie Brown, president,
indoor-outdoor setting, ".The
presided and said a glass cutter
Spkenclore of
DIRECTOR
Mrs. R.P. Brown, chapter had been purchased for the club
SCREENPLAY
president, welcomed the to use.
ACTRESS" ,
Murray guests who responded
The hostess, Mrs. Emma
UV ULLMANN
enifiasiastically with ap- Knight, served cake and coffee
preciative remarks. Murray during the social hour.
Present were Mesdames 011ie
members
present
were:
Mesdames Harry M. Sparks, Brown, I.H. Key, lla Douglass,: INGMAR BERGMAN'S
Showtimes: :
Henry McKenzie, Hugh L. R.Q. Knight, Kenton Miller,
3:00-5:00-7:00-9:00
*
Oakley, Alfred Lindsey, Jr., Charlie Stubblefield, Cletus
*
Morgan Sisk, Olga Freeman, Robinson, Maude Jones, and *
*
Edward M. Nunnelee, Mayfield, Lola Fisk, members, and Mary
Color
Plus
:
and Joseph Hortin.
Hamilton guest.
*
CORMAN pres•nts'
1 ROGER WORLD
Cartoon
R
PICTURES
ANEW

Prok .info 753 3314
111)11R
Open 6:45-Start 7:15
DRIVE
N
,C
7h
t
.tr2G721t
i-T'
thru SAT.
••

ADAMS
„Shoe
St-e-reOpen Friday -Plights

Miss Wanda Fa
Of Ronnie Lyn
The Sinking S

Welcome
Wagon
The
Newcomers Club held its
September style show and salad
" supper recently at the Murray
High School cafeteria.
After a salad buffet was
served, Mrs. Tom Muehleman
presided over a brief business
session. Members and their
guests heard reports concerning the Christmas dance,
the club picnic, the March of
Dimes project, and other activities in which Newcomers
may participate.
Mrs. Kenneth Adams was
presented with an engraved
silver chaffing dish by the club
to honor the many services she
has performed for Newcomers
during her five years as club
advisor. She was also selected
as Member of the Month.
A variety of fashions,
provided by Littleton's were
modeled by Miss Phyllis Cottrell, Miss Anne Eriwn, Mrs.
Steve Delker, Mrs. Howard
Keller, and Mrs. Scott Seiber.
The show, which was planned
by Mrs. Raymond Nall and Mrs.
Jo Crass, was narrated by Mrs.
David Marquardt.
All newcomers to Murray or
other interested persons are
sivited to participate in the club
and its many activities. For
information persons may
contact Mrs. Joe McCoart at
753-3722 and
Mrs. Tom
Muehleman at 7534128.

By Abigail Van Buren
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MitsWanda Faye Billington Becomes Bride
Of Ronnie Lynn Walker In Ceremony At
The Sinking Spring Baptist Chilr'6h-

The Hazel Woman's Club held
its first meeting of the new club
year on Thursday, September
20, at seven p.m. in the community room of the Dees Bank
of Hazel.
During the program club
members and guests held an
informal discussion of the
Federation
of
Kentucky
Women's Clubs. Resolutions
and orientation of new and
prospective members were
discussed.
Reports were given by all
committee
chairmen.
Delegates were named to attend
the fall district meeting at
Mayfield on October 6. The club
will help with the March of
_Dimes in January.
A social hour was held with
refreshments being served by
Mrs. Steve Knott and Mrs.
Garland Hutson to the eleven
members and six guests.
Mesdames Max Parks, James
Dale Erwin, Charles Parker,
Bobby Washer, James Phillips,
and Linda Foley were the
guests.

Miss Wanda Faye Billington
became the bride of Ronnie
Lynn Walker, in an evening
August ceremony at the Sinking
Spring Baptist Church. Rev.
Terry M. Sills performed the
double
ring
candlelight
ceremony.
The bride is the daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Marvin C.
Billing ton of Murray Route One,
and the groom is the son of Mr.
.and Mrs. Lowell E. Walker of
Dexter Route One.

yellow voile, flocked with white
and yellow daisies. The gowns
were of princess design, with
victorian necklines, and nine
self covered buttons down the
front bodices. The long full
sleeves were closed at the wrist
by three covered buttons on
deep cuffs. They wore matching
yellow velvet bows in their hair.
Each attendant carried
a nosegay made completely of
magestic yellow daisies with
long yellow streamers, inspired
by the flocked daisies on their
The ceremony, based on I gowns.
Corinthians 13, took place
Joe Walker served his brother
before a fifteen branch can- as best man. Mason Billington,
delabrum above yellow daisies, brother of the bride, served as
carnations, and galdioli. The groomsman. Ushers were Billy
center was flanked by two Walker and Ricky Ragsdale.
The groom and his attendants
spiral, brass, candelabra
containing fifteen burning wore formal attire of black
11i
r
candles. Tall white columns trousers and white, double--0
held Grecian urns of yellow breasted coats, trimmed in
•
daisies, carnations, and black. The shirts were white,
gladioli. Shorter columns held with black edged ruffles, worn
two urns of green ferns.
with black satin ties.
111111%—
Mrs. Billington chose for her
During the ceremony the
couple knelt as Mrs. Linda daughter's wedding a pink,
Mr. and Mrs. Ronnie Lynn Walker
Wright sang "The Wedding double-knit, shirt waist style
Mr. ane Mrs. James Spann of
yellow net rice bags, breakfast at the home of Mrs.
distributed
Prayer." At the close of the dress fashioned with self
ceremony the couple, and their covered buttons down the front tied with yellow bows, to the Bernice Wisehart; a kitchen Murray are the parents of a
shower given by Mrs. Wilma baby girl born on Sunday.
attendants, left slowly as Mrs. and stiched pleats around the guests.
The bride left the church Billington, Mrs. Mary Bella September 23, at the Henry
Black
accessories
Wright sang "Bless This skirt.
completed the ensemble Mrs. wearing a red checked knit Jones, and Mrs. Rosemary C,,unty General Hospital, Paris.
House."
Walker wore an ensemble of pant suit. After their wedding Boyd; a household shower given Tenn. She weighed seven
Before the ceremony, Miss
a rose colred knit dress, topped trip to the Pennyrlle Forrest by Mrs. Judy Mathis, Mrs. pounds eleven ounces and has
Judy. Hughes began her
with a darker rose figured State Resort Park, the couple is Gerald Walker, Mrs. Joe been named Shawnaree Dawn. I
program of organ music with "I
sleeveless coat. She chose white residing at their new mobile Walker, Mrs. Sue Rose, and
Asked the Lord." The mothers
accessories to complete the home on Route Three, Murray. Mrs. Katherine Bonner; and a
of the couple were ushered in
Mr. Walker is teaching at the white Bible Service given by the
ensemble.
while "0 Perfect Love" was
Both mothers wore corsages Almo Elementary School, and Baptist Young Women of the
played. Miss Hughes and Mrs. of
pink throated cymbidium Mrs. Walker is employed by the Sinking Spring Church, with the
Linda Wright sang a duet, "The
Calloway Court Clerk's Office. Bible received in that service
orchids.
Spirit of Jesus." As "Saviour
being displayed on the piano
Prenuptial Events
The register table was acLike a Shepherd Lead Us" was
Prenuptial courtesies ex- during the wedding reception,
cented with a yellow register
played, Ricky Ragsdale, friend
book and pen on yellow net. tended to the bride included a opened to I Corinthians 13.
of the groom, and Billy Walker,
Mrs. Rosemary Boyd, friend of
groom,
lighted
brother of the
the bride, kept the register and
the candles at the altar and on
greeted each guest.
the family pews marked .with
Reception
greenery and satin bows.
Mrs. James Rose directed the
Bride's Dress
Thursday, September V
reception, in the fellowship hall
Turkey Shoot, sponsored by
The bride, escorted to the of the church, immediately
The Senior Citizens of Murray New Concord PTC, will be held
altar by her father, wore a after the guests were greeted in and Calloway County will meet at the New Providence Riding
formal gown of white sata-peau the receiving line. Mrs. Rose at the Ellis Center at ten a.m. Club starting at 1:30 p.m.
designed with a victorian was assisted by Mrs. Mason
Current Missions group of
long straight lace Billington, Mrs. Gerald Walker,
neckline
Mr. and Mrs. Boyce Newsome
sleeves. The bodice was ac- Mrs. Joe Walker, and Mrs. Memorial Baptist Church will
cented with a ruffle bib of Cluny Tommy Mathis, sisters and meet with Mrs. Pauline will hold open house in obWainscott,401 South 16th Street, servance of their 50th wedding
lace and seed pearls, which was sister-in-laws of the couple.
at
7:30 p.m. with Betty Sledd as anniversary from two to four
repeated at the high waist. The
The bride's table was covered
p.m. at thier home on Kirksey
princess design bodice was with a gold cloth, overlaid with guest speaker.
Route One near Gob.
attached to the 'slightly white lace. The cloth was
The Zeta Department of the
gathered skirt, accented- with scalloped by tiny white wedding
tnotifs of lace flowers and seed4bells, caught up at the center of Murray Woman's Club will Mr. and Mrs. Albert Dunn of
pearls. A deep ruffle flounce, the table. The table was cen- meet at.the club house at 7:30 Pompano Beach, Fla., will
celebrate their 50th wedding
consisting of Cluny lace, ex- tered with a silver stand, filled p.m. with Dr. Betty Hinton as
anniversary with an open house
tended into the full chapel train, with yellow daisies, carnations, speaker. Hostesses will be
at Mt. Carmel United Methodist
A satin bow and long streamers and snapdragons with yellow Mesdames W. Edward Watson,
Buist Scott, John Pasco, Church, north of Kirksey just
fell from the back.
candles on each side.
off Highway 299, from two to
Her veil was borrowed from
The three tiered wedding Franklin Fitch, and Purdom five p.m. All relatives
and
her matron of honor. The head cake was decorated with yellow Outland.
friends are invited and
piece was made of white leaves roses on white icing. The top
requested not to bring gifts.
and sequins. Seed pearls were layer was separated by white
The Murray Middle School
on the scallops of the two tiered clolumns and swans. The cake PTA will meet at seven p.m. in
Welcome Wagon Newcomers
veil.
was topped with a miniature the school auditorium.
Club will have a family picnic
The bride carried a bouquet of bride and groom statuette
The Magazine Club will meet for members and new people in
white carnations and yellow under an arch of yellow and
at
the Calloway County Public town and their families at 3:30
roses in a cascade design. Her white daisies. On the opposite
p.m. at Kenlake State Park.
Library
at two p.m.
only jewelry was a gold end of the table, yellow punch
Soft drinks will be furnished by
engraved bracelet, given to her was served to the guests. The
the club.
Reservations for the meal for
by the groom.
appointments were of crystal
the
Purchase
Area 4-H Club
Mrs. Martha Kemp Leet, and silver. Nuts and mints were
Monday, October 1
Murray, served as matron of served from silver dishes, Forum at Brazzelton Junior
Chapter M of PEO will meet
High
TBF-21CN
School,
Paducah,
on
honor, and Mrs. Marilyn which were wedding gifts to the
October 6 must be made by at the home of Mrs. L.J. Bonin
Wisehart Franklin Clay, served bride and groom.
today by calling the Calloway at 7:30 p.m. with Mrs. A.C.
as bridesmaid.
After the guests were served,
LaFollette as cohostess and
County
Extension
Both attendants wore iden- Jon Mark and Phillip 13111ington,
Mrs A.H. Titsworth in charge
tical- Hoot. Length gowns of nephews Of the
bride, Methodist
— rini.
Youth Fellowship OUlliejarag

meeting of the Cumberland
Presbyterian Women of the
North Pleasant Grove Church.
Rev. Edd Glover led the
opening prayer.
The leader for the program on
"Human Need: To Learn" was
led by Mrs. Greg Smclaire who
said as we observe a young
baby and all that he can do and
how rapidly he learns, we can
see that each one of us is born
with a great desire and ability
to learn. There is hardly an
adult who in three years time
can grow as much in his understanding of the world around
him as a baby does in his first
three years, the leader said.
Mrs. Margaret Nell Boyd led
the Bible study for the month.
Her topic was Dorcas on women
from the New Testament.
Prayer was led by Mrs. Delia
Graham.
Several
projects
were
discuSella during the business
meeting conducted by the
president, Mrs. Crawford.
Three new tables were bought
for use in the church basement.

FBIRTHSJ
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urch Women
Mrs.
Lawson,
Merritt
secretary-treasurer, gave her
reports.
Mrs. Edwin Cain read a
favorite recipe on "Love."
Favorite recipes were collected
for a new aook book to be sold
later.

Glyco Wells, Mrs. Paul Cunningham, and the hostess.
The October 11th meeting at
seven p.m will be held at the
home of Mrs. Cunningham.

HOSPITAL PATIENT
Mrs. Rozelle Niuice is now
Refreshments were served at undergoing treatment at the
the close of the meeting. Those Baptist Memorial Hospital
present were Mrs. Delia Memphis, Tenn. She entered the
Graham, Rev. and Mrs. Edd hospital the first of week and
Glover, Mrs. Merritt Lawson, her address is 1424 Madison
Mrs. Margaret Nell Boyd, Mrs. East,
Baptist
Memorial
Greg Sinclaire, Mrs. Edwin Hospital, Memphis, Tenn.,
Cain, Mrs. Thomas Jones, Mrs. 38103.

SAMMONS' BAKERY
Northside Shopping Center

Invites You To Shop In Their

Newly Enlarged Sales Area
v Doughnuts
v Danish Rolls v Breads
French Pastry
v 'Cakes v Pies

Finest Quality
Baked Fresh Daily
Mrs. J. B. Burkeen

753-5434

600 a.m -6.00 pm.

Pb.... 733 1917 sr 743 4947

GENERAL ELECTRIC
APPLIANCES & TELEVISION

•exe.-Npf.Nexei.

?;

will have its sub-district
meeting at Goshen Church at
seven p.m. with council meeting
at 6:30 p.m.

Christmas is right around the corner and
getting ready!

The Wild Raspberry's

Our new exciting Christmas Gifts are on the
way so we've got a

ttt

Big Sale

going on to make room for all our new items ) if
you've ever been in the Wild Raspberry you know
that we need the space' )

Mar-Lane Cel.amics
(over $1.00)
% off
Party Supplies

A rummage sale will be held
at the parking lot of St. Leo's
Church, 401 North 12th Street,
from seven a.m. to three p.m.
Various articles will be on sale
in addition to clothing.

/
1
2 off

lilt* cups, paper plates, napkins,
ribbon, invitations, gift wrap
We've gqt a group of
a lot of

Craft

Candles

•

•
119

on SALE,and

kits marled WAY DOWN

Self you want to help ole'Santa sat

Saturday, September 29
The WMU of the First Baptist
Chtwch will have a general
meeting at the church at ten
a.m. A potluck luncheon will be
served at noon. All women of
the church are invited to attend.

by the

•

• _

Turkey Shoot, sponsored by
New Concord PTC, will be held
at the New Providence Riding
Club starting at nine a.m.

Sigma Dsgartrnent of Murray
Woman's Club will have a Style
Show by The Place at the club
house at 7:30 p.m. The show is
open to the public.
Coldwater United Methodist
Church Women will meet at 7:30
p.m. at the church.
Executive Board of the
Murray Womaa's Club will
meet at 11:30 a.m, at the club
house.
Kathleen Jones Group of the
First Baptist Church Women
will meet with Mrs. Robert
Jones at 6:45 p.m.

NO-FROST Refrigerator
Huge 6.93 cu. ft. freezer holds up to
242 pounds ... over 45% more than
any previous GE top-freezer model
ever made!

Priced
18 Cu. Ft.
15 Cu. Ft.

12 Cu. Ft.

1
2
" Wide
30/
66" High

$36888

$33888
$28888
$14888

FREE!! Installation
with All Ice Makers

40" Range with Picture Window II

DIVIDED COOKTOP
...More work spa
Cu.,-.
CAR/

GOOD SERVICE
A MOM., reason
whP G(.
..somer,m.r.r^

Recovery Inc. will meet at the
Mental Health Center at 7:30
P.m.

Takes the
"Hurry and
Worry" out
of Permanen
Press Care

Poly Knit

Sunday,September 30
When you are cutting up
Fox Family reunion dinner marshmallows,
'se kitchen
will be held at Kenlake State scissors and dip the blades in
Park shelter house.
hot water.

Morgan, Trevcithan
Insurance - Bonds - Real Estate — 108 E. 12th St., Benton

NOW HAS A LOCAL NUMBER
F.orothe Residents of Murray, Calloway County and Aurora
THE NUMBER TO CALL

Inc

—ONLMONE CALL GETS
FAST SERVICE!!
* BANK RATES

90 DAYS CASH *
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Sensing The News —

•

County Schools A
Long Sought Dream
With the breaking of ground for the new Calloway
County Elementary Schools, a new era has been
started here. This is a dream come to reality for the
E. school officials, teachers. parents, and students.
1, Of Course, there is a sadness to see the six
: elementary centers at Almo, Faxon. Hazel, Kirksey,
Lynn Grove. and New Concord being discontinued as
; schools.
; But the parents and students know that the closing
were steps of necessity and progress by Supt.
William B. Miller and the Calloway County Board of
Education, who planned and negotiated for the
erection of the three new elementary schools in
Calloway County.
When the consolidated Calloway County High
School was opened in the fall of 1960, there was some
apprehension by the parents for the closing of the
county high schools, the school now rates with the
best high schools in the state.
The elementary centers in Calloway County have
;. some of the best teachers in the state and nation and
: they have taught the pupils at the school extremely
well, but they have taught under a handicap. Some
• of the rooms were cold, the floors were unlevel,
lighting conditions were poor. and there many other
outdated things at the elementary centers.
The principals and teachers at each school, the
county school officials and the board of education
have worked hard to try to keep the schools in the old
outdated buildings in the best condition possible
trying to make it comfortable for the children and
teachers.
The Parent-Teacher groups at each of the county
schools have worked at fund rasing projects
throughout the years to help in the upkeep of the
schools.
Many of the parents and teachers' groups in each
of the schools have added rooms, built partitions,
walks, and added teaching aids to the inventory at
the schools.
With the erection of the three new elementary
schools, more and better facilities for the teaching of
the children can be achieved and the students will
have well built and well equipped schools to attend.
Supt William B. Miller and his staff and the
members of the Calloway County Board of
Education who are Lubie Parrish, Robert Ross,
Calvin Key. Billy Joe Stubblefield, and Ferrell
Miller are to be commended for the dream come
true with the start of the- three new elementary
schools in Calloway County. They have spent many
long hours planning and working with state and local
• offiCials and the people to be served to see this
• reality come to pass. Tht is an example of people
working together for the good of Calloway County.

COSMOS
OPINION
?:e

ACTON, MASS., LITTLETON INDEPENDENT: "Salvation
for this country's economic system and its way of life does not lie
in increased federal government expenditure, more programs
and more controls. Instead, it lies in individual initiative and
desire to produce. Every effort must be made to stimulate a
desire for quality and excellence. Rewards should be for those
who perform, rather than for those who shirk. Money should be
invested in the free enterprise system, rather than in the sink of
government inefficiency and carelessness where it is all too easily

dowri...theAtain. If the voters demaridtitAll-Ifittlu
wasteful government spending, loud and clear, there might still
be a chance of bringing about a reversal of the tide of welfarism
which threatens to engulf this country. Will they .speak out in
time?"
++++
ALTOONA, PA., MIRROR: "Deficit sharing and guaranteed
annual tax increases, that's about what the Democrats and
Republicans are both promising up, more or less."
++++
ST. MARYS, MO., WEEKLY REVIEW: "Who is going to
sacrifice to ease the gaoline shortage? Are you going to cut down
on gas usage, drive a smaller car, walk, ride a bicycle, forego a
trip, adjust your poor driving habits, etc.—or is it going to be the
guy down the street? But he's thinking the same thing about
you
+++4CROOKSVILLE, OHIO, CROOKSVILLE-ROSF:VILLE
MESSENGER: "The soaring rise in prices reminds us that inflation is like flirting with a girl By the time you become
alarmed, there doesn't seem to be anything you can do about
it'
The price of beef is so high, for example, that cows are no
longer being branded:they're being engraved."
++++
BARNESVILLE, MINN., RECORD-REVIEW: "We have been
told that the government is going to put a lot of money into a new
rocket and.. rumor has it that it will be named the 'Civil Servone::.yow'gan't-E.7,---itArt--won't'worit....and-tr-3-,.-astihw
tar-payers a fortune."
*'
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By Anthony Harrigan

MURRAY D1
INC.

The Social Cost of Welfarism
One of the great struggles of
our time is the battle between
the advocates of the welfare
state and believers in • free,
effort-oriented society. For the
moment, the.hattle is not going
well for believers in freedom
and self-reliance.
Fortunately, however, many

Americans are concerned about
the outcome of this battle.
There is increasing awareness
of the peril to the nation in the
veiirth of the welfare
population.
'
One
of
ablest
the
congressional battlers against
the welfare state is U.S. Rep.
John B. Conlon of Arizona, who
is getting a deserved national
reputation as a defender of
responsible government. Rep.

ce
frkl
yk. Nevo.papers

DO YOU HAVE A PERMVTV
FEDERAL LAND USE PLAN

Act dooms local authority
Local governments in the
United States of America began
assuming planning and zoning
powers late in the 19th Century. In
the interests of seeing their towns
and cities develop in an orderly
way, property owners by and
large have accepted this intrusion
into their traditional rights to use
a piece of land for whatever
purpose they chose. We are
reaching a point, however, where
land use controls are spinning a
web around property rights in a
way that.- surely would have
appalled our grandfathers.
City and county governments
are yielding to pressure to
surrender their planning and
zoning powers to regional bodies.
Many states, California among
them, have placed the control of
development of at least part of
their land in the hands of state
agencies. Predictably, the federal
government is next. Legislation is
moving through the 93rd Congress
that will make the question of
what happens to the vacant lot at
the end of our block an issue of
national policy.
The proposed Land Use Policy
and Planning Assistance Act,
which has bipartisan support, has
the innocent outlines of a
progressive
piece
of
environmental legislation, with
the customary price tag of federal
funds. It would distribute $100
million
year to
a
state
goverarnents-to-enconrargi- them
to adopt statewide land use
policies and see that they are
enforced. With that kind of
impetus for distant, centralized
planning and zoning authority, the
historic local responsibility in the

field appears doomed, not to
mention what might remain of the
rights of the individual property
owner.
This might be the time for
citizens to draw back and
consider how far they want to go
in creating government agencies
to hold sway over the use of land.
What exactly is the deed to a piece
of property going to mean when
there is an environmental
policeman On every corner,
possibly in a federal uniform? The
question is as much a philosophic
one as a political one.
The elAsitronmenta lists argue
that land can no longer be
considered as only a commodity
to be bought, sold and used freely
within the framework of a
community plan. It must be
"managed" in tlie public interest,
the way we mange our water and
mineral resources to conserve
them and assure they will serve
the public good. Granted that pellmell growth and development can
be ruinous, are the American
people
and
their
local
governmenti..... really
so
irresponsible that they must
conjure up
presumably wiser
Big Brother to decide how they
will use their land?
Our towns and pities are
already bowing to the dictates of
the state and federal governments
to clean up their air and water.
Those enviiimeniaT " problems

are considered too big and too
serious- too "regional" - to be
left to local action. At the rate
we're going, the day will come
when we have to apply to
Congress for building permits.

According To Boyle

Our Major Survival Problem:
How To Fill Government Forms

welfare—or perhaps because of
it, Sweden has experienced a
250 per cent increase in crime,

the
highest
juvenile
delinquency rate in Western
Europe,and a suicide rate twice
that of the United States. In all

likelihood, these are the results
of moving away from an effortoriented society. Americans
would be wise, therefore, to
dismantle the welfare system
before more sochg or economic

DAISI
FROM NISSAN

604 S. 12th

damage is done to U.S.

753-7114

Funny, Funny World

GOVERNMENT
A Congressman's wife sought the advice of a Washington
foutune-teller. The fortune-teller propheisied, "Prepare yourself
for widowhood. Your husband is about to die a violent death." The
wife sighed deeply and presented a question: "Will I be acquitted?"
In Harrisburg Pa., pro-labor Governor Milton J. Shapp agrees
with the state's labor movement in strong opposition in lie
detector tests; nevertheless he recently made an exception in the
case
of a bill, moving slowly through the legislature, which would
Conlan recently pointed out that
"there are currently more than outlaw premarital or extramarital sex. "I'd like to suggest," said
168 programs geared in whole the governor, "that the legislators be given a lie detector test and
or in part to combatting only whose who pass the test be allowed to vote on the bill." I Les
Finnegan)
poverty." He noted that the
A veteran Washington reporter recalls a press conference
total federal social welfare
called by the Director of the Budget to explain the annual budget.
expenditures for each year of
During the rather involved expostition which followed there
all such programs is !92 billion,
developed between the director and his associates a discrepancy
or more than one-third of the
of about $15 million in comparing the tables. It was discovered,
total federal budget. More than after
some hurried checking, that 2 different comparison had
15 million Americans are
been employed, and that this accounted for about $14 million of
receiving money under one or
the descrepancy. This did not quite satisfy one presstent reporter,
more welfare programs."
who quietly inqured: "But what about the other million dollars?"
As Congressman Conlan "Well", came the impatient rejoinder
of one of the budget exexplained, no one seriously perts, "what do you want
us to do —explain it down to the last
opposes the concept of ex- penny?" ( Wall Street Jourill)
tending help to those who
Watching the rain through a window, one weather bureau
cannot help themselves: the
employee said to another: "We needed this. Weve been predicting
sick, the blind, the lame, or
it for a week"
phans, widows, or the incapacitated. But what creates
concern is the flow of welfare
dollars to persons who can and
should work
Mekki Al-Saadi, Murray State student from Iraq,
Rep. Contain asserted that
"surveys of welfare programs
was speaker at the meeting of the Murray Rotary
have shown that at least oneClub held at the Murray Woman's Club House.
fourth of all public assistance
The Murray High School band with 75 members
cases involve fraud. that
will
participate in the 13th Annual West Kentucky
hardworking taxpayers are
being bilked hand-over-fist of Band Festival at Princeton tomorrow.
billions of dollars by unAirman Second Class Jerry D. Inman has been
scrupulous welfare chiselers named an honor graduate of
the U.S. Air Force
criminally subsisting off the
course for aircraft radio repairmen at Keesler AFB,
public trough." Many other
Miss.
welfare recipients, he added
Mrs. Lee Travis announces the engagement, and
"are able-bodied people who
find it easier and more lucrative approaching marriage of her daughter, Miss Carol
to live off welfare than to find Quertermous, to Jerry Don Neale, son of
Mr. and
jobs and go to work."
Mrs. Bryan 'Neale.
One of the welfare programs
that has angered self-reliant
people is the food stamp program. Huge sums are spent
on this form of welfare. U.S.
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24-Hour Wrecke
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Ten Years Ago Today

501 N. 4tt
Murray, K
753-6168
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ELECTRIC S'
410 Olive
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support thi, 1

Max Horace Churchill, Jr., Voris Russell, and
Phillip Howard Murdock, all of Calloway County,
are now serving with the U.S. Army at Fort Lewis,
Washington.
Frank Gipson, age 67, died September 25 at his
Carolina on the food stamp
home in Hazel.
Program -Jimmy Foster, Gedric Paschall, Gene Steely, Ray
The food stamp program, like
other welfare programs, is full Dunn, and Jimmy Cochran, members of the Hazel
of abuses. For example, a FFA Judging team, with their advisor, Carman
federal grand jury in San An- Parks, attended
the Kentucky State Fair at
tonio, Texas, said in inLouisville.
dictments handed down earlier
Officers of the Kirksey PTA this year are _Mrs.
this year that food stamps had
been negotiated for cash, car Doris Ezell, Mrs. Joe Sledd, Mrs. Fred Patton, and
repairs and even marijuana. Mrs. Twyman Edwards.

Rep. Ernest F. Hollings (0-SC),
one of the principal advocates of
the food program, noted last
June that "about ;100 million is
spent annually in South

Distribution of welfare funds
to able-bodied persons, food
stamps and other handouts
undermines our effort-oriented
society. As Rep. Conlon said,
"in the world of work, ability
and dedication to one's job are
re rded with good pay and a

ch nce for advancement, while
latineSi and a refusal to workm t bring hardship for those
who will not exert themselves
and earn their way in life."
The need, of course, is to
abolish the food stamp program
and numerous other programs
approved by the Congress. But
the chances of getting constructive legislative action are
dim now because of the strength
of the liberal coalition in
Congress. For the present, the
best hope for reform lies in
improvement of the regulatory
process in :ederal and state
agencies administering welfare
programs.

Wil
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Bel-Air Shoppini
7534322
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Bible Thought For Today
And hereby we do know that we know him, if we
keep his commandments.- John 2:3

Obedience leads to knowledge of God and this
suggests the necessity of discipline in personal
-Join us after thi

Isn't It The Truth!

WINCHES1
PRINTING SE

by Carl Riblet Jr.
Women's Libbers are becoming more and more
silent as the bloom wears off their cause. Are they
tired? Have they at last understood that mankind
is
naturally indifferent to the idea? Are they ready to
give up because at last they have settled
down to an
understanding that women's role is going to continue
to be that of an opposite in a wonderful world
of
opposites.
"It is the man and woman united who,
make the complete human being....
...Together, they are most likely to
succeed in the world."

According to Rep. Conlan,
-Benjamin Franklin
how to fill out government build an addition to your house. "welfare officials in many
states—notably California, New
forms.
You have to fill out another
NEW YORK (AP) — The
These forms beset us at ev- form if you want to burn down York and West Virginia—are
world may be destroyed again
taking bold steps to ancLsvelfare
ery step throughout our exis- your barn legally.
by flood. The world may be
fraud and implement vocational
tence. In fact, there are only
consumed to a cinder by a vast
You have to fill out's !Orin to trakdivaildivoilt requirements
(FORME RLY vALENT04E,PAUIT-111Cal - two major events in our lives
-atomic fireball.
A DIVISION OF WINCHESTER PRINTING seawall.
- for able-bodied welfare clientat which we don't have to fill get a wedding certificate.
INC.
.
.661
,
4
,
20
.
,
1
.
form
1i
- regulatory- - -reform. Yivhavo te.f.11.15xat
„ 441t, Kea astute. alntsu1.
ic-ernencot
our planet see a fate possibly and death. On these occasions get a divorce.
requires continuing public_
WHILE-YOU-WAIT
even more imminent: the tin- the paperwork is done for us by
You have to fill out a form to demands for action against
1 TO 1,000 COPIES
man race may simply be suffo- grudging doctors, whose signa- get a food stamp or a Social welfare abuses. The public also
PRINTING AND
Camera
Ready Copy Only.
cated by increasing tidal waves tures testify on the appropriate Security payment.
must continue to voice demands
•
for
-action
-irr
the
Congress
dcrtiment8 That'we are regally
and
Y6ii'Mite to HIT our ificiert
-ifa
Filling out forms has within alive or legally dead.
vote, travel to another country, elect representatives who are
the last half century become
A smart child can also usual- get into or out of the armed mindful of taxpaying citizens
perhaps the major nuisance of ly cozen relatives or family forces, drive a car or keep a rather than a welfare concivilization. It is such an essen- friends to sign his baptismal dog within the limits of most stituency.
tial part of modern life it re- certificate, but after that he
Reform won't be easy, for
is cities.
mains surprising that no col- pretty much on his own. Pen in
Isn't there anything a man many liberal ideologues are
lege gives an advanced course hand, he spends the rest of his can,do anymore without having dedicated to
the concept of the
in how to do it.
days filling out forms
to fill out a form first'
welfare state. They envision
You can take courses in the
You have to fill out a form to
Yes, a few. For example, he welfare a form of "distributive
history of early Roman band pay taxes.
can rob a bank or steal an au- justice." Their refusal to
instruments how to make potteYdu have to fill out. a form to tomobile.
acknowledge the social costs of
ry, or how to unlock a medieval open a business.But if he gets caught, he will welfarism, as manifested in
chastity belt*— but there is_ no . .Yotihattre to fill out a form to tind his adventures in. filling Sweden,
50443 MAIN ST RE.E.T — _PHONE
-,-the
ntry that has ...
ji siAVe-otie-Of die risT bu'y Ivouse or *a c''
out goverriMeift ford* We Only cohirrlifeb - -eisbraCed the
"iirvival problems of our limes.' You have to till out a form to beginning.
, welfar.e philosophy Despite_ ___ASYRIPANnonammisk,
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Linemen for the Murray High Tigers for this season are: top row, left to right, Ter/ Melton, Bryan Terhune, David Parks. Steve
Porter,Chris Miller, David Noffsinger,Craig Suitor and Kevin Skinner. Front row,left to right, Alan Lemons,Kenny Adams, Bobby
Knight,Tony Thurmond,Larry Lovett,Tony Boone and Jay Kennedy.
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Ability To Come Back
Has Been Impressive
••Any time we can beat a
Tennessee Tech team coached
by Don Wade we think we've
had a job well done," Murray
State Coach Bill Furgerson said
of his Racers' 18-17 squeeker
over Tech last Saturday.
"We thought before the
season began we'd have a
pretty good team but their
ability to keep corning back
from behind to win games has
impressed
really
us,"
Furgerson continued. "I can't
say enough good things about
our defense, particularly their
fourth-quarter play in both our
games."
The Racer defense stopped
Tech drives four times in the
second half, forcing long field
goal attempts,only one of which
was successful. The offense
took the ball after the Tech field
goal with 1:07 to play and put it
in the endzone with 72 seconds
left.
Tom Pandolfi who hit Scotty
Crump with a 47-yard pass for
the score and then Jim Engel
with a two-point conversion
pass for the 18-17 margin was
named Murray's player of the
week on offense. He also scored
on a 31-yard option and had 226
yards total offense for the night.
Safety Mark Hickman had 12
.tackles, 5 assists, an ins'

terception, and 3 pass knock- Murray team since 1954 to win
downs to earn defensive player their first two games. A Murray
honors.
team hasn't won its first three
Other offensive stars were games since 1951.
Crump who caught three other
Murray will end its threepasses in addition to his touch,
game home stand Saturday
down grab and tailback Dort
against Morehead who beat
Clayton who rushed for 151
Middle Tennessee 28-72 last
yards in 23 attempts.
week. The Eagles
had
Offensive tackle Charlie
previously lost close decisions
Carpenter graded 65 on his
to Central State and Marshall.
blocking assignments; tight end
"Morehead has an awesome
Bill Farrell graded 63 and guard
offense, two fine quarterbacks
Russ Carlisle graded 62.
in Dave Schaetzke and Alex
Linebacker Bruce Farris had
Brawner, an all-conference
7 tackles and 4 assists, corner
receiver in Vic Wharton; and
Paul Coltharp had 6'and,2, and
Racer back Al Martin had 5 three good, quick running
tackles and knocked down a backs," Furgerson said.
pass to prevent a Tech score. "They'll really test our
The Racers are the first defense."
Opponent
TEAM STATISTICS
Murray State
32

83
382
51-27-3
378
760
5.7
12
422
35.2
2
sa
Murray State 27
Murray State 18
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Wiles Jump Won't Have
Any Effect On A Merger
STAMFORD, Conn. (AP) —
Walter Kennedy, commissioner
of the National Basketball Association, says he doesn't think
Wilt Chamberlain's jump from
the Los Angeles Lakers to the
San Diego Conquistadors of the
American Basketball Association would have any effect on
a possible merger between the
leagues.
"I don't think it will make
any difference," he said
Wednesday night.
"At the present time, the basic problem is that the NBA
Players' Association is opposed
to merger unless the option
clause is deleting," Kennedy
explained. "Historically, the
NBA owners have taken the position that the option clause is
very important to the league.
So, I don't think Wilt's jumping
will have an important bearing
on the possibility of merger."

First Downs
37
Rushing Plays
101
Net Yards Rushing
358
Passes-Comp-Tries-Int.
49-18-3
266
Yards Passing
Total Offense
624
Average Per Play
4.2
11
Punts
Yards Punting
472
Punting Average
42.9
Fumbles Lost
1
Yards Penalized
65
SCORES
Western Carolina 25
Tennessee Tech 17

Sen. Birch Bayh,,D-Ind., in:
troduced a merger bill into
Congress earlier this year. It
has not yet been acted upon
and is lying in a Senate subcommittee. Part of the bill says
that the option clause must be
dropped in order for a merger
to occur.
/
2 inch ChamberThe 7-foot-11
lain, the greatest scorer and rebounder in NBA history, announced Wednesday that he
was leaving the Lakers and
joining the Conquistadors as
player and coach at an estimated salary of $600,000 per
year for three years.
Riding Club
The Wranglers Riding Club
will meet Thursday, September
27, at 7 p.m. at the club.
All members are urged to
attend the meeting.

Chamberlain Jumps To
San Diego of The ABA
By BOB EGELKO
Associated Press Sports Writer
CHULA VISTA, Calif. (AP)
— Wilt Chamberlain, who
changed the National Basketball Association rule book and
rewrote the record book in 14
turbulent years, has jolted the
NBA again by jumping to the
rival American Baksetball Association.
The 7-foot-1 center quit the
I.os Angeles Lakers Wednesday
and signed a three-year contract as player-coach of the San
Diego Conquistadors for a reported $600,000 a year.
The fakers promptly challenged his status as a player
and threatened legal action.
But in uniform or out, Chamberlain, 37, is the biggest catch
for the upstart ABA in its war
with the established NBA.
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By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
The Montreal Expos have
had only one manager since
joining the National League in
1969 and they have no plans to
make a change 4Ttre Expos eipressed confidence in 46-year-old Gene
Mauch Wednesday, extending
his contract through 1975.
Mauch has 131
/
2 years of managerial experience—some 2,132
games—and that puts him third
among active managers in
length of service behind Los
Angeles' Walter Alston and
Houston's Leo Durocher.
"He's just the guy to entrust
our players to, to bring them
around to championship caliber," said General, Manager
Jim Fanning.
Montreal has finished sixth
twice and fifth twice under
Mauch. This year the Expos
are under .500 but are one of
five clubs battling for the East
Division title.
A pair of American League
managers also got good news
Wednesday.
The Baltimore Orioles rehired Earl Weaver for another
year at an estimated $70,000.
Weaver has led_ the Birds to
their fourth East Division
championship in the last five
years after a rocky start.
The California Angels decided
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WALTHAM, Mass. (AP) —
Don Saulnier, 19, a former-Waltham High-School star who was
ao outstanding pitcher for Massachusetts Bay Comm
Wednesday as
Okla
lege last spring, is emberkirtg Trail Blazers got down to the
on a-pro bssebaitcarfer irt the' 12-player Irrnif for IR-Cleveland Indians'system.
- — -

.

PORTLAND, Ore. ( AP) —
Fran Costello, former Providence College star who was a
fifth round draft pick in this
yeat's National BaskeU?all Association draft
as CUI

'

Pro Career

Cut By Blazers

W

Philadelphia at St Louis, N
Los Angeles at Sin Diego, N
Only games scheduled

Id

•

PITTSBURGH(AP) — Three
Rivers Stadium belongs to the
Piisates for the duration of the..
'Naha heeebaliweason. •
A spokesman for the Pittsburgh Steelers football team
said Wednesday the team has
moved its practices to Pitt Stain preparation for Suname at Houston. Practice was held at Carnegie-Mellon University on Wednesday.

ur

-Wrehli*IZatrois

New York at Chicago
Montreal at Pittsbuegh, N
San Francisco at Cincinnati

Pirates( Have Stadium

gli: g

"I thought I was insured!"
The usual personal or
DiWic liability policy
• •—•-••••,-...:
01
,
•
covers 'm3ny injury to
others. However, the
'umbrella' or 'excess'
liability insurance goes
farther to cover 'personal
injury', which Ancludes
mental injury or anguish,
shock, sickness, disability,
false arrest, or imprisonment, libel, slander,
etc.

98 61 .616
93 66 .585 5
Los Angeles
Francisco 86 73 .541 12
San
Houston
81 79 .506 171 7
Atlanta
75 414 .472 23
59100 .371 39
San Diego
Wednesday's Gamits
Montreal 8, New York 5
Pittsburgh 3, Philadelphia 2
Los Angeles 9, Atlanta 8
San .Dieg0 5. Cincinnati 1
Houston 5, an Francisco 0
St- IciuiS 1; cnicago
Thursday's Games
6‘b.3.41...ali.
,
"1fAits11616‘ea4601
Pittsburgh (Kison 3-0), N
Los Angeles (Osteen 16-11) at
Atlanta (Merton 14-10), N
Chicago (Hooton 14-151 at St
Louis !Cleveland 13- 101, N
,,.....,917.1.AAmes scheduled
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GLENEAGLES, Scotland —
Former champion Bob Benning
of Washington carded seven
birdies for a seven-underpar 63
and assumed the second-round
lead in the International ProAm Four Ball Golf Tounament.
TENNIS .
.
NILES,
— Second-seeded
Marty Riessen of Evanston,
and Tom °idler of the
Netherlands defeated Andy Pats
tison of Rhodesia and - Rick
Crealey of Australia 6-4, 6-3 in
first round doubles play at the
Tam International Open tennis
tournament.
ALAMO, Calif. — Australian
Roy Emerson defeated Jeff
Austin 6-4, 6-7, 6-3 in the second
round of the $50,000 Firemen's
Fund International Tennis
Championships.
COLUMBUS, Ge.seeded Chris Evert of Fort
Lauderdale, Fla., advanced to
the second round of the $30.000
Columbus women's pro tennis
tournament,routing Janet Haas
of Miami Beach 6-1, 6-0.
HORSE RACING
NEW YORK — Protangonist,
$9, finished 1l lenths in front
of Hosiery to capture the first
division of the $96,500 Cowdin
Stakes at Belmont Park. while
Lord Ftebeau, $36, bested Lover
John by five lengths for the
second division win. • ,
CHICAGO — Sky Boy, $11.80,
defeated Congress by a nose in
the $21,550 Land of Lincoln
Handicap at Sportsman's Park.
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New York
Pittsburgh
St
Louis
Montreal
Chicago
Philadelphia

Sports In
Brief

MARSHALL
10
MARYLAND
10'
MIAMI-FLORIDA
7
MICHIGAN
31
MISSISSIPPI
14
MISSOURI
3.
NEBRASKA
35
NEW MEXICO ST.
7
NORTH TEXAS ST.
I
NO. ILLINOIS
10
NORTHWESTERN
7
NOTRE DAME
I4
OHIO STATE
31
OKLAHOMA STATE 35
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By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
American League
East
W. L. Pct. G.B.
Baltimore
95 62 605 —
Boston
85 73 538 10, 2
Detroit
81 75 525 12' 2
New York
487 18, 2
77 81
Milwaukee
74 83 471 21
Cleveland
69 89 437 26,
West
Oakland
92 67
579 -87 71
Kansas city
551 4, 2
Minnesota
80 78 .506 111
/
2
California
76 82 .481 15,.?
Chicago
75 83 475 16'2
Texas
55104 .346.37
Wednesday's Games
Cleveland 1, Boston 0
Baltimore 4, Detroit 0
Milwaukee 5, New York 2
Kansas City 6, ChiCag0 2
Minnesota 4, Oakland 1
California 5, Texas 4— Thursday's Games .
Kansas City (Fitzmorrii 8-21
at 'Chicago (Kaat T4-13)—
Detroit (Coleman 22-15) at
Baltimore (Garland 0-0), N
New___Y_OfiL (Dobson 3 71 at
Milwaukee (Staten (1314), N
Minnesota (Decker 10-10) at
California (Ryan 20-16), N
Only games scheduled
Friday's Games
Cleveland at Baltimore, 2, N
Milwaukee at BostOn. fl
Detroit at New York, N
- Kansas City at Texas, N
Chicago at Oakland, N
Minnesota at Clilifornia, N
National Leaege
East
-

ing and two receiving—leads
the league in scoring with 36
points, the Jets' Rich Sowells is
the interception leader with
three and rookie Ray Guy of
Oakland is the NFL's No. 1
punter with a 49.3-yard average.

FAVORITE

NEW MEXICO
VANDERBILT
DAVIDSON
COLORADO STATE
CALIFORNIA
W. MICHIGAN
BAYLOR
BUCKNELL
COLGATE
NEW HAMPSHIRE
CENT MICHIGAN
LAMAR
VIRGINIA .
FURMAN
MISSISSIPPI STATE
NO. CAROLINA ST.
CLEMSON
MASSACHUSETTS
TEMPLE
MEMPHIS STATE
WEST VIRGINIA
KENTUCKY
ARKANSAS
MINNESOTA
TAMPA
RICE

-4

spot ahead of Charley Taylor of
Washington as first-week leader
Vic Washington of San Francisco slipped to third.
In the AFC, Mike Siani of
Oakland, who led a week ago,
fell completely out of the top
10, replaced at the top by J.D
Hill of Buffalo, with 10 receptions for 155 yards.
Donny Anderson of St. Louis,
withaix touchdowns—four rash-
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r; NEW YORK 'AP( — O.J.
pmpson could've watched last
.,-weekend's National Football
League games from an easy
;chair and he still wouldn't have
'lad to worry about anybody
surpassing him in rushing.
Of course, he didn't. He was
'put there as usual with the rest
iof his Buffalo teammates, rushWag against San Diego.
‘, Ica problem was, the Chargt•rs were ready- for him. They
"lmted" him to 103 yards, far
'under his fantastic opening:game record 250. And without
'his thunderous running, the
Bills lost 34-7.
Even without those 103 yards,
ahough. Simpson still would
;lead the league's ground-gain0ers. He now has 353 yards and
',his closest challenger is Essex
;Johnson of Cincinnati, the
;American Conference runner-up
•with 221 yards
• Ron Johnson of the New York
!Giants, the National Conference
'leader, i,s third over-all with 208
rand Dallas' Calvin Hill, fourth
;in the league, is second in the
:NEC with 201.
Pete Beathard of Kansas City
retained the AFC passing leadership but Al. Woodall, who
:came on to replace injured Joe
!Namath and will have to carry
the New York Jets' quarterbacking chores for most of the
. irr-threcinference. Dick Shiner of Atlanta,
the NFC leader a week ago,
slipped to No. 2 behind John
Hadl of Los Angeles following
the Rams' 31-0 blanking of the
Falcons.
In pass receiving, Bob Tucker of the Giants, with 14 for 210
yards, assumed the NFC's top
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p. J. Still Holds Lead

FAVORITE

vs

uneasy about his new role.
"I've always had an apprehension with coaching," he said.
-I hope my alleged run-ins
with coaches will help me avoid
some of the pitfalls. One thing 1
don't like is coaches wt) talk
about 'handling' players. My
thinking is, you eson't try to
handle basketball players. You
handle hopes and animals."
Chambeilain was more confident- about his future on the
court. "I feel perfectly able to
play another 10 years if my
mind and body hold out," he
said.
But Lakers General Manager
Pete Newell said Wilt's ABA
playing career will have to wait
a year.
"We hope Wilt will have every success as coach in San
Diego," he said. "As for his
status as a player ... Chamberlain has a binding contract
with the Lakers for the 1973-74
season and the Lakers will take
all necessary steps to prevent
him from playing with any club
other than the Lakers."
Chambeilain joins a oneyear-old team that finished
fourth in the ABA West last
season under K.C. Jones, now
coach of the Capital Bullets.

Gene Mauch Rehired
By Montreal Expos

•

AIR FORCE
ALABAMA
APPALACHIAN
ARIZONA STATE
ARMY
BOWLING GREEN
COLORADO
COLUMBIA
CORNELL-N.Y
DARTMOUTH
DAYTON
DRAKE
DUKE
EAST CAROLINA
FLORIDA
GEORGIA
GEORGIA TECH
HARVARD
HOLY CROSS
HOUSTON
ILLINOIS
INDIANA
IOWA STATE
KANSAS
KANSAS STATE
L. S. U.

"I've been assured of a good,
very long future in San Diego,"
Chamberlain told a news conference. "This job should be
the biggest challenge of my
life, and I hope to help San
Diego become the world's best
basketball team."
Club owner
rd Bloom
said the ABA
I repay part of
Chamberlain's lary by forgiving some future debts.
Wilt's
major
accomplishments since joining the old
Philadelphia Warriors in 1959
include career records in points
and rebounds, plus two more
marks that appear unapproachable a 50.4-point average and
a 100-point game, both in the
1961-62 season.
To move him away from the
basket, the NBA widened its
free-throw lane from 12 to 16
• feet.
He has also gone through
eight coaches in 14 years. and
acquired the reputation of a
player who had his own ideas
about schedules and practices.
"I practice as much with my
team as any other . player,"
Chamberlain insisted Wednesday. "In five years with the Lakers I missed practice less than
Jerry West."
But Wilt was admittedly

to keep Bobby Winkles on for
another year. Winkles, in his
first year as manager, has the
Angels in fourth place in the
American League West.
Winkles was a coach with the
club in 1972 after several years
as baseball coach at Arizona
State.
San Diego skipper Don Zimmer hasn't heard anything
from the Padres but he's expecting the worse.
"As for now, I'm looking for
a job," said Zimmer prior to
Wednesday night's game. -I
have heard nothing from this
organization about being fired.
but I want to remain in baseball."
San Diego is last in the National, League West with a 59100 record.
Durocher's position is ala
less than secure in Houston and
the Astro brass may make a
decision this week. General
Manager Spec Richardson
plans to meet with each of the
coaches privately before
making a decision.
The Astros, rated pennant
contenders early in the season,
have slumped into fourth place
in the West. Coach Preston Gomez is considered most likely
to succeed Durocher if the
67 year-old manager gets fired.
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By EARL GERHI
Associated Press Spa
The New York f••
carious perch atop the
League East wobbl
they lost to Montrea
team is exuding conf
served for clubs wht
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"Hell! We're still i
we?," Mets' Mana,
Berra said Wednes.
after New York lost 8
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lead over Pittsburgh
one-half game': Th•
overwhelmed the Ph
Phillies 13-2.
"Pittsburgh has t(
morrow night and ti
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The first
gas chain saw
under $100
.with automatic chain oiling.

We have
.of the
Men's and I

COATS
•Fur Colla
•Plaid CP
Shipmei
GIRLS

SHRI
Jr. Miss
•Under 8 poonds
magnesium housing,
not plastic.

•Tillotson all position
carb.. so it even cuts
ooside down.

•12" bar and chain,
instead of 10"

•Precision balanced for
easy control.

80
Only

With automatic
Chain oiling

_MURRAY.HOME &
•

(241gAUTO STORE
_SivisbatiSkeet-

_ Plume 751-2674-_

JEANS
Ladies

LONG
Short Dri
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Three Pitchers In AL Gain 20th Victory

Me.
en-

BICYCLE GROUP—The Murray State Women's Society Bicycle Interest Group met yesterday at the home of Mary Curtis
Taylor. The group made plans for future trips. Members of the evening group were not present when the photo is as taken. Members
of the afternoon group are from left to right, Bunny Laming and Bejack Limning, Rachel Hendon, Mary Curtis Taylor, Martha
Daniel, Rose Harrington, Betty Hassell, Priscilla Schanbacher, Shirley Grasty, Shirley Parks. Jane Blair, Pat Ryan, Wilma
Wilson, Dee Ann Umar and Jnne Prince.
1Staff Photo by Mike Brandon

Pirates Pick Up Game On
Mets In Wild East Race
By EARL GERHEIM
Associated Press Sports Writer
The New York Mets' precarious perch atop the National
League East wobbled when
they lost to Montreal, yet the
team is exuding confidence reserved for clubs who have all
but clinched a division pennant.
"Hell! We're still in it, ain't
we?," Mets' Manager Yogi
Berra said Wednesday night
after New York lost 8-5 to Montreal and had their NI. East
lead over Pittsburgh whittled to
one-half game': The Pirates
overwhelmed the Philadelphia
Phillies 13-2.
"Pittsburgh has to play tomorrow night and they might
lose," Berra said.
But doesn't the slim lead
worry the Mets?
9 don't think we've had any
desperate feelings in a week,"
Mets' reliever Tug McGaw
said.
Bob Bailey's two-run homer
in the seventh snapped a 5-5 tie
after the Mets had tied it in the
fifth on Jerry Grote's run-scoring single.
The Expos, who are tied with
Chicago 3,02 games out in fourth
place in the NL East, jumped
on Mets' starter Tom Seaver
for a 4-0 lead in the first inning.
In other National League
games, San Diego beat Cincinnati 5-1, St. Louis edged the
Cubs 1-0, Houston blanked San
't-iincisco 5-0 and Los Angeles

beat Atlanta 9-8.
Richie Hebner, Gene Clines
and Dal Maxvill combined to
drive in 10 runs for the Pirates
and then turned their attention
on the pulsating division race.
"That means we're all even
in the loss column, so the Mets
aren't in a position anymore to
clinch it by winning the rest of
their games," Maxvill said
after learning about New
York's defeat. "The Mets have
been hot and hopefully they'll
cool off."
The Pirates play Philadephia
again tonight and then have
three games with Montreal
over the weekend. The Mets
close out their season this
weekend at Chicago with a
four-game series.
Los Angeles 9, Atlanta 8
Ken McMullen drove home
.
the winning run with a pinchhit double in the ninth inning,
capping a three-run eruption
that catapulted the Dodgers to
victory.
,
San Diego 5, Chielimad
Nate Colbert, Dave Roberts,
Dave Hilton and Clarence Gaston hit home runs and helped
San Diego pitcher Randy Jones,
6-6, record his first career victory against the Reds.
St. Louis 1, Chicago 0
Ted Simmons' single scored
Lou Brock in the first inning
and settled a tight pitching
battle between the Cards' Rick
Wise, 15-12, and the Cubs' Bill

CAMPBELL'S
Fattory Outlet
Mayfield, Ky.
216 Se:itti
- Daily 9-5 p.m. Sunday 1-5 p.m.

We have a- complete selection
of lhe ffiOst popular styles.
Men's and Bays

COATS & JACKETS
•Fur Collars•Fur Lined 'Unlined
•Plaid CPO Shirts A Bmid-ilew
Shipment!
GIRLS

SHRINK TOPS
Hi-

Jr. Miss

JEANS

$400

Styles

A BeiiitiNiTSelittion
Ladies

LONG DRESSES $1200
in _Polyester Knits

Short Dress Styles

POLYESTER KNITS
$7 & $800

By FRED ROTHENBERG .
Associated Press Sports Writer
We shall overcome.
And Kansas City, Milwaukee
and Holland certainly have.
Before Wednesday's action,
the "20-victory club" was an
elite, exclusive establishment
that discriminated against
pitchers from Kansas City, Milwaukee and Holland.
Not any more.
Previously, no arm from the
Milwaukee Brewers, ttte Kansas City Royals or Holland had
ever set foot in that famous
20's club.
Not any more.
Kansas City's Paul Splittorff,
Milwaukee's Jim C,olborn and
Bert Blyleven, born in Holland
and now playing for the Minnesota Twins, all staged their
own pitch-in Wednesday night
and demonstrated that given
the chance, anybody withw19
victories could win 20 games.
--"It's a pitcher's dream. I'm
glad it happened to me," said
Blyleven, the Twins' righthander, born in Zeist, Holland,
who-- one-hit the Oakland A's
and beat them 4-1 for victory
No. 20.
—"I wanted to do it here because my folks were here,"
said Paul Splittorff, whose parents are from suburban Chicago, after he beat the White
Sox 6-2 for victory No. 20.
—"I really wanted this victory," said Jim Colborn after
tposting victory No. 20 by beating the New York Yankees 5-2.
"But I'm not _so much happy
for me but for the whole

Cliff Johnson hit a two-run
Bonham, 7-5. The Cards are in
third place in the . NL East homer and Cesar Cedeno and
Roger Metzger added run-scorrace, three games back.
ing singles in support of Dave
Houston 5, San Francisco 0
Roberts' seven-hit pitching.

Aaron's Chances Are
Looking Much Worse
By ED SHEARER
Associated Press Sports Writer
ATLANTA (API-'--"If I don't
hit one tomorrow (Thursday.
you guys can go home," Hank
Aaron tells a throng of writers
tracking his chase of Babe
Ruth's all-time home run
record.
Aaron, still two homers shy
of the immortal Ruth's 714 total. said his chances "look a
little dim right now. It all depends on what happens in the
next ball game."
The
39-year-old
Atlanta
Braves' star has only three
games remaining this season,
against the Los Angeles Dodgers tonight and against the
Houston Astros Saturday night
and Sunday.
Writers from two dozen
cities. Japan and Mexico arrived in Atlanta for the start of
a three-game series against the
Dodgers, who swept the first
two games 5-1 and 9-8 as Aaron
failed to homer.
"I saw enough good pitches I
should have hit tonight," Aaron
Wednesday
following
said
night's game, played in intermittent misty rain and delayed
at the start for 571f-dilutes.
"I like to play nine innings
and get the hell out." he said.
"It was miserable out there.
Besides. the Dodgers have been
beating us at will.
"I wasn't concerned about
not hitting a home run, but I

thought we should have won the
game," he added.
Aaron gets to face one of his
leading home run victims
tonight. Dodger left-hander
Claude Osteen, who has yielded I
13, only four less than all-time
leader Don Drysdale, a former
Dodger.
However, it was two years
ago Wednesday that Aaron • last
connected for a home run off
Osteen.
The last couple of years I
haven't fared too well off of
him," said Aaron. "For some
reason, he's been tough on

Miller And Coles Lead In Tourney
By BOB GREEN
Associated Press Golf Writer
TUFtNBERRY,Scotland( AP)
-- That whipping gale off the
Irish Sea was an ill wind for
Arnold Palmer and Gary Player. But it proved good for Johnny Miller.
In fact, it was a wind-aided
putt on..the final hole that put
the U.S. Open champion in a tie
with British veteran Neil Coles
going into today's second round
of the $150,000 John Player Golf
Classic.
Miller and Coles each had an
opening 66, five-under-par on
the 7,070 - yards of seaside
heather that make up the Turnberry
links.
And
Miller
Wouldn't have made it except
for the wind.
"I had a 20-footer for a birdie
on the last hole," Miller
said.'Actually I left it short,
but the wind came up and blew
it right in the hole."
It was Miller's third consecutive birdie and left him and
the balding 39-year-old Coles

two strokes in front of former my, Aaron and little Chi Chi
Masters champion Charles Rodriguez. Rodriguez had a 72
,and Aaron a 75.
Coody and England's Tony
Jacklin, tied with 68.
"It was a good round," Miller
Tom Weiskopf, winner of the said. "You've got to play good
British Open and five other to get a good score here. If you
tournaments this year, and 41- hit a bad shot you can't get it
year-old American Gay Brewer on the green and that's the way
were one more behind at 69.
golf is supposed to be."
All of the leaders but Coody,
who made an eagle three at the
Sent Back
17th, played in the morning,
EDMONTON, Alb. 1AP —
and got in most of their rounds
before the cold and wind in- The World Hockey Association
creased. Player, Palmer and Alberta Oilers have shipped
Bob seven veterans, including dedefending champion
Charles alt played later in the fenseman Bob Falkenberg. to
day and fell victim to the their Winston-Salem farm team
in the new Southern Hockey
weather.
Charles, a New Zealand left- League.
Also sent to the minors were
hander had a 77 and beat only
one man. South African veteran Ron Anderson, Dennis Kassian,
Player rallied from a front nine Brian Carlin, Bernie Blanchette
41 for a 75. Palmer double bo- and Bob McAneeley. All played
geyed twice going out, but fin- with the Oilers last season.
Veteran Len Lunde, a 37yearished strongly with a back nine
old veteran attempting a come32 for a 71.
The only other Americans in back after two years out of
the elite, international field of hockey, was also sent to Win36 are Masters champion Tom- ston-Salem.

Your Choice - Regular or Winter Tread
SMALL CARS

DELUXE
CHAMPION'
SUP-R-BELT.

Sizes £7814
F78-14

'225°

The same tire that
comes on many
178W 1974 cars.

I T.

MEDIUM CARS
Sizes G78-14, 15
H78 14, 15

$2500
$2.67 to s!..os pi.r tini
;aid old to

me • •

Osteen also is aware of the
time lag. "You said it, I
didn't," he said. "That's the
kiss of death "
Despite failing to hit a
homer, Aaron drove in two
runs with a sacrifice fly and a
single. The sacrifice fly in the
first inning was caught about
three feet in front of the fence
He also lined out to left, popped to shortstop, walked and
fouled to first base.

Mu body pima

W. L
Team
11 1
..Howard Glass CB
10 2
Fenton & HOdge
9 3
Mutual of Omaha
8 4
Lindsey's
8 4
Da irV Queen
7 5
Corvette Lanes
Colonial Bread
"
.7 5
Yoo4ftfothers Motor Sales
7 5
6 6
Stat
arra Insurance
6 6
All Jersey
Gene's Body Shop
6 6
T.V. Service Center
5 7
Palace Drive Inn
• 4 8
Darnell MarineSer v ice
' 4'It
Motor Parts 8. Bearings
4 8
Team No.'I
3 9
Bank of Murray
3 9
0 12
--High----Y-eam- Same ttctocvefloLanea._BSA7-enton Hodge
927
High Team Game (14C),
:brvette Lanes •
1065
Fenton & Hodge
1062
State Farm Insurance
1044
High Team SeriesTSC)
—.
---------8108Coevette Lanes
2696
State Farm Insurance
7690
High Team Series IHC1
Fenton & Hodge
3111
State FarmAnsurance
3068
Corvette Lanes
3038
High Mt.,Game (SC)
Toby Mier
. 241
Richard Christie
721
Nelson Waldrop
770
High Ind. Game (NC)
Toby Alter
263
Nelson Waldrop
256
PauLeuchanan
250
High Ind. Series SC)..
Dasmv-Hibeeks---104Dan ?ones -57711:
.
Carl Ellis
578'
High Ind Series (NC)
PAULBuctlanan
CarlF lit
Dan

POLYESTER
RBERGLASS

T

Sizes J78-14, 15
17815

$2950

Ilaubiebek under tread
$3.02 to $3.31 per tire I
and old tire

White Walls!

Get Ready, Get Set

oe*RFD
TRACTION

BASKETBALL
CHULA VISTA, Calif. — Wilt
Chamberlain, a National Basketball Association star since
1959, jumped the Los Angeles
'Akers and signed a three-year
contract as player-coach with
the San Diego Conquistadors of
the American Basketball Association for an estimated 8600,000 per year.

GO IN WINTER
Pro-Season Winter Tire

SALE
4-Ply Polyester Cord
Sizes
E78-14, F78-14

Murray AJ8C
Bantam League
W. L
Team
6 2
Top Cats
6 2
Corvette Conguerors
'
6 2
Strikeouts
'
5 3
Ding Bats
4 4
Go Getters
4 4
Thunder Birds
3 5
Tornadoes
3 5
Cougars .
2 6
Road Runners
Colts
1 7
High Ind. Game (SC)
143
Steve Thomas
134
Billy Smith
130
Eric Story
High Ind. Game (NC)
182
Steve Thomas
173
Derma CialTiSt

• 17/32" Tread Depth
• Rayon Belted or
4 Ply Polyester Cord
• 78 Series Design
m .85 inch White Sidewall

Plus $2.22 to $2.37 F.E.T. per tire
and old tire

Sizes

Buy Now
and Save!

G78-14, 15

H78-14, 15

$2500

168

Billy Smith

Plus 82.53 to $2.40
and old tire

Series I'SLT

Ind. Series (HO, Billy Smith
183
Gary Eaker
176
Donna Dailey
Eric Story
David Story
Billy Smith
Jeff Reed
Steve Thomas
Stan Bone
Mark McCuiston,
Don Hargrove
Tammy Hutson
Roby Murray
Robin Roberts

1-'

LARGE CARS

BOWLING STANDINGS
KENTUCKY LAKE
Bowling League

scored Dave Chalk with the
winning run in the ninth inning,
lifting the California Angels to
a 5-4 victory over the Texas
Rangers.
The National League scores
were: Montreal 8, New York 5;
Pittsburgh 13, Philadelphia 2;
Los Angeles 9, Atlanta 8; San
Diego 5, Cincinnati 1; Houston
5, San Francisco 0 and St.
Louis 1, Chicago 0.

straight victory.
Paul Blair drive in two runs
with a triple and a single.
Indians 1, Red Sox 0
John Ellis belted a second-inning homer, his 14th, to back
the five-hit pitching of Gaylord
Perry, 19-19, and carry the
Cleveland Indians to a 1-0 victory over the Boston Red Sox.
Angels 5, Rangers 4
Bob Oliver's two-out single

team."
In the American League's
less inspirational action, Cleveland edged Boston 1-0; California nipped Texas 5-4 and Baltimore blanked Detroit 4-0,
Orioles 4, Tigers 0
Rookie left-hander Don Hood
hurled a two-hitter, pitching the
playoff-bound Baltimore Orioles
to a 4-0 triumph over the Detroit Tigers for their sixth

120
f7
108
103
103
102
102
101
99
98

* No Money Down
* 6 Months To Pay
* No Finance Charge
(With Approved Credit)

per tire

Sizes
i7815, 178-15

Plus $3.01 to $31:l
and old tire ,

per tire

EWING TIRE SERVICE

GOLF
TURNBERRY, Scothilnd —
U.S. PINIIIClitirnilICYLLohr.inY
Miller and lid "sti veteran Neil
Coles fired five-under-par 66s
first-round lead
,410) John Player Got!

Phone /53-3164
808 Coldwater Road - Near 5 Points - Murray
Hours: Mon. thru Fri. 7:30-5:30 — Sot. 7:30-5:00
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Bills Extending Consumer Protection Are Proposed

Your Individual Horoscope 7,e

•E1-t-4.01;1_

Frances Drake

FOR FRIDAY.SEPTEMBER 2$, 1473
LEO
(July 24 to Aug. 23)
Planetary
influences
somewhat mixed. Be constructive in planning, tenacious
IES
in implementing. System with
, flexibility needed.
r. 21 to Apr. 20) eror---i
Reflexes, intuition and
VIRGO
' ess acumen should be keen (Aug. 24 to Sept. 23)
pow. Especially favored under
Avoid the illogical and close
day's influences: research, your eyes to the dubious
-Merchandising, business schemes of others — no matter
transactions.
how attractively they may be
TAURUS
presented. Let your head rule
ti
(Apr. 21 to May 21)
your heart
• An "iffy" sort of day, much LD3RA
depending on your initiative and 4-(Sept. 24 to Oct. 23)
approach. You have plenty of
Employ the techniques
'planetary backing to carry out successfully used in prior efVorthwhile moves and plans, forts. But do not hesitate to
lowever.
update plans and vitalize your
,tEMINI
approach. Tact in personal
y 22 to June 21)
affairs!
'Some trends changing. SCORPIO
chronize your activities to (Oct 24 to Nov. 22)
mmodate. Curb a tendency
A day in which to curb your
overly emotional in a
innate aggressiveness with
tively unimportant
intelligent self-discipline and
$ituation.
stress moderation. Extremism
:CANCER
of any kind could alienate
"(June 22 to July 23)
Some awkward situations can others.
now be worked on successfully; SAGITTARIUS
Nov. 23 to Dec. 21) eitc-10'
'an opponent made an ally.
Tip-top Jupiter influences
-Adroit thinking is the answer —
plus a shrewd bit of diplomacy. stimulate possibilities. You
should feel buoyed for action.
Business and financial affairs
especially favored.
Start losing weight today or money
CAPRICORN
back. MONADEX PS a tiny tablet
td easy to take. MONADEX will
(Dec. 72 to Jan. 20)
excess
help curb your desire for
Some complexities indicated.
food. Eat lees— weigh lass. Contains
In all situations, be sure you
-Po dangerous drugs and will not
strenuous
No
nervous.
you
atsk•
have the facts before making
laLercise. Change your life ... start
decision& Travel and outdoor
MONADEX coat $3.00 for
$r 20 day supply. Large economy
interests favored.
ce is $5.00. Also try AOUATABS:
AQUARIUS
-they work gently to help you loss
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
inrater-bloat. AQUA T ABS -a "water
pill" that works — $3.00. Both
Start day with enthusiasm
guaranteed and sold by:
and keep it going — even in
Saville Orugs-Bel Air Shopping
Center-Mail Orders Filled MA-9
trying moments. Getting the

' Look in the section in which
Your birthday comes and find
E
mt your outlook is, according
the stars.

.121;tig

n
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LOSE UGLY FAT

Fall Fix-up
Special
Pre-Finished Paneling
Four Colors to Choose From
$3 1 5 per 4x8 panel
Cash and Carry

Armstrong Ceiling Tile
12"x24" White

1 1 c sq "
Driveway Sealer
For Blacktop Driveways
$535 per 5 gallon

Associated Lumber
Co., Inc.
623 South 4th Street

Phone 753-5712

(
-LET US ADD SOME REGAL COLOR TO YOUR UM
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cooperation you need may be a
little difficult but, with a bit of
persuasion(and flattery), you'll
win it.
PISCES
X
(Feb. 20 to Mar. 20)
Influences stimulate your
intellectual
and
artistic
leanings. Capitalize on the
smart ideas and comprehensive
follow-ups for which the
Piscean is noted.
YOU BORN TODAY,
Libran, are noted for your
artistry, culture, refinement
and, above all, dignity, reserve
and a fine sense of balance,
poise. You sometimes lose
confidence in yourself and
require a "pat on the back"
from family or associates to tell
you that you are doing well.
Overcome this need for, when
you develop your many talents
and use them daily, you will
accomplish excellently and
reach the lofty goals you set for
yourself. You revel in intellectual and creative pursuits
and make highly competent
musicians, dramatists, critics,
jurists and entertainers.

LOUISVILLE, Ky.( AP) — A
citizens group created by the
1972 General Assembly meeting
for the second day here Tuesday approved four proposed
bills extending consumer protection.
The state Consumer Advisory
Council approved a proposal
which would require the seller
of a used auto to repair any
mechanical defects existing at
the time of the sale—unless
certain conditions were met.
Under the proposal, the seller
of the auto could list the defects on the windshield of the
car and give the purchaser a

written statement of them-and not be held responsible
for repair work. Autos selling
for ;400 or less could be exempt
THE TIGER'S OUT
OF THE TANK
NEW DELHI, India (AP) —
Tigers have been leaving their
jungle homes to attack domestic animals in nearby villages
because of a Jungle food shortage,,a symposium newspaper
reports.
•I'The paper maintains that indiscriminate hunting by humans has reduced the number
of antelopes and other animals
that tigers usually prey upon.

from the requirements, if a
sign were posted on the vehicle
to the effect it had not been inspected by the dealer, who
gives no guarantee.
The council approved several
other proposed bills, including
one requiring landlords to set
up bank accounts for security
deposits; requiring them to
give prospective tenants a list
of existing damage prior to
receipt of a security deposit;
requiring them to give vacating
tenants a list of damages being
charged to the security deposit.
The council also approved a
proposed bill which would ban

telephone solicitation for the
sale of a number of kinds of
merchandise. Another proposed
bill called for prohibiting pyramid sales schemes, defined as
any program in which a participant gives anything of material value for the opportunity to
receive compensation or things
of value in return for inducing
one or more other persons to
become participants.
During the last 20 years,
higher on-the-farrn yields have
enabled agriculture to increase
(Top production per roan-hour
by 148 per cent
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Furchase Area
Hog Market
Service September 26, 1973
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog
Market Report Includes 8
Buying Stations
Receipts: Act. 340 Est. 450
Barrows and Gilts 75 cents
higher Sows 50 cents to $1.00
lower.
US 1-2 200-230 lbs., 4L75-42.00
US 1-3 200-240 lbs., 41.25-41.75
US 2-4 240-260 lbs., 40.75-41.25
US 3-4 260-280 lbs., 40.2540.75
Sows
US 1-2 270-350 lbs., 36.50-37.00
US 1-3 350-650 lbs.,''35.50-36.50
US 2-3 450-650 lbs., 34.50-35.50
Boars 32.00-35.00

Alabama Fish Trained
To Be Fed From Bottle
CULLMAN, Ala. (AP) — Jo
Welber, operater of a marina
on Smith Lake, has trained a
school of carp to surface beside
the dock and suck food from a
baby bottle.
She feeds the fish, ranging in
size from 3 to 12 pounds, several times a day, depending on
the number of visitors to the
marina, located in remote
north-central Alabama.
The baby bottle is filled with
a mixture of chicken mash and
stale bread, and the end of the
nipple is cut off. Mrs. Welber
squirts a little of the mixture
on the water to lure the carp,
then holds a bottle out for them
to take more.
The carp — a scavenger
sucker fish — can empty a
bottle with two or three quick
sucks on the nipple in a few
seconds.
"I've lost several bottles and
I don't know how many nipples," Mrs. Welber said in an
interview. "They jerked them
right out of my hand, they
sucked so hard."
It all began, she said, when
her husband Charles put some
captured fish in a *ire cage to
see how long they would live.
"I noticed when feeding them
stale bread that other fish
would come up close to the
cage to try getting some," sit
said. "So I decided to try feed
ing some alongside the marin
dock."
Some bream came first an
now they swarm in by the hun
dreds to eat stale bread from
her hand. The carp soon folio
ed, and 16 different carp ha
surfaced to feed from th
bottle.
Mrs. Welber said she decid
to try a baby bottle because
the shape of the carps' mou
and the way thto sucked th
bread from her hand.
"I thought I'd never sin
laughing when the first o
took the bottle. It was the f
niest thing I'd ever seen. Th
took it as naturally as a n
born baby," she said.
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on. Dr.
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RCA XL-COLOR TV
new for '74 and. onlyi
• Solid state in many key areas
• One • set fine tuning
• Accu Color - picture tube for lifelike color

• Big screen Accu Color performance
• Solid state in many key areas
• Automatic Fine Tuning

1-YEAR FREE
IN-HOME-SERVICE
ON RCA XL-100'S

BIG

WO% solid state, no tubes to burn on
•Super Accu Color black matrix picture tube

8" x 10"
PORTRAIT
NT

•Instant Pic ends warm up wait

REGAL
COLOR!
Ile barlii •
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Special Introductory Offer
...All children 24 months of age and
under will be photographed at 110
•FiNkrikti •
United Offer • One Per Subject, One Pe
Family • Additional Members, $2.47 Each
Groups Photographed at $1.00 Per Addition
-it Subject.
▪Regal Service
Portraits will be delivered within three week
You may select from a finished package.
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BREAKING GROUND for new buildings at Murray State was a common occurence during Dr. Woods 23 years as the
University's president. Here be is shown turning the first spadeful of dirt as construction was begun on the A. Carman
livestock Pavilion at the laboratory farm. At the left is E.B. Howton, who retired July 1 as chairman of the University's
Department of Agriculture. Others shown are, from the left: Dr. John Mikulcik, Acting Department Chairman, Bill
Cherry, Rodney Fink, Dr. Ray Mofield and Robert Hendon. The two men at the right are unidentified.
HONORED BY FELLOW ROTARIAN—Dr. Woods shakes hands with Waylon Rayburn while Nat Ryan Hughes looks
on. Dr. Woods, Rayburn and Hughes were all honored by the Murray Rotarians Club on June 15, for their service as
district governors. Dr. Woods served as Rotary District Governor in 1953-54.

FIRST EDMON—In early May, Dr. Ralph H. Woods, left, president emeritus of Murray State University,
received the first copy of his book,"Fifty Years of Progress," from Murray State President Harry M.Sparks.
now retired. Printed in the University's printing facilities and released at the Golden Anniversary commencement exercises, the 551-page volume contains a detailed account of the University's first 50 years. It
was written by Dr. Woods, who was presidentof the University for 23 years, along with key faculty and staff
Personae--

,
NW

PORTRAIT UNVEILING—Dr. Woods and his grandson, Ralph Woods Varble, admired the Wortrait of the former
president on the day it was um eiled in Woods Hall, a residence hall for women named in his honor on the Murray State
campus.
Dr. Woods was very much interested in Alumni affairs. Here he is on the right with left tb right, the late Executive
Vice President, M.O. Wrather, Roy McDonald, former superintendent of Trigg Count) Schools. Dr. Forrest Pogue,
Director of the George C. Marshall Foundation of Arlington. Va.

.44141.11.
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No-Fault Insurance Endorsed By State Advisory Committee
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
The concept of no-fault automobileinsuranceforKentuckyhas
been endorsed by a legislative
advisory committee.
The no-fault advisory ccmmittee approved for drafting
into bill form Wednesday a bill
that would eliminate court suits
to recover personal injury costs
up to $1,250 in accident cases.
The division on most provisions approved for inclusion in
the bill was 6 to 2, with the opponents being two attorneys—
Peter Perlman, Lexington, and
John Fowler, Louisville.
Favoring nearly all the provisions were State Sen. Joe Stacy, D-West Liberty, Reps. Billy
Paxton, D-Central City, and Joe
Graves, R-Lexington; Mrs. Allene Craddock, a citizen member from Elizabethtown; and
two insurance men from Louisville—Carl Eisemnenger and
Wendell-Howard.
The no-fault concept is to
have a person's own insurance
company pay for damages he
sustains in an accident, no mat-

D
SAN DIEGO, Calif. (API —
The Skylab 2 astronauts leave
the recovery carrier USS New
Orleans late today to fly to
Texas for reunions with their
wives. A space agency flight
surgeon reported that Alan L.
Bean, Owen K. Garriott and
Jack R. Lousma were readapting rapidly to earth's gray4ty and said their recovery
from the effects of weightless
--life was "just short of amazing."

Thursday to discuss contract
negotiations with the nation's
No. 2 auto maker. However
UAW VIcg.President Ken Bannon said on Wednesday:
"There's no indication that
there will be a proposal on the
table by next Thursday." UAW
President Leonard Woodcock
added that the meeting had not
been called because of a breakdown in contract talks.

DENVER (AP) — With the
survival of the five remaining
Stanek sextuplets apparently
assured, father Eugene Stanek
says the main problem "will be
getting back to normal." Late
Wednesay, Nathan's condition
was changed from satisfactory
to good, the same as John,
Catherine, Jeffrey and Steven.
The smallest of the babies,
Julia, lived 44 hours. The 31year-old Stanek is trying to
maintain privacy for his 34year-old wife, Edna, who returned home from Colorado
: DETROIT (AP) — The General Hospital two days ago.
United Auto Workers' 185-man Their telephone has been given
Pord Council is to meet next an unlisted number.

NEW YORK I AP) — Clothing
manufacturers predict Nigher
prices and a limited selection
of garments made of cotton or
.wool. The apparel makers say
consumers already have seen
some effect of shortages of the
:fibers, unprecedented foreign
Oemand for natural fibers, curlency changes and crop problems. But they say the major
'impact will not be felt until
'next summer and fall.

World Roundup
PHNOM PENH, Cambodia
--I AP) — Government troops
have begun an operation to
drive an estimated 400 Khmer
Rouge insurgents from a
triangular area southwest of
Phnom Penh, the Cambodian
military command said. In
South Vietnam, sappers blew
up two trains on the central
coast, killing a child and injuring five adults.

Paris Sesquicentennial

SIDEWALK
SALE
Fri. & Sat., Sept. 28th & 29th
ENTIRE STOCK

PANT CLOGS
by Buskens
Asst. Colors
Reg.
'14.99

Now 9°11

losses, including medical and
wage loss Insurance firms
would haNe to offer the option
of up to $40,000 in such coverage,
—Raise the present minimum
liability lima the amount that
a driver must be able to pay
for damage and injuries he
causes another person) from
$10,000 to $25,000 per person
and from $20,000 to $50,000 per
accident The present $5,000
property damage limit would
remain
the same.
,
— No-fault coverage would be
Primary, that is, would make
the payments first, except for
workmen's compensation and
social security. The committee
agreed that the bill should be
written so that a person injured
in an accident could be paid
promptly while Social Security
or Workmen's Compensation
processing was going on.
—To have the no-fault law be
based on the "implied consent"
concept, the idea being that
driving a car on a state road
was a privilege and that driv-

I

LIA SHOES
For Women
Dress & Sport
Reg. 414.99 $990 V
& '15.99 Now

1st QUALITY

FRANKFORT, Ky. (API —
schools and programs. It also
Two alternatives designed to tie would review all budget revocational schools and commuto postnity colleges in Kentucky much quests relating
occupational
educasecondary
will
apparently
closer together
colbe taken up by a legislative tion, from both community
leges and vocational schools.
commission in a month or so.
Dr. James Peyton, the staff
Both proposals were ordered
drafted into final bill form member who drafted the bill,
Wednesday by the Study Com- noted that Kentucky puts very
mission on Educational Organ- little money into its vocational
ization, for probable action at programs, that most of it
comes from the federal governits next meeting.
ment. Most of that money goes
no
clear
inWhile there was
dication that either plan had through the state education desubstantial support, one pre- partment, which has no conpared by the commission's staff nection with the community
appeared to meet with some- college system.
Nett commented that a busiwhat more favor.
That proposal would create a ness represented on such a
Public Post- council could direct that money
Council on
secondary Occupational Educa- be used to train employes for
tion as a coordinating agency its use, whom it used to train
similar to the existing council itself. It even could have so
many workers trained in that
for higher education.
State Rep. Carl Nett, Louis- field that the wages of employville, suggested the other plan, es could be driven down, he
which would put all of Ken- said.
Peyton said that could be
tucky's present community colonly if one industry
done
leges, along with its vocational
schools, under a Board of Voca- gained control of the council,
tional and Technical Education. which he discounted as being
That board then would be on a highly unlikely.
par with the present State
Peyton's bill would have the
Board of Education and the council be comprised of nine
Council on Public Higher Edu- voting members—the superincation, directly under a secre- tendent of public instruction,
tary of education and the arts. executive director of the counThe community college sys- cil on public higher education
tem now is under the Univer- and nine lay members. As advisity of Kentucky while voca- sory members, it would have
tional schools are run by the the head of vocational educastate department of education. tion in the education departGov. Wendell Ford's reorgani- ment, director of UK's commuzation, made the state superin- nity college system, head of the
tendent of public instruction his educational television authority
secretary of education and the and a representative selected
arts as well.
by the state universities and
The Council on Postsecondary colleges.
Occupational Education, under
The commission discussed,
the bill as drafted by the staff, but took no action on a bill
would be the single state agen- draft that would create an educy for distributing federal voca- cation review committee as a
tional funds to individual permanent subcoMmittee of the

After the bill is drafted by
The panel also agreed to iners agreed to such a law when
they got a license to drive. clude a "comparative negli- the staff to include all the proThat provision was included,to gence" provision in the no-fault visions agreed upon Wednesget around an apparent con- law, which would apply to acci- day, the committee will meet
stitutional barrier which says dents in which the costs ex- again to go over the language.
the general assembly cannot ceeded the $1,250 threshhold. Before the committee takes filimit or take away a person's Under comparative negligence, nal action on the bill, it will
right to sue to recover dam- a person could receive paymeAt await data from actuarial exages.
for injuries for the degree the perts on its economic irnpact.
Eleven states now have noThe committee also agreed other person was at fault; now
unanimously to include a man- a person cannot be paid if he fault laws that restrict law
datory rate reduction in the bill was at fault Miro' elf to any de- suits, which is considered the
but did not set any figure pend- gree — for example, if he were crucial part of that type of law.
ing receipt of expert estimates jaywalking and was hit by a A comprehensive law to that efon how much a saving could be drunken driver going 90 miles fect also is pending in Congress.
anticipated.
per hour.

'
Opening Saturday, Sept. 291
TO a.m. - 5 p.m.

WATCH FOR OPENING SPECIALS!!
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Proposals To Tie Together
I Vocational Schools, Colleges
To Be Taken Up by Commission

UNITED NATIONS, N.Y.
( AP) —Secretary of State Henry A. Kissinger says increased
pressure to force the Soviet
government to relax its restrictions on Jewish emigration
could endanger the continued
improvement of Soviet-American relations. "We do not believe that there is a formal
change" in the Russian desire
for detente so far, "but we
should keep in mind that there
is a point beyond which one
NAIROBI, Kenya I AP) — cannot press a situation as it
U.S. Treasury Secretary exists," he said Wednesday.
George P. Shultz says most nations at the conference of the
World Bank and International
ROME (API — Funeral servMonetary Fund agree with ices will be held Friday for
America's basic approach to Anna Magnani, the volcanic
monetary reform. He said the Italian actress who in 1955 won
U.S. proposal that countries an Academy Award for her
with big balance of payment performance in "The Rose Tatsurpluses automatically should too." Miss Magnani became
revalue their currencies found Italy's first postwar intergeneral approval. The argu- national film star because of
ment was over how automatic her work in "Rome, Open
any change should be, he said City." She died Wednesday of
in an interview.
cancer at the age of 65.

LADIES

ter who was at fault. The primary advantages of such a system generally are held to be
quick payment of damages and
lower rates, both because of elimination of lengthy lawsuits.
The committee went along
with most of the provisions that
Graves suggested as being
necessary in a no-fault bill.
Those so approved were:
—Elimination of lawsuits in
accidents unless they result in
death, disfigurement, loss of
bodily function, total disability
for more than three months of'
unless medical costs exceed
$1,250. For cases in which lawsuits are prohibited, the person's own insurance company
would pay the costs.
—To require all Kentucky
motorists to have automobile
insurance.
—To retain the present tort,
or fault, system to cover property damage.
—To set $10,000 as the minimum first party coverage (for
benefits paid to the person carrying the insurance), which
would include all economic

Down Condoi

LADIES
Stretch Vinyl

BOOTS

No Dipping - NpTflks

Legislative Research Commission. The committee would advise the LRC on the status and
effectiveness of educational
programs and recommend priorities.
Sentiment on the proposal appeared to be 3-2 in favor of the
plan, among the five members
present Wednesday. Chairman
State Sen. Clyde Middleton, RCovington, indicated the matter
would come up for action at the
next meeting.
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Ted Hale who won the
championship in the 4-H
showmanship contest of the
annual Purchase District Beef
Show and Sale is the son or Mr.
and Mrs. Coy Hale, 1612 College
Farm Road, Murrni, instead of
the names listed in Wednesday's issue of The Ledger tic
Times.

Also a Complete Line of Antiques
Five Miles West on 94 — Watch for Sign
Dan McDaniel,
Pickup and Delivery pallable
Owner
753-7499
-401..www
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Lai Hustler Pickup
The Baja 500 is one of the
roughest, toughest off-road
races in the world,across terrain
that's practically designed to
break machines.
The Datsun
Hustler Pickup,
and same orthe toughest competition we've ever had;set
out across the Mexican desert
ih a test of performance and
durability under stress.

For Making Our GRAND OPENING
A Succioss
Winners Of Our FREE GROCERIES

f

Winner of Our FREE BICYCLE
Roger Hopkins-1803 Dodson Ave.
iv
Come 4y and Soo Us Today!!

I

she
Paris, Tenn.

THANK YOU
Gene Steuber-4831 Hart Hall Phillip Glore-Box 4739 Hart Hall
..,..IlierY Maaeati-Milit UMW — :141114eP,Mllgin1P—r,b.,1§0, Pauline Waggener-X0 S. 160 Dklik Overtly-Route 1, Almo
/
2 N. llith
Ken Wilson-235 Riviera Courts Andie Cooley-6031
Ginnk Hopkins-1602 Sycamore John Wilcox-301 N. 12th
Bonnie Palmer-802 N. 16th
Jean West-1629 Farmer
Tom Ogdor-88Z N. lab
.,,Sally Gray-Z42 Covey Dr.
Freda Elkins-10d S. 12th
Bob Holland-801 N. 18th
Debbie Futrell-707 Fairlane
Edith McKenney-801 N. 18th
Janice Jackson-5259 Hart Hall Sarah Hail-6065 Hester Hall
Erin Bremer-1805,2 College Court
Gail F,dnor-1711 College Farm Rd.
kora Wilkenson-Hale Trailer Court No. 5
Nancy Goodman-7075 Regents Hall
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7 A.M.-2 A.M. * Phone 753-0648
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Just

WRONG NAMES

MARKET

Entire Stock
MEN'S

Now

For This Event Only
Reg. '22.99 to '26.99
/

LEATHER

IN

Compare- rice and Quality With Any Other
Procesii

KWIK-PIC

MEN'S GENUINE

Reg. '12'

'19.99

‘
i

59`pr.

by Nunn Bush
nqn
Reg.
UT- I
'39.95

by Life Stride
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- By Estelle Si
Last week was an
the sunshine and
life.
Principal Bob Al
Concord School w
over the birth of a d
same day that
his teacher!, Mr
McCage, was lister
John Dale trying 16
people as they a'
funeral of Ro)iiert
But in su,efi a ca
can be seen coui
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that "it is appoint
on to die."
,Seemg again so
from the old Pine
borhood was like
pages of time.
Last week on CI
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an 80 year old form,
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Jo Fischell, once
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GIVE THE MESSY JOB
TO THE STRIPPER!

PANTY HOSE
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Once again,'Datsun proved its point the hard way. When the dust, smoke
and rocks
settled, the rugged Datsun Li'l Hustler Pickup had beaten all the competition in
its
class and the forces of nature to claim its rightful title at the finish line:
Toughest of
all.

Drive a Datsun ...th(n1 (.1ccIdc

Murray Datsun,
* Open Evenings Until 8:00 *
So. 12th Street

Phone 753-7114

.00%
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Down Coneord Way . ..

Hospital Report

Activities and Amusements In The
Olden Days Revealed By Writers
By Estelle Spiceland
Last week was an example of
the sunshine and shadows of
life.
Principal Bob Allen of New
Concord School was jubilant
over the birth of a daughter,the
same day that one of
his teachers, Mrs. Lorene
McCage, was listesfg to Bro.
John Dale trying,M5 comfort his
people as they attended the
funeral of Ro rt McCage.
But in su,gh a cast audience
can be seen countless sympathizer/A who have realized
that "it is appointed unto man
on to die."
Seeing again so many people
from the old Pine Bluff neighborhood was like turning the
pages of time.
Last week on Channel 5 we
heard a beautiful interview with
an 80 year old former teacher of
handicapped children at Camp
Jo Fischell, once near Model,
Tenn.
This dear lady, Mrs. Anna
May Brandon, was asked many

questions. One was "wasn't life
boring back in the old days?"
She answered, "Never!"
People had never known of
modern conveniences. They
could not miss them.
Last week our deep well pump
failed. We were without water
until our local life savers,
Rainey Lovins and Floyd
McClure, could put in another
pump in a 200 foot well.
In olden days there were no
such problems as long as there
were springs, wells, or cisterns.
So they faced problems we do
not have, but we have newer
ones.
As for amusements in other
days, we enjoyed socials in
homes with candy making (who
could afford molasses candy
pulls now with molasses $5.00 a
gallon) and hay wagon rides to
church and „singings.
No young folks had money.
Who needed it. Seeing Pine
Bluff folks brought back
memories.

Rack of
SHORT SLEEVE

Boy's SHIRTS
$200

SEPTEMBER 22, 1973
ADULTS..87
NURSERY..4
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
Baby
Girl
Houston
Deborah), Route 3, Murray.
DISMISSALS
Mrs. Monese Nancgrondon,
1501 Glendale, Murray, Mrs.
Clarice Grogan McDaniel,
Route 3, Murray, Mrs. Phyllis
Ann Tucker, Route 1, Kirksey,
Mrs. Lilela Cope, Route 3.
Murray, lames Vanleer, 546
Lofton, Madisonville, Paul
Thomas Clark, Route 9, Benton,
Curtis Brown Hays, Route 0,
Murray, Mrs. Shirley Ann
Knight, Route 3, Murray, Mrs.
Mandy Bruna Hopper, Route 1,
Alm), Bob Lee Ward, 1600 A
Ridgeway, Murray, Mrs.
Wanda Taylor, Route 1, Alm,
Mrs. Mary Ann Carter and
Baby Girl, 800 Olive, Murray,
James Orville Lasater, Route 1,
Sedalia, Mrs. Jacqueline
Wilkinson, Route 3, Murray,
Paul Edward Latham, 1510
Clayshire, Murray, Mrs.
Wilmouth Ruth Ray, 1614 Ryan,
Murray, Kenneth Wayne Smith,
1622 Sunset, Murray, Mrs. Anna
Zinkovich, Lakeshore Dr.
Hamlin, Mrs. Flora Mae Bittain, Route 5, Murray, Mrs.
Allene Metta Claxton, Hamlin,
Coy Lee Hale, 215 S. 15th,
Murray,
Mrs.
Florence
Rebecca Dunaway, Route 1,
Farmington, Leonard Frank
Waring, West View Nursing
Home, Murray, Mrs. Nell
Duiguid Andrus(expired)412 S.
6th, Murray.

Fall Is A Good Time To Lime, Fertilize

•Ire
w'
404`

"111.4.

FIRST DEGREE-Dr. Constantine (Deno) CUrriti, president of
Murray State University, bolds the first degree presented to a
graduate of Murray State in 1928.11 was presented to him by Mrs.
Evelyn Linn Allbritten,the recipient, in,ceremonies preceding the
Murray State-Tennessee Tech footill game in new Roy Stewart
Stadium Sept. 22. Signed by Dr. Rainey T. Wells, founder and
second president of the school, the Bachelor of Science degree will
hang in the university library.

INFANT WEAR
1/2 price
Just In Time For The Holidays!

Fall is an excellent Rine to
apply lime and fertilizer to land
which you plan to double crop
next year. That is pointed out by
Lloyd Murdock, Extension soils
specialist at Princeton with the
University of Kentucky College
of Agriculture.
Murdock emphasizes the need
for a soil test before planning a
fertilization program for a
double cropping system. "If you
don't test your soil, you may
waste money by buying lime
and fertilizer which you don't
need," he notes. "On the other
hand, if you don't use enough of
these materials, you will come
up short on yields."
The UK specialist says if you
haven't had your soil tested in
the past few years you could
very well need lime. Lime is
especially needed on corn land
or other land where large
amounts of nitrogen have been
applied. "If one material is
underused in Kentucky, it is
lime," says Murdock. "And fall
Is an ideal time to apply lime."
You can also apply enough
phosphate and potash this fall to
take care of both of next year's
crops on double-cropped land.
There is no danger of these
materials being carried away
by water in the soil.
Murdock says you should
consider the needs of both crops
when deciding on application
rates. An acre of wheat yielding
40 bushels removes about 25
pounds of phosphate and 15

•

•

Rack of

--SLIPTENIEILit 1;, 197i
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—

SLEEPING BAGS

pounds of potash from the soil.
An acre of soybeans yielding 35
bushels removes about 35
pounds of phosphate and 50
pounds of potash while an acre
of corn yielding 100 bushels
removes about 50 pounds of
phosphate and 30 pounds of
potash.
For small grain, Murdock
recommends a split application
of nitrogen-30 pounas at
seeding time in the fall, and 30
pounds in early spring around
March 1. If you apply all the

nitrogen through soil water
because of fall and spring rains.'
Since it is impossible to predict
rainfall levels and the amount
of nitrogen which will be lost,
Murdock favors the split application.
The UK specialist says
nitrogen for corn should be
applied close to planting time in
the spring.
For more information about
soil testing and fertilization,
contact your local county Extension agent.

Front Wheel Alignment I
Willie Hubbs

Brake & Muffler Service"
Charles Elkins

Tires - Shocks -U-Joints I

;ROSE'S WHEEL!
ALIGNMENT
301 Olive
753-1351
****************************

Radio thaek'BLOCKBUSTER
SAVE OVER 40% ON OUR
MOST POPULAR REALISTIC
SPEAKER...
Regular
55.00 Each

Reg. '13"

$

Now $1000
err
Paris, Tenn.
C

North Court
Sq.

YOUTH SHO
NOT A WORRY IN THE WORLDINaig Garrett, a Murray
State University senior, seems to think that rest and relaxation is
a very important part of a college career. Garrett, from Murray
a sociology and psychology major,is the son of Mr. Jean Garrett
He is taking advantage of the listener's library in the music
section of the Murray State Library.

Phone 642-2932

Parks Treat
,Visitors In
_131f_Season'

Paris,Tenn.

SIDEWALK
SALE
DAYS
Fri. & Sat., Sept. 28th & 29th

Fabulous Bargains
In All
Participating Stores

Come
Save!

Come
See!

Have Fun!!!
During Our Sesquicentennial Celebration

Sponsored by

.

Paris Retail Merchants Assoc.
Paris, Tennessee
—1104111,_ --Qat

'7

Nine of Kentucky's 15 state
resort parks are already
prajparing for their autumn and
winter treats for travelers,
when they will reduce their
lodge room rates down to $8 for
a single and $12 for a double,
effective November 1, 1973
through March 31, 1974. During
the busy summer vacation
season, most single rooms in the
park system rent for $12 and
double rooms for $18.
.
Six of the state resort parks
will close for the autumn-winter
season, and rejoin their sister
parks on April 1 next year. to
run the system at full capacity
again. Pennyrile Forest -State
Resort Park, Dawson Springs,
closes September 3. The other
five-Kenlake, Rough River..1
Dam, Buckhorn Lake, Greenbo.
Lake and Pine Mountain-will
close October 31.
A toll-free telephone service
in Kentucky and surroundingstates enablesstate park guests
to make their-reservations with
a minimum of bother. In
Louisville, callers can reach the
Department, of Parks' central
.reservation desk.in .Frankfort.
by
dialing 583-9796; in
in
252-4913;
Lexington,
Covington-Cincinnati, 261-2643,
and from any other Kentucky
location, 1-800-372-2961. In Ohio,
Indiana, Illinois, Missouri,
Tennessee, Alabama, Georgia,
South Carolina, Virginia and
West Virginia. callers can make
their Kentucky state resort
park reservations by dialing 1800-626-2911, toll-free. the fheist MAIL
holidays all Kentucky state
irdt-be -tineed-r
front' piri, becerrthei 21, tinffl

WE'VE SOLD OVER 250,000
MC-1000 SPEAKERS
•Full Five Year Guarantee

•

You must hear this speaker to believe it - and at a
lance you can t pass up This compact speaker system
is perfect for small apartments or limited spaces
yet gives you an amazingly fulLsound - you II think it s
corning from a floor-size speaker Richly oiled walnut wood
cabinet is carefully crafted to add distinction in any decor Speaker
features 8 woofer and 3 wide-dispersion tweeter to enhance records,
AM/FM or tapes and provide for crisp clear sounds even at highest
and lowest volume settings 40-1980

and you can
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REALISTIC'ADD-ON
4-CHANNEL
SYNTHESIZER

PERSONALIZE
YOUR SPEAKERS
WITH DECORATIVE
GRILLE CLOTH

595

18- x 24'
195 TO 249

*

HEADPHONES..
THE FINEST
QUALITY SOUND
IN COMFORT

/

36.x 36.
41i15 TO 495
oose from a variety-of ----colors and weaves - a style
to harmonize with your
environment Fabric is
durable and color-fast, yet
lows unrestricted passage
of sound.

Great 4-channel
-starter'
the effect of any 2-channel
stereo record, tape. or FM Just add
synthesizer and 2 speakers to your present
system and surround yourself with sound Features
.blend & phase switches, sets up.in minutes.
Includes amplifier hookup cables 40481

never heard before tnioy your stereo to its fullest with
lightweight headphones featuring
air-cushioned earcups to bring you
hours of enioyment with never a
minute's fatigue 33-195

Pkk Up Your FREE 1974 RADIO SHACK Electronics Catalog

North 12th Extended
753-7100
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Store Hours: Monday-Saturdayt:,
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TANDY COMPOOTATION COMPANY
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NATIONWIDE

SUPE R MARK ET OF SOUND

THE I.r.DGER &

and a five-cent refund on containers that can be used for es
product. They also outlaw fliptop or pull-tab beverage containers.
Other bills approved for prefiling Tuesday included measures which would:
—Require public notice of
proposals for landfills, to be
published in a local newspaper.
—Give the state Department
of Natural Resources and Environmental Protection jurisdiction over insuring that dams in
Kentucky are in a good state of
repair; the responsibility for
actually carrying out any
needed repairs would remain
with other state agencies or the
U.S. Corps of Engineers, if they
now have jurisdiction.
—Give the state authority to
conduct sanitation inspections
in any stockyard, instead of
only in public ones.
—Allow the milk marketing
commission to institute investigations on its own, only
after it receives a complaint.
The committee passed over
until a subsequent meeting a
number of proposals, including
one to establish a Kentucky
trails system for hikers, bicycle
riders and horse-back riding.
Alvis Coyle, Louisville, who

made the proposal, said a limitad right of eminent domain
should be included in the bW to
help establish such trails across
the state, for hundreds of
miles.
Another proposal that was
passed over for further consideration would have prohibited
anyone from setting a backfire
during forest fires without the
approval or supervision of the
state forestry division.

Arm. Eugene 0. Fielder, 1972
graduate of Murray High
School, who is now stationed at
Kusan Air Base, South Korea,
sent the following article from
the Stars Si Stripers Newspaper
there. He askeo that it be
reprinted in the Ledger & Times
and said he would like to hear
from the readers concerning the
article. It reads as follows:
By CHAPLAIN CAPT.)
HERBERT J. BARKER
Chaplain, Long lines Bn,North, Youngson, Korea.
Come on people now, smile on
your brother.
Everybody get together try
and love one another right now!
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PUPERN ITY SUIT
LONDON API — Mrs. Jessie
Way is seeking compensation
from the Ratan iorsmith district
council because her pedigree
boxer bitch, Tammy, was accidentally let out by municipal
workmen and the result was
eight mongrel pups.
"It's costing rile around 924 a
welt," explained Mrs. Way, 46.
-I obviously can't sue the father for maintenascv, but I
think the council should pa
uP"

25 Insane

2267
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HAIR SPRAY
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1 Worm
2 Simian
3 Uphold

GIRLS

Colors

SHOES

'1.29
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REDUCING PLAN CANDY
Choice of Vanilla, Chocolate .$
Fudge, Chocolate Mint, Butterscotch.'

THE PHAh

BOOTS

LYSOL

BUFFERIN

DISINFECTANT SPRAY
Giant 14 oz. Spray Can

Bottle of 100
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"
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GUARANTEE
Free replacement within 90
days of purchaine if battery
proven defective After 90 days
we will replace it with a new
battery if defectrve, charging
only for the period of ownership. Your monthly
for ownership will he computed
by dividing the currant mailing
pnce lees trade-in •1 the twee
of mtuna, by the number of
months of guarantee.
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Hold, Unscented, Ultra Hold.
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But it's not too late! The
ideas, hopes, dreams were not
wrong. "Come on people; now
your brother.
smile on
Everybody get together, try and
love one another." The first step
is the key to reclaiming our life.
It is the beginning of a rich and
meaningful membership in the
family of man. Life alone is hell.
Together it is heaven. Smile on
me. 'I'm your borhter. Come
together!you have nothing to
Lose, but you aloneness. Smile
on your brother! Let's love one
another. Right now!

MR

MD

HIGHWAY 641

High Voltag• means
•traight•through-thepertifion cell connectors deliver MOTO initial starting power
than an otherwise
identical battery with
trp-and-over cell connectors.

"just keep on Truckin'."
Movement alone brought ease
to our restless anxiety. A trip,
good or bad, any king of trip
was desired. What was intolerable was no trip at all.
Life that was once a gas and a
trip was now a drag and a
bummer. We smoked more, we
had sex more, but we sensed
Less. We wanted to return to the
dust from which we came.
"Downers" replaced "speed."
"Grass" became a way of life,
not merely a happy pastime.
We don't love anybody. Most
of us don't even love ourselves.
There is no longer a generation
gap. Now there is only a people

•• CI II 11 II IN

ea

BATTERY SALE

S 995

These were the idealistic
There were two main themes
Of the on's: "Come together!" throbs of a whole generation of
and "I've got to be me!" These youth. But for many these
themes were sung and prayed ideals were a mere fantasy
and even the commerical ad- which exploded into violent
vertisers used them to sell reality with the assassination of
everything from Cokes to the Kennedys and Dr. King, and
Winston to Mustangs. "I've got the '68 Demorcratic Convention
to do it my way", or "I've got riots in Chicago. Most of us
to get into my groove", were the were disillusioned, angry and
expressions of individualism helpless.
We settled snugly into
which combined with a frenzied
compulsion to seek together- apathetic beds. As the Beatles
were
us, we
ness. Hippies, and youth in described
general, called us to peace. "nowhere men". Nowhere men
nowhere plans
What the world needed was making our
love, sweet love. We wanted to for nobody. We became combuy the world a Coke and keep it mitted to noncomrnitrnent. We
were disconnected .truckin',
company.

PAGE THIRTE

gap. Ourgroove has become a
rut like the plastic people we so
hated and rejected. We hardly
6
even hurt anymore.

1132

SAVE $4
Regular
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Amn. Eugene 0. Fielder Submits Article From Paper In Korea

Measure Designed To Eliminate
Throw-Aways In State Approved
FRANKFORT,Ky.(AP) — A
bill designed to eliminate
throw-away cans and bottles in
Kentucky has been approved
for prefiling by an interim legislative committee, a week
after another panel got a similar bill
The Committee on Agriculture and National Resources
voted 7-3 Tuesday to approve
the bill for prefiling, upon the
motion of State Sen. Wilson
Palmer, D-Cynthiana. The bill
was brought before the committee last month by State Rep.
Victor Hellard, D-Versailles,
who is not a member of it.
We need to get something
started now," Palmer said,
adding that individuals then
would get a chance to speak
out for or against the bill before the 1972 legislative session
begins.
A bill that an interim legislative committee approves for
prefiling still has to go through
the regular route of being reported out of House and Senate
committees during the next legislative session.
Hellard's bill is modeled after
an Oreoon law that went into
effect last October and subconsequently was held
stitutional by a circuit court
there. An appeal of that decision now is pending before the
Oregon Court of Appeals.
Another bill that also was
patterned after the Oregon law
was presented to Kentucky's
legislative interim committee
on counties and special districts
last week. That committee indicated it would take it up at
its next meeting.
Both Kentucky bills, lie the
Oregon law, would require a
munmum two-cent refund on
bottles that can be used by
more than one manufacturer

TIME$ — MURRAY,
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WINTER-SUMMER FORMULA

v 12x36x73
v Heavy Guage
Construction
Lightweight

$6.48

Buy Now 8 Save!

10-PIECE
TOOLM ATE

SCREW
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SET
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5.Sheif Unit

$ 1099
Double Faced
2 Sided Adhesive

Approved

CARPET TAPE
xi
14444.,-.3"4
Abnon%inr fails due to
faulty materials and
workmanship or wears
out while onginal purchanter towpath* car, It
will be replaced uponr
return free of charge,
or the purchase price
will be refunded. If the
defective .hock eb*caber was installed by
Beam we will install
new shock absorber
with no charg• for
labor.

Delivery and installation Aditional
Prices are catalog prices

Sears Has a Credit
Plan to Solt Your
Needs

MAIL,
BOXES

1.11: ABNER
Electric Automatic

SHOP GOGGLES

TOASTER

SAFETY

Single Bit

v Lightweight

CENTER

7.534310
14.10 Cams
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15petrtrelt-tilt

,Removable crumb tray
v Heat Proof Handles & Legs

v Non-Fogging

Heat Treated
Quality Crafted
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FORECAST
FOR TOMORROW:
Profitable Action ...
IF YOU ORDER A
LEDGER & TIMES
WANT AD!!
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Crossword Puzzle
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Comfort
Competent
Animal's foot
Urge on
Lure
Falsehood
Part of flower
Dealers
The human
soul
Direction
Century plant
Faroe Islands
whirlwind
Insane
Vehicle
Head of
church parish
Paid notice
Insect
Near
Artificial ,
language
In favor of
Teutonic deity
Boy's
nickname
Lamprey
Mountain pass
Sun god
Actual
Ox of Celebes
Breed of dog
Funny picture
Sem, precious
stone
Inlet
Was borne
Matures
Cloth
measure
Handle
Dregs

4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
16
18
20
22
23
25
27
28
29
30
34
36

egg

Wipe out
Hebrew month
Washes
Urtft of Italian
currency (pi)
Greek letter
Beg
Ventilates
Direction
Suffix forming
adverbs Iron,
adjectives
Loved one
Jackets
Skin ailment
Den
Native of
Morocco
Man's name
Free repast
Region
Plaything
Nobility
Vessel

1
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Worm
2 Simian
3 Uphold
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A 6000 TIME AT
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MUSIC

MUSIC

AUCTION SALE

FOR SALE

AUCTION SALE

1 -011 SALE

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••as UNUSED 1973 World Book EnSALE-A-THON now going on at
PUBLIC AUCTION
• cyclopedia-10 per cent discount. your local Singer Sewing
SAT. SEPT 29, 1973, 10 A.M.
phone 753-7632 after 5:00 p.m.OIC Machine Dealer in the Belaire
Selling at the farm home of the late Mr. M.E. t Peck)•
Shopping Center.
S27C
Ellegood, located 7 miles north of Fulton. Turn East off 411°
. ELVEN ACRES of land, seeded
—Drums
Hwy 51 on to Hwy 924 and proceed to 2nd. house on left to W down in pasture, in sight of Coles
—Accordion
—Voice
—Banjo
Sale. Watch for Auction Arrows.
—Guitar
• Campground building site. FOR SALE New Waterbed and
—Plano
—Band
—Trumpet
• Watershed lake. Beautiful a set of Timbolies. For In—Organ
Kitchen and Utility Furnishings and Appliances, Fruitbuilding site. Also Beagle dogs, 2 faTation phone 489-2690.S27NC
wood,and Maple Bedroom, Living room and Dining room,•
Ai and 3 years old. Hunted list
Furniture, Lawn and Garden Tools, 1970 Plymouth
season. Guaranteed rabbit dogs.
automobile.
• Phone 753-1277 days pr 753-5175 EXCELLENT, efficient,
Mrs. Betty J. Haman Administratrix Col. Rubert Ainley•
economical, Blue Lustre carpet,
nights.
S28C
Dixieland -753-7575-Murray
•Auctioneer Lk No.6,South Fulton, Tenn. 479-3713 and 472-•
cleaner. Rent electric shampooer
di CRESOTE POLES, 8' to 25' and $1. Kwik-Pik Market, Five
•1371 Buy and Sell "The Ainley Auction Wav."
Prevent Lovestock Disease PIANO SALE. As low as $595.00. fa••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••e. treated fence posts. Murray Points.
S29C
You should try to prevent Lonardo Piano Company, across
"Lumber Compnay, 104 Maple
disease in your livestock before from Post Office, Paris, TenStreet.
S29C CORN PICKER, New Ideal 309.
S28C
it happens. That is the advice of nessee.
Phone 498-8748, after 6:00
LaBore,
Don
Extension
S26P
ARMY TARPAULINS 200 in p.m.
veterinarian at the University BY OWNER; two wooded lots,
stock. Fully repaired. Country
of Kentucky College of Sharpe Street, beside park, near
Boy- Stores, 9 miles from OUTBUILDING. PHONE Mrs.
Agriculture. He says one way to schools, shopping
S26P
Hopkinsville, Junction Kentucky Harry Shekell, 753-2976.
center,
do this is to stay informed about university. Phone 1606)
117and 164. Phone 885-5914. ITC
— RAIN or SHINE —
the diseases in your area and 2494
October8C
MILLIONS OF rugs have been
• Complete stock and equipment of Damon Bawen's Grocery
the ones your animals might
COMPLETE DRUM set, red cleaned with Blue Lustre. It's
TUNING—repairPIANO
A including building and lot No. 44, unit 2 of Kentucky Lake
encounter. Then follow vacsparkle. Good condition. Phone America's finest. Rent electric
A Development Co. on Cypress Spring Road in southeast
cination programs that will rebuilding. Prompt expert ser- V
436-5424.
S29C shampooer $1.00. Big K, Belaire
help prevent these diseases. vice. Rebuilt pianos for sale. Ben 9section of Calloway County, Kentucky.
Shopping Center.
S29C
Dyer,
Kentucky.
Murray,
W.
6 The equipment includes 2 cold drink boxes, meat box,
Also, keep records so you will
GARAGE SALE, Friday, SepTFC
:
v scales, meat slicer, paper rack, refrigerator, cash register,
know what has been done to Phone 753-8911.
tember 28 and Saturday, Sepcandy case and counter, 2 adding machines, 20' deep freeze, A tember 29, 1610 Farmer. Toys SEAMLF-SS GUTTERS. Baked
your animals—what drugs have
PIANO, BAND Instrument,
cabinets and counter, shelving, metal racks, 2 minnow boxes v clothing, some
been used, what vaccinations violin, guitar and jazz lessons.
furniture, on enamel finish, guaranteed 30
A and agitajar, wire fencing and pipes.
have been given, and what
years. For free detailed estimate
miscellaneous household itemPhone Erwin or Pat Chandler
I Equipment includes 1966 Chevrolet Pickup,6 cylinder; 1964
phone Atkins Gutter Service,
diseases have been ens.
S29C
753-1470.
September 29C
?Ford Dump,2 ton truck, gravel bed, completely rebuilt. 1966
Murray,753-8407 or 753countered. Records will pay—
OctoberlOC
do not trust your memory, BEGINNERS PIANO lessons. *John Deere 20-10 series diesel engine, automatic tranSUZUKI SPECIAL. Suzuki 250, 8992.
:
smission, completely rebuilt back hoe.
advises the UK
Extension Phone Kathy at 753-4710 after
only $799.00. Suzuki of Paris,
RUMMAGE AND furniture sale
Track 2: Includes 4 lots No. 361-362-363-364 in section 2 of * Paris,Tenn.
veterinarian.
4:00p.m.
S29C
03C with
several pieces of furniture
Kentucky Lake Development Co.
and lots of rummage. At Gospel
A Owner reserves the right to reject all bids
Singing Drive In,6 miles east of 'rq
If a ages had gone up no fas- BALDWIN PIANOS and organs.
Sale conducted by....
KITCHEN STOVE, white, $20.00.
Hardin, Ky., on Hwy, 80,
ter than food prices in the last Rent to purchase plan. Lonardo
Phone 753-7433.
S29C Thursday and
20 sears, tilt aLerage industrial Piano
Friday, 9:30- al
Company, across from
worker wcruld be earning or.I
5:
00
and
Saturday
9:30Post Office, Paris, TenSIX WEANING pigs. Phone 474- 1:00,
r2.23 an hour instead of $3 65
S27C
nessee.
S29C
7356.
S29C

MUSIC LESSONS
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Sell It With A Classified
Back to School Specials . ...
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37 Sc nations
39 Yellowish red
color
41 Royal
42 and measure
43 Metal
fastener
44 Sorted,,)
,
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:AUCTION & :
:Saturday, Sept. 29, 2:00 p.m.:
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LitOR /AMER 7

I THINK I'LL 60 HOME, AND
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.
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Auction Service ;
1962
Not responsible in case of accident

HAY IN the field Phone 753INTERNATIONAL
4496.
S27C
Travelall
van,
cheap.
Misses
and
.
••••••••••••••••4 Jr. winter clothes, size 8. Antique MURPHY'S CLOSE out prices on
cherry spool bed. Phone 753S29C all 1973 recreational vehicles.
AUCTION SALE, Saturday, HOUSEHOLD AUCTION, 7238.
Example
27' Fifth Wheel
September 29, 10:00 a.m., 307 Saturday, September 29, 10:00
Trailer,6 sleeper, self contained MOBILE
HOME-1968
Shelby,
Irvan Street, Murray, Ky., South, a.m., rain or shine at the late Ray
$4,330. 20' MotorHome, 6 sleeper,,,
off of West Main between 13th Smith home. Mrs. Smith is selling 12'x61'. Two bedrooms, separate
Chevrolet chassis, self contained:74
dining
room,
central
heat
and
air;
bronze
stove,
refrigerator and
and 14th Street. People are
S7,836. These are just two of the.
underpenned.
On
large
lot
with
leaving town and must sell nice freezer combined, upright
patio and shrubbs. Phone 753-0885 many units that must go. No
furniture and appliances from 3 freezer, all like new. Early
after
S29C trade ins at these low, low prices. 4:00p.m.
_American
dining table and
months to 1Mi_years old, All
Sale starts Friday September 28..'
very
Frost
best;.
free diairs, china cabinet, chifferobe,
Open 7 days a week through
MOBILE
and
2ts
HOME
acres,
refrigerator, electric range, color TV., stereo and radio (the $1750.00 down, and assume October
-.automatic washer, Frigidaire best) oil stove, dishwasher payments. Also 1958 Chevrolet Murphy's Camper Sales & Serelectronic dryer, air conditioner, tables, odd chairs living room pickup, $250.00. Phone 753-6654 vice "Your tomplete RV
dishes, cooking utensils,
.4u have warrantys still left. Off suite,
after 5:00 p.m.
S29C Headquarters" Hwy 62 east,
Dawson Road, Princeton, Ky.
white velvet couch and pink new hair dryer, vibrator, bar
bells, large drapes, 2 large Holy
365-5082.
October29C-4.,
,velvet chair, two bedroom suites,
TRACK
tape
8
deck
and
8
track
bibles, brass and horn handle
odd chairs, tables and lamps, lots
tapes.
Phone
753-7442
03C AMERICAN EAGLE print by
knives, goofus dishes, 12" carof antique pieces, such as a glass
Ray Harm. Phone Mayfield 247nival bowl, butter dish and lid,
door china or book case, trunks,
cedar salt bucket, hog and AKC REGISTERED poodle 5581.
S29P
pictures and mirrors in fancy donkey penny banks, bull
horns, puppies, also young breed dog
frames, antique dresser and Italian wine bottles,
06C TWO 26" girl's bicycles, need
Mexican Phone 753-6379.
walnut buffet, oak table and pieces, blown glass, pietures,
new seats,$10.00 each. Phone 436ladder back chairs. Lots more Coleman lantern for fishing and YARD SALE, 416 South 10th 2289.
S29NC
good pieces
snag lines of 7000 hooks straight Street, Friday and Saturday 9:00
Depression of all patterns, and ready to handle, tables and a.m.-5:00 p.m. Phone 753-9429. MOBILE HOME-1972-Ritzczaft,
Clothing—adults and childrens, 12'x70', completely set up, uncabbage and open rose, crystal, boxes of nice pieces.
and green sandwich, sylvian, Due to illness Melvin Smith is glassware, old western books. derpenned and ready to live in.
wafford, water sets, waco china offering his gun collection, an- other miscellaneous items. S29C Extra nice. A real bargain. See
James Green at Riviera Courtpotty, china pitchers, Italian tiques and new. 1 double barrel
china, occupied Japan, large muzzle loader, brass trim, shoots CLASSICAL GUITAR, almost s.
03C
collection of Avon bottles,frosted now very nice. 1 double barrel 12 new. Half price $40.00. 30"
$25.00.
range,
electric
Frigidaire
WHITE'S METAL detectors—
Mayfair cooking jar, 6-12 hor- gauge (Baker). 1 poly-choke
seshoe candy dish, white and automatic (Remington). 1 model Five wigs, $5.00 each. Phone 437- manufactures of the world's
S29P largest line of prospecting,
brown churns, corn sheller, 20, 16 gauge (J.C. Higgins). 1 94 4472.
treasure hunting and exploration
coffee mill, dutch ovens, ice A, 28" barrel (Stevens). 1 model
tongs, and lots more glass and 87 A (Stevens). 1 Marlin 100 L.T. 1971 HONDA 350. Phone 489-2406 instruments. Finds buried gold,
S29C copper, silver, coins, jewelry.
china. Also real live Peek-a-poo D., 1890. 2 pearl handle 22 and 22 after 5:00p.m.
Prices from $49.50 to $595.50.
dm, child's pet. This is' just a magnum pistols, new. No junk
partial listing that has taken guns, all ready to use.
$1.00 iilus tax will buy beautiful Authorized dealer. Phone 753years to collect.
We may have a car or two. Xmas cards. Folders or post card 1575 Monday thrinigh SaturS29C
Registered
walking mare, bred to style, with or without scripture. day.
For information phone Chester
Si Miller Auction Service 435-4042, racking horse, real gentle and Gerald Waldrop 753-1712. S28NC
UPRIGHT PIANO, good conLynn Grove.-"It Pays To Sell The three year racking stallion. Mrs.
dition..
Phone 753-3505
S29C
Smith
at
has
this
in
time
mind
to
FAMILY
TWO
garage
sale.
Toys,
Chester-Miller Way."
S28C
offer the nice 20 acre farm and games, baby and children's
WAI.KING
improvements for private sale. clothinCextra nice maternity TENNESSEE
Come for sale and walk over this and wornen's clothing I 100 per gelding, make nice fox trotting or
property which has such cent wool pleated skirts), racking horse. Racking gelding.
development possiblities.
household articles, polydomes Both make field trial horses. .
S29C
Eats and _drinks available. Not and 5 lb. bags molding plaster. Phone 753-9390.
responsible for accidents. An- Friday, September ZS, after 1:00
nouncements day of sale. p.m. and Saturday, all day. 1314
GARAGE SALE at 109 North 17th
Douglas Shoemaker phone 753- Farris Ave. S28P
tog.
at Farmer, Friday & Saturday,
3375, Murray, Kentucky, in
September 20 and 29. 8:00 a.m.charge of sale.
ITC GARAGE SALE, South 16th
5:00 p.m. Two families. Children
Extended. Nice lady's clothing, and adult clean clothing, all sizes.
74g.
'74
sizes
7,9,12
and 19. Men's pants. Dishes, rug and miscellaneous
74g.
88
loll sALE
30-30 and 28-29, suits. Little girl's items. Priced to sell.
:
111:
S29C
$tt
dresses, size 6x. Also toys, books
Know someone
F
and knick-knacks. Phone 753- MINIATURE
FEMALE:
who'll soon 7%; 1973 YAMAHA 175 Enduro, like 1611. Friday, September 28, 9:00 dachshund puppies,
AKC
new. 500 miles. Expansion
a.m.-8:00p.m.
S28C registered. Phone 753-1885 betcelebrate a 791; chamber,21"front wheel, 2 new
ween 9:00a.m. and 9:00p.m. 03C
knobbies, super fender. $500.00
birthday?
$100.00 free
79t; owed on it, take over payments. SALE-A-THON.
fabric with purchase of the
RAGE SALE Women's
S27P
as 753-7242.
Golden Touch and Sew by clothing, small sizes; children's
'Bingererith tfeskteearsote'af y
clothing, girls and boys;
t
: ‘,`OLD REFRIGERATOR in good choice. Your local Singer household it ma. 817 North 210th
..
ix; running condition. Also Ashley Sewing Center, Belaire Shop- Street, Saturday, 8:00 a.m. 12:00
:
-t-;. Send them greetings :418:
wood heater, like new. Phone ping Center.
01C noon.
;
.
. 753-5513.
, with a Happtild in :4S27P
28' GOOSENECK camping KENTUCKY'S LARGEST4,
our Classified Sectioni*
trailer, fully self contained. variety of pistols. Buy now while
PLYMOUTH FURY-1967 Also 81-2' slide in Man 0 War you can still get them att
four door, gootndition. Also camper, both brand new. reasonable prices, Country Boy '
1971 Honda 350 Scrambler, good Priced when shown. See Otto Stores, the pistol People. 9 miles
Just call
condition. Phone 753-8903. 01P Chester, Lynn Grove, Ken- from Hopkinsville, Junction 117
753-1916
tucky. Watch next week's paper and 164. Open Sundays until 4:00
big estate auction in p.m.
S29C
Mt° place your adn. SEVEN 12 week old pigs. Phone for
Calloway County.
S27C
lt
ARROWHEAD CAMPER Sales,
:3 753-4016 after 5:00 p.i:n . S274:
SPOTS before yopr eyes—on Mayfield, Kentucky on the
:x;
your new carjaet — remove Benton _Hwy. Travel trailers,
Al•

L

Wayne Wilson and Charles Thompson, Auctioneers

The Ledger

7: —VIM;
C
•••••••••••••..4

S.

ANIML'
• '&106=1'4)4bow

414•14,
•

•
5.

nage-

$1. Western ent:camper-4 hy--the.Ateak. or
Pflinied tlectric,shairsp
Auto, home of -"Wis/iing Well -weekend. Call 247-8187 or —489sight.13003 Phone 753S27P Gift Shop."
E55
S27C 2303.
S29C

.•
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Call
753-1916
FOR SALE_
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Sell It With A Classified Ad
FOR SALE

FOR SALE

FOR SALE

Home Improvement Sale
Save Now-Sale Prices in Effect through Oct. 8

Sears

ak

SAVE '40"

tu

Kenmore
5-Cycle Portable
Dishwasher

th
P.

White-Was 1229.95

In

$18988

VI

No pre-rinsing, sani-wash
cycle. Just load and push
the cycle control buttons.
Two level wash and forced
air drying get dishes sparkling clean.

it

to
is

$000.00 Built-in model.
White or colors ...000.00
Is
It

Come See Them on Display
Sears dishwashers priced
from 8000

IS

el
si
SI
ti
Si

le

or........m."'mmninaminammommmin
IT FOR YOU
LET SEARS IN

IIIal.
II For free planning help La nd7es5tim3a;2
SPars authorized
1 et 1
s3

I

installers

do the entire iob for you.

38241

•Efficient

Gas Wall
Furnaces
ON SALE

1 53"

Gas Vented
Space Heater
Was
$169 95

45,000 BTUH gas input;
counterflow operation.
With thermostat.

Use Sears Easy Paym4nt Plan
SHOP AT SEARS AND SAVE
Satisfaction Guarantstd or Your Money Back

NOW $14 OFF
Easy-to-Install
Crossbuck StormScreen Doors

Was $4488

$58.95

'155

Aluminum with baked-on
enamel finish; with tempered
safety glass insert and fiber
glass screen. Pre-hung in frame
to simplify installation.

Price is Catalog Price • Delivery, Installation Extra
• Come See Them on Display

Sears
SEARS.11011111

\WM

Souttiside Shopping Center
753-2310 Free Parking
Open 9:00-5:30

CARPORT SALE, Thursday, HALF PRICE sale-all dry /
1
2 ACRE lot, located in Aurora, COLOR T.V.-19', 8269.88. Roby
Friday and Saturday, 1629 goods, notions, shoes, men's 'or mobile home. Phone 354-8161 Sales, Highway 68, Benton,
Hamilton,9:00a.m.-6:00 p.m.
women's and children's ready to after 7:00 p.m.
OctoberIC
September 28C KeIncky.
S29C
wear. Sale will continue until all
stock is depleted. Cook's General
REAL ESTATE FOR SALE
REAL ESTATE FOR SALE
LITTLE GIRL'S clothes, sizes 5, Merchandise, Hazel, KenIlet, 10 and 12. Slacks, dresses, tucky.
02P
coats. One size 5 coat, blue fur
with red trim, like new. Phone TVi0 BEDROOM house, five
753-4487 between 5:00 and 9:00 years old, 221
/
2 acres. Five
p.m.
SVC holstein heifers and bull. 1952 •
LYNN GROVE-Very attractive brick home, exFord 1,-2 ton truck, needs motor.:
ceptionally nice with 3 bedrooms, 2 baths, all in like new
13' FIBERGLASS runabout, Phone 753-7975.
528C •
condition. Quality construction throughout. See this one
•
convertible top, indoor-outdoor
•
today. Priced in mid 30's.
carpet, 45H.P. Mercury motor THINK AHEAD for Xmas gifts. •
•
and trailer. $500.00. Phone 753- Needle point-paintings--any
DON'T WAIT- call now to see this farm you have been •
•
8359.
S28C type of cutom art. Chair covers, •
waiting for: 60 acres with about 54 tillable and includes •
•
children's pictures, homes.
a nice 3 bedroom frame home located on paved road in •
ATTENTION!!RUMMAGE sale. Phone Bob Ginn 753-0039.
south Graves county. See today, can't be beat at only •
02P •
•
•
Bigger and better than ever
21,500.
•
•
Saturday,
September
29, BATTERIES FOR any car, boat, •
•
HOME AND SHOP- located in Hazel and is ideal for the •
American Legion Building, 7:00 truck, or tractor, $8.95 to $14.95 •
•
a.m.-2:00 p.m. Twenty parties. exchange. G24 fits most Chevys, •
budget-minded. Offers a 3 bedroom frame home and a •
•
Everything anybody could need Fords and Chrysler products. ••
new 28 X 40 clean-up shop. Don't miss this one, priced •
•
or want. Priced 14) sell. Come $12.95. Big heavy duty 027 fits all •
at only $11,000. Call to see 753-3597.
•
•
browse and have fun.
S28C big cars, trucks and boats, $14.95. •
•
•
•
Atomic Battery Company, 401 •
•
LARGE OR SMALL- acreage; we can fix you up with this
250MX Yaiinalia and factory built North 4th Street, Murray. Phone •
•
85 acres near Kirksey. Owner will also divide the •
trailer, 8500.00 Number 97, 753-8572.
02C •
•
Riviera Courts, Phone 753-0263
tillable ground off which would be about 35 acres, •
•
8:00a.m.-3:00p.m.
priced at $14,000.00 or the total acreage priced at
02C
•
•
$21,500.00.
•
•
•
23 CHANNEL courier CB radio ATTENTION FARMERS!! •• A LOT FOR A LITTLE- only $4,000 buys this good older •
and 50' antenna, $175.00. Phone Rhodes Feed Mill has received •
•
atiother..,S,Euds.
.
-frametfornefrrKflitsFylill hath:ifeetile-iviiII
heat, •
Special 16ft., 5-slat panel gate
good well, and shade trees. Call today, it beats paying
•
• RUMMAGE SALT -408 South 6th 820.40, 14ft., 5-slat panel gate •
•
•
Street, Saturday all day. Clothes, $19.40, 6 ft chain link gate. $12.75,
•
Nt.
chain
link
gate
10
$13.50,
ft.
sizes 9-16, odds and ends.
PRICED RIGHT- new listing on this 2 bedroom frame •
S28C
•
chain link gate $14.60, 12ft chain
home located about 4 miles north of Murray on /
1
2 acre •
link gate $15.40, 14ft chain link
•
lot. Check this one out, you can afford this one. Priced •
641 PET Shop, north. Chihuahua
gate 816.50, 16ft. chain link gate
•
at only 6,800.
puppies, cocker, spitz, tiny toy
•
$17.50. Also 6ft. steel post $1.30. 35
•
poddles, parakeets, fish and percent
hog supplement (pellet
•
HOME PHONES: •
supplies. Phone 753or meal) $12.00 cwt. 40 percent
•
Moffitt
Keith
1862.
October IIC hog sniiplement (pellet or meal)
•
•
753-5068
$13.00 cwt. Fly blocks $2.20 each.
•
Robert Young
•
MAILING MACHINE. Elliot 41 per cent dairy concentrate
•
753-2694
•
Dymatic .3101. Ideal for church $8.25 cwt. Tramisol cattle
•
bulletins
or
organizatiOn wormer boluses 65 cents each.
•
Multiple
•
newsletters, Will sacrifice, Thibenzole cattle wormer boluses
Listing Service •
•
Contact Gene McCutcheon at The 65 cent each. Rhodes Feed Mil
Ledger & Times, 103 N. 4th St., (Alba, Kentucky.182753-1916.-`0cterber Sc

•
•
•
•

k****

THREE BEDROOM brick, two
years old. Four acres with barn.
3/
1
2 miles east of Murray. Phone
753-8648.
S29P

Offi

ollege Grac

'We Need Your Listing!
May We Serve You?"

West of town,near Stella there's a three bedroom house on
a 125 x 100 foot lot for $10,800 which you just might be
looking for. It has electric heat, well water and is in the
Kirksey school district.
"New Business Opening" can be your announcement if
you choose a commercial site today and build that
business.

JOHN RANDOLPH REALTY
and AUCTION COMPANY

REALTOR'

•
•
304 Main, Murray, Ky.
••
•
•
_ PALS
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••*******
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TWO ACRE TRACI'(1.1AND on State Line Road, 3 miles
West of Crossland. $700 bu)a_tt.
_

BOOKKEEP
charge. One cal
complete office
payroll taxes,
Possible constr
necessary. S,
resume and sal.
P.0 Box, 998, P.
nessee.

10 ACRES OF DEVELOPMENT LAND at the East edge of
Coldwater, on Hwy. 121. Beautiful building sites, some with
wooded areas.

200 ACRE FARM,adjoining the above mentioned farm. Has
approximately 110 acres of cropland, large old farmhouse
and several outbuildings in need of rapair.

6 ACRE TRACT OF LAND, suitable for commercial or
residential usage. Located at the intersection of Green Plains
Road and US -641, approximately 5 miles South of Murray.

ONE YEAR OLD 3-bedroom brick home in Puryear Heights
Subdivision. Has a living room, kitchen-family room,
ceramic bath, utility room, central heat and air, wall to wall •
carpeting, kitchen built-ins, cacport, 100' x 200' lot. Owners
_plan to return to California.

52 ACRE FARM WITH an old farmhouse, tobacco barn,
stock pond, 25 acres of tillable land. Good building sites on
the blacktop or on the gravel road.

TWENTY-FIVE ACRE TRACT adjoining the above mentioned farm. Has 23 acres of soybeans, good fences. 450'
blacktop frontage Hwy. 121_

FULL TIME
a.m.-5:00 p.m.
week. Must be
thusiastic. Ph(
Burger Chef.

COMMERCIALLY ZONED SITE at the Northeast corner of
18th Street and Hwy. 121 Bk.:Pass.Poe sale or lease.

ALL TILLABLE 8 ACRE TRACT of land near Underwood
Crossing. Water supply available from a deep well on the
adjoining property.

RENTAL APARTMENTS, CONSISTING of a large frame
• home divided into two separate apartment units, plus a
garage type building with two additional apartments. All
,units rented at an excellent rate of return on the investment.
Convenient to downtown area.

WOMAN TO s
from 3:00-5:00)
week. Phone 75
p.m.

81 ACIARM,located 11
/
2 Miles Southwest of Crossland
Has a tobaceo ham, 29 acres in soybeans, stock pond, good
timber. Priced at,less than $200 per acre.

92 ACRE FARM near Underwood Crossing, in Northern
Tennessee. Has 75 acres cropland, good fences, good timber,
barn, concrete block machinery shed, good well, 4 stock
ponds. Good 2-bedroom frame house.

/
2 miles Southwest of Hazel. Has
116 ACRE FARM,located 41
40 acres of good producing cropland. Large wooded area that
could be turned into additional cropland.

HELP NEEDEL
Alignment.SOMI
in exhaust wonl
parts. See Sons
North 4th Street.

RECENTLY REMODELED 3-BEDROOM FRAME home in
Hazel. Situated on a 75' x 175' corner lot at the intersection of
4th & Barnett Streets. One of the best buys in Hazel.

I ARGE STORE BUILDING in Kirksey. Upstairs portion has
9 rooms and bath living quarters. One acre of land plus two
additional metal garage buildings. Quality built several
years ago.

DELUXE YEAR AROUND LAKE HOME in Center Ridge
Subdivision. Has a living room with fireplace, kitchen with
appliances, glassed-in dining room. den, 2 bedrooms, 2 baths,
detached garage, corner lot. Owner will finance with a
modest downpayment.

DAY COOK war
time. Apply
Southside Restai

TEN ACRE FARM with a large stock barn, chicken house,
hog farrowing barn, stock pond, good fences,9 acres tillable.
Residence is a 3-bedroom stucco with an enclosed back porch
and a detached garage. New pump on the well. City water
line crosses the front yard.

TWO YEAR OLD 3-bedroom brick home 2 miles East of
Murray. Has a living room, kitchen with built-ins, dining
room, family room with fireplace, 2 ceramic baths, wall to
wall carpeting, central heat and air, extra large utility room,
enclosed garage, patio.

LAKE VIEW OR LAKE AREA IDTS as low as $300 eah at
Pine Bluff Shoes Subdivision,Three 13) to choose from at this
low price.

LADY NEEDE
housekeeper I
beginning Oct. 1
work after Decei
experience and t
two small childrl
6848.

1111 SYCAMORE
John or Joretta Randolph 753-8382
Keith Hays 40-2488

ALMOST NEW 3-bedroom brick home on 1,4 acre site, 3 miles
Southeast of Murray. Has wall to wall carpeting, 11
/
2 ceramic
baths, living room, kitchen-family room, utility room, builtin kitchen range and dishwasher. Available soon.

85 ACRE FARM, on Highway 614, 9 miles Southeast of
Murray. Good row crop farm or cattle farm. Has running
water year around, dug well, stable, woven wire fences on 2
sides, seven-tenths mile of blacktop frontage.

WANTED El
typiest, 3:30-7:0
through Friday.
P.O. Box 32-P,
equal opportunit,

*SEE US TODAY*

645 ACRE FARM, suitable for cattle or row cropping. Has
approximately 300 acres in cultivation, 2-bedroom frame
house with aluminum siding, stock barn, 2 tobacco barns. 34
mile of blacktop frontage.

IMMACULATE 3-bedroom brick home at 1609 Parklane.
Spacious floor plan includes 11
/
2 baths, utility room, kitchenfamily room, large living)room. Kitchen range and 2 air
conditioners are included in the price.

k

If you have been looking for a "good buy" this is it! Don't
miss it. Let us drive you down near Irvin Cobb Resort and
see if you don't like this house and one acre of land.
$12,900.

BRAND NEW 3-bedroom brick home on Fairlane Drive,
Fairview Acres Subdivision. Has a living room, kitchenfamily room, utility room, 11
/
2 ceramic baths, enclosed
garage. Also has wall-to wall carpeting and central heat and
air.

150 ACRE FARM, located 9 miles East of Murray on the
Faxon-Newburgh Road. Haiy70_acres of cropland, 100' well,
running water for livestock, stable. 2 barns, and a
recently redecorated 4-bedroom residence.

*Su pervisor
ost Accour

A GOOD BUY

ACTIVE GROCERY AND BAIT BUSINESS. Lcited on a
major highway, doing a good gasoline business. Price includes store building,stock,fixtures,shop building and small
acreage. Living quarters at the rear of the store.

• Sears Best
"Fifteen"
Gas, Oil
Furnaces
ALL REDUCED

$1,69
Was95 $
Other models sale-priced.

HELP W

375 ACRE CATTLE FARM. Has approximately 300 acres
under fence, 100 acres of river bottomland, several small
stock barns. Attractively priced.
•

Complete Heating Systems
Many Types, Models on Sale!

Dual Capacity
50,000 BTU Wialos4s Furnace

LARGE SHADY lot, located
corner of Lynn Grove Highway
and Johnny Robertson Road.,
Phone 753-5671 days or 753-3430
nights.
S27C

KENIANA
SHORES-Large
1972 HONDA 350 Chopper. Will wooded lots for $25 down & $25
sell at reasonable price. Ex- per month-All untilities including
cellent condition Phone 753water-Lake access-All weather
S28C streets. 'Phone. 436-5320 or 4366759.
2473.
October 27C
REAL ESTATE FOR SALE
THREE BED!• M
with
BY OWNER: three bedroom all extra.104,1
TT take
brick, two baths, central heat and
nquire at 1218
air, dishwasher. Trees. Phone Me
, Murray.
S27P
753-8416 after 5:00 p.m.
S28C
BY OWNER; new three bedroom
/
2 baths,
BY OWNER-three or four Spanish style house, 11
bedroom split-level house on family room,, carpeted, central
nearly 44 acre lot. Over 1600 heat and air, boncrete drive and
square feet of living space. Large built-in kitchen. Priced at only
bath with separate shower. $26,800.00. You must see this one.
S28C
Plenty of closets. Large out- Phone 753-3903.
building with carport. Asking
WIDE LOTS on U.S. 641, south of
price $24,500.00. Phone 437Murray, for your new home or
4472.
S29P
mobile home. Call owner 753023C
0774.
COUNTRY bOTS, extra large.
Restricted, water. $3500.00..ONE ACRE lot 148'x295' on black
Phone Sam Harris 753top road in New Providence.
8061.
October 19C Phone 436-5860.
03C

Colors, 85 extra
St
at

SIOUX BUFFER,$60.00; !Midis
air 'regulator, $40.00; Ludwig
druths, take over payments; 22
automatic and scope. $50.00;
M single shot with scope, $25.00;
gun cabinet, $65.00; pro custom
model 300 Remington rifle and
scope, 280 caliber, new, $165.00.
Phone Jeff 753-7832 or 7537139.
OIC

Ca
753-1

•••••••••••••••••••••1••

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

FOR SALE

Call
753-1916

BUSINESS 01

HAVE YOUR oi
No financial risi
working part t
1470.
DISTRIBUTOF
service local act
products featuri
Disney items! 1
monthly earnin
ventory, meter
necessary. 83,X
Call or write
Corp., 11276 Ha
Dallas, Texas 7
Mr. Cook I 214i1
1P

15 ACRES OF DEVELOPMENT PROPERTY near
Cypress
Creek. Has 700 ft. of frontage on TVA waterfront land.
Priced
at only $12,000.
-

ACRES OF DEVELOPMENT PROPERTY, located
liehieen Sandy-Concord Road and Cypress Creek
Road
Blacktop road on two sides of the property Priced at
$500 per
acre.
CHOICE OF THREE (3) spacious lots in Meadow
Green
Acres Subdivision. On city water. 82,500 each.

NOTICF

.
22 ACRE TRACT OF LAND. n '41'
r Kentucky Lake, on Hwy.
614. Good building site on the road frontage, large wooded
area at the rear of the property.

FC

TWO MOBILE HOME LOTS, on Pottertown Road. ready for
occupancy. Both have c4 water, septic tanks and field lines.
electric hook-ups. $2,000 each.

ta
- 0l

TWO ACRE RESIDENTIAL building site at Wiswell. lint size
is 145' x 600'.
RECENTLY RE-DECORATED 4-bedroom lake area home
in Holiday Hills Subdivision. Hospitalized widow needs to
sell. Full price $12,000.
BRAND NEW 3-BEDROQM BRICK HOME ON Old Salem
Road, 3 miles Southeast of Murray. Has 1 1.2 ceramic baths,
kitchen-family room with built-ins, living room, lots of closet
space, wall to wall carpeting, central heat and air, central
water system, enclosed garage. Ready for occupancy soon.
•
•. .
ONE MILE FRONTAGE on the water of Barkley Lake.
Located in the Little River Section, 4 miles from Cadiz, 5
minutes from Bark4,Ludge. Has 45 acres total, 3-bedroom
houSe, stock barn, tobacco barn. Some of the best waterfront
development land on the market at the present time.

To BUY, See Us! To SELL, List With
Us!

Fulton Young Realty, Inc.

4th & Maple Streets

Phone 753-7333
Home-PkiiieS:
Fulton E Young, 753.4946;
Ishmael StrIttifT, 753-3744
- LICENSED IN KENTUCKY AND TENNESSEE
-
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Sell it With A Classified Ad 75C,01,191,

HELP WANTED

HELP WANTED

HELP WANTED

AUTOS FOR SALE

AUTOS FOR SALE

AUTOS FOR SALE
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* Office Supervisor-Accountant:

Cl
I

*Cost Accounting. Experience desired but not necessary. We will train you.

*

Send salary requirements, present salary and wort history to:
44
Plant Controller

*
*

Ferry-Morse Seed Company
Box 488 - Fulton, Kentucky 42041

;

Volkswagen
Mini-Maintenance
AUTHOIMIE0
OMAN

iollege Graduate with degree in accounting or business administration required
*Supervisor of Personnel in order processing Department, work in General and*

Lic

Through

*

September 30
For Bugs-Gaiat-Type III Only

v<**************************
WANTED EXPERIENCED
typiest, 3:30-7:00 pin., Monday
through Friday. Send resume to
P.O. Box 32-P, Murray, Ky. An
equal opportunity employer.S28C
LADY NEEDED as full time
housekeeper for 3 months
beginning Oct. 1 1973, Part time
work after December. Must have
experience and be able to care for
two small children. Call 75302C
6848.
DAY COOK wanted, full or part
time. Apply in person to
S28C
Southside Restaurant.
HELP NEEDED at Hooks Wheel
Alignment.Someone experienced
in exhaust work and replacing
parts. See Sonny Hooks at 408
North 4th Street.
S28C
WOMAN TO sit in my
from 3:00-5:00 p.m., five da a
week. Phone 753-8416 after 5.
11')

MILL ROOM FOREMAN
Opening for supervisor
with background in porcelain enamel applications.
Technical knowledge of frit
mixtures, color combinations, and gravity
resolve a requirement. Will
oversee small three shift
operation.
Excellent
future, salary and benefits.
Reply in person or send
resume to personnel
manager,
Roper Corporation
100 Manufactures Road,
Chattanooga, Tenn.
37401.
An equal opportunity
employers.

Night Manager
Needed

syMtRIZL3
VAIN

F4ULI. TIME secretary wanted
with some bookkeeping experience. Send reply giving
name, address, phone number,
references and experience to
P.O. Box 32-I, Murray, Ky. S29C
WANTED SOMEONE to do light
housework, one day s week.
Phone 753-8579 after 5:00 p.m.
S29C

in . J S Pe OM -.A.
€1173 by unser, Foatun

Zia-5

nsbn.s
,

NOTICE

fitieW4e144
me WU

sr,berrc

SERVICES OFFERED
T.L. Asphalt Paving
-Driveways -Parking areas
Repairs
Phone 247-7201 anytime
All work guaranteed, free
Pt

NOTICE

is having a
Chair Caning
THE OWE SHOPPE
Now offers, in addition to
furniture stripping in 3 x 8'
vats, a chair caning service
(hand caning or web
seats). Cane and fibre rush
will be stocked at The Olde
Shoppe, next to the Dairy
Queen
Phone,753-8240

Big Sale
1119 N. Arcadia

• NEW SPARK PLUGS
• NEW IGNITION POINTS
• COMPRESSION CHECK
• VALVE ADJUSTMENT
• NEW VALVE COVER GASKETS
• CARBURETOR ADJUSTMENT
• IGNITION TIMING SET

GUTTERING BY Sears. Sears
seamless gutters, installed per
your specifications. Call Larry
Ivies at 753-2310 for free
estimate.
TFC

Reg. '31.25
Only

in =2.25 additional charge if
$21r'equipped
with air conditioner
Mmil Plus Tax
S, ,•

ROY'S LOCKSMITH Service.
HAVING PROBLEMS with your Phone Paris,642-6551.
TFC
hearing or understanding. For
free hearing checkup and con- LEE CHILDRESS Construction.
sultation. Call your Belton Driveways, patios, garages.
02P
consultant, 753-0832. October3C Phone 753-6170.

• FAN BELT ADJUSTED
• HEAT HOSE CHECKED
• ALL LIGHTS CHECKED
• TIRES CHECKED AND
PROPER AIR PRESSURE SET
• EXHAUST SYSTEM CHECKED
• BRAKE LINING AND FLUID
CHECKED

,•••.•

IlliNCS IIIFYI, INC

•
$OO Chestnut Street Murray • Phone 753-8850

Weekdays to 5:00

Saturday 7:30-1:00
•u1-.6.0.q(D
ISCbsta
CUTE LITTLE puppy needs a TIMBER-LODGE
of Tennhome, 3/
1
2 months old. Come see 'l'ucky Lake,
Route 1, Springville,
at Warner's Vet.
02C Tennessee will do your
FULL TIME employee, 11:00
stone
RECIEVE FREE hvice or
a.m.-5:00 p.m., six days per
work. Large selections of stone.
CHEVROLET VAN-1973, V8
OBITUARIES
vacuum
on
any
ty
of
inspection
FOR RENT
week. Must be neat, clean, enWEIGHT WATCHERS; Are you ?hone 901-593-3534.
TFC
standard transmission. In
ens
or
Bob
calling
Mike
Hu
by
thusiastic. Phone 753-7199 at
interested in having a weekly
Mrs: Margaret
Byar at your local Kirby Vacuum
Allbritten warranty. Phone 753-0001 after
S 12th St.
Burger Chef.
S28C
morning class in the commun.' CEMENT CONTRA_CIM._,Lee FURNISHED OR unfurnished
Office, 500 Maple Street, 753-0359
Crysler,
age
89,
:diedat- the 5:00 p.m., or can be seen at 1654
two
bedroWapartment, central
S27C
OctoberlOC of Murray? If so, please call Pa Childress & Son, 7534170. Patio, heat and air, wall to wall carpet. Tanner Chapel Nursing Home in Calloway, Apartment 4.
day or night.
BOOKKEEPER;
FULL SEMI DRIVERS with three years
Zacheretti, 436-2103, and let her garages, walks,etc.
Phoenix,
Arizonia, September 12,
Available now. Phone 753charge. One capable of running experience to run 15 states. Must •••••••••••••••••••1
ow. It may be-the best call you September27P
DUNE BUGGY,figerglass body,
.A331
October9C 1973.
complete office. Double entry, have 6 months experience on
ever made!
S29Q
chrome wheels, Mickey ThTipLICENSED ELECTRICIAN.
ADVERTISING
She was the daughter of the late son racing wheels on ther,
payroll taxes, trial balance. steel or machinery. Call Ace
Sitar,
I
Raving trouble getting those odd TWO BEDROOM house, 104 Joseph and Mattie Allbritten of
DEADLINES
Possible construction, but not Doran Hauling & Rigging •
factory engine. 8575.00. Phone
INSURANCE!! HOMEOWN:
Free
estimate.
No
job
Jobs
done?
North
9th
Street.
Murray,
Mrs.
Crysler
Contact
will
be
necessary. Send complete Company, Mayfield, Kentucky
03C
All display ads, classified
ERS, farmowners, mobile
7534124.
to small. Phone 753Hardin Williams, at 236 Locust, rembered in Murray as Mrs.
resume and salary expected to 502-345-2786 after 5:00 p.m.
display
homes, automobiles, low rates,
and
regular
0605.
October24C Minonk,Illinois 060.
S27C Jessie Osborn, or Maggie to her OLDSMOBILE CUTLASS-1968,
P.O. Box. 998, Paris, TenOctober 18C *display, must be submitted
excellent claim service. See us
friends. Following the death of air, brakes and steering. Vinyl
October8C ,
nessee.
by 12 noon, the day before
before you buy. Galloway InMr. Osborn she moved to roof, white interior. Good car,
UNFURNISHED
APART'HOUSE OF Lloyd needs two
surance & Realty, phone 753R& R ASPHALT Paving. Quality
publication.
BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY
MENT, one block from Middle Michigan where she met and
more ladies in this area to
All reader classifieds
5842.
must sell. 01100.00. Phone 489October25C work guaranteed. Business and
school and hospital. One person married Floyd Crysler of New 2613 after 5:00 p.m.
demonstrate toys, gifts and lp
must be submitted by 4
S29C
residential. Free estimates.
HAVE YOUR own business now!
Christmas decorations, now
.m. the day before
Phone day or night Mayfield 247- preferred. Phone 753-3687. 527C York State. They later moved to
No financial risk. Great potential
Arizonia twenty-five years ago. FURY III-1965 four door,
through November. Only 3 days tpublication.
7201
TFC
working part time. Phone 75310' WIDE one bedroom mobile Mr, Crysler died twelve years automatic V8. Exeellent conleft to get in on this outstanding •;••••••••••4••••••
17C
October
1470.
party plan program Earn $20.00
A BUSINESS without a sign is a home, private shady lot. $60.00 ago.
dition,$325.00. Phone 753per
evening,
part
time.
No
to
WANTED
DISTRIBUTOR
sign of no business. Hanna Sign per month. Phone 489-2595. S27C The last two years Mrs. Crysler 4358.
S29C
has been in the rest home
service local accounts! Childrens delivery or collecting. Only 2
Company,753-8346.
TFC
any
item
over
s1.00
TWO BEDROOM house, all following a fall which resulted in
S27C
products featuring Sesame St. & openings. Phone 753-8291.
"The Store for Men"
electric heat. Couples only. a broken hip. She recovered and
Disney items! -Highly weekly &
3Nipping
0 A
thsiOe
Sou
REFINISHING
&
JERRY'S
$70.043 per
month. 1618 was in fair health up to time of
monthly earnings possible! In- SALESMAN; FULL time, part
Built
Furniture,
6
miles
Center
Custom
Calloway. Phone Paducah 442- her sudden death.
ventory, materials & training time sales help needed. Call Mr.
at the . .
••••abe
South of Murray on Hwy. 641. 0016.
S27P
necessary. 23,300 cash required! Beard collect 901-396-9711 or
Jerry
McCoy;
owner.
(
502)
492She is survived by two sisters.
Call or write A i i Marketing write 3120 Bellbrook, Memphis,
Mrs. Ava Barber window of the
EXCEPTIONAL
8837.
TFC
HAZEL
ANTIOOES
S2IIP
Corp., 11276 Harry Hines Blvd., Tenn. 38116.
APARTMENT FOR older couple late Herman Barber of Murray
Main St , Hazel, Kentufky
19 N. Arcadia
CON DMON
(502)
492
8222
after
4:00
P.M.
collect
Call
or single,506 Pine Street or phone and Mrs. Radford (Estelle)
Dallas, Texas 75229
Two door hardtop, vinyl
DEPRESSION GLASS
LYNN
WARNER,
backhoe
and
Mr. C,00k I 214 243-1981. October EARN $1,000 to $1,500. Work now By AppOintment and Malt Order
753-3499.
S27NC Waldrop of Warren, Michigan.
roof, all power, air conDon't read this unless you're gravel. Phone 474• Large Inventory in over 75
1P
to December 1st. Weekly Ratterns
Nieces and nephews of Tenditioned, low mileage, new
with
home
mobile
looking tor a
arid Colors, includiOg
2713.
October29C
MOBILE HOME, new, never nessee, Kentucky and Michigan.
igh quality and low cost, if you
paycheck no collecting, no many Tare pieces
tires. One owner car.
are, then start looking at
lived in. Two bedrooms, all Buiial was in
delivery, no cash investment. (Just bought 150 pcs. PK. Miss
Phone 753-5924 or 753-1681.
Homes
Mobile
Phoenix
Bill's
according
America)
WILL DO trash and brush electric, carpeted, Ideal for
Playhouse Toy Company, Nancy
Highway 641 South
to her wishes. Funeral services
Buy now for Christmas! Lay'
Reasonable
rates.
Phone
hauling.
in
couple or with one child. No pets.
OctoberIC
Pay 1'2 now,
Away Plan
Frick,527-7133.
Murray,
TFC $50.00 deposit, $125.00 per month. were conducted at graveside, CHEVROLET-1973 pickup,..".
753-6130.
balance in 30 days. Get it in time
and
September, 14. Arrangements
AfOr Christmas!
Water furnished. Phone 7533900 Clarks Riyer Road
NOTICE
were made by Mrs. Verdie white with 36" topper, long wheer
NOTICE
DOZER SERVICE D-6 cater- 2377.
in Paducah
S29C Allbritten a cousin of
S22C1
Phoenix. base.Phone 753-0343.
VA and bank financing
October
pillar. Phone 7534407.
available
19C
Those of us who loved, her will BISCAYNE-1964, V8,"
Call collect for informat,on
MOBILE HOME, 104.36' two miss her as we have these
753-7303 Murray
many
'
or
bedrooms, all electric. Located years but feel she is now resting automatic, four door sedan, solid.
443 6150 Paducah
FOR ALL your alterations see at Hale's Lock Shop,
phone 753- in the place she grew to love and throughout. $400.00 firm. Plaint
Mrs. Albert Key in the basement 5980.
5.27P4
436-5361 after 6:00 p.m.
S27C tailed home.
1TP
at Lerman's.
S29P
LARGE BUILDING with four
SERVICES OFFERED
FORD-1953. good driving,..
CATERPILLAR 977 loader, tree overhead doors, air compressor
WANT TO BUY condition. Overdrive and goal/
ROY HARMON finish carpenter. pushing, fence row, stumps and and hoist furnished. Gas heat.
? tires. Cheap. Phone 753-3806. S211C7
,
Custom building and remodeling. ditches,etc. Phone 753Phone 753-3018.
03C WANT TO BUY good practice
Houses trimmed-formica tops 9807.
S28C CHECKER BUS-- 1967 twelve ,
piano. Phone 436-5370.
October 19C
workand doors-Quality
TRAILER SPACE. Opening new
passenger, with luggage corn";
TFC FOR ALL ,our additions- trailer court 21
manship. Phone 753-0790.
/
2 miles east of WANT TO BUY good used partment, V8, automatic': powere,
remodeling, residential or Murray on Highway 94. Phone
couch for trailer. Phone 489- steering, brakes arid air conS29C 2118.
B.C.CONSTRUCTION. Complete commercial. New or old. Free 753-2377.
S27C ditioning. Price $975.00. Phone
TFC
basements, foundations, patios, estimates. Call 7534123.,
SVC,.
753-5184.
CLEAN UP shop at Midway.
sidewalks, driveways, retaining
July
16
and
July
BUY
WANT
TO
o
etoherioc
walls, etc. Septic tank in- ADVERTISE!! HANNA Sign Phone 7534311*
VOLKSWAGEN-1965, $250.00
17 copies of the Ledger & Times.
stallations,437-4734 or 437Company. 607 South 4th Street.
Ledger & Phone 7534114.__
the
by
bring
Please
October23C iw 753-8346________. neinherur.
4765.
paR
rt/rkInleSnr
w-fth
/i utOoNiEty
....Eu
----------103. -North 4th CAMARO-1967, blOck with redlimes Off
closet and
laillilgare44113‘1111.414..Tetin--- screene,n..nrbsebeporeh....ennon
,
' interior. 327 automatic. power.
ittrA111-"*SeYthe't:
Tacky Lake;Route-1, Springville, only. Phone 753-sm.
S29C
WANT
TO
BUY two used steering, mags, Phone 753-3336''
Plumbing-electrical-roofing and
Tennessee, will build complete
"
refrigerators, in good condiT
itoN
n.C after 5:00p.M.
carpentry. Phone 753-5897 days or
'fireplaces,
fireplaces, starting at only ONE BEDROOM furnished phone 753_3143.
S27C
TFC
753-7625 nights.
$695.00. Selection of stones apartment, all electric, heat and
,.JEEP-1946. Also 1963 Ford'''.
Satisfaction air conditioned.' Close to WANT TO BUY 1 to Pi acres station wagon. Both running,.,
FREE ESTIMATE-on Sepffe tank available.
901-593university. Phone 753-4478 or 753- around Murray, with or without but need work. Phone 436-2402
installation. Phone 753-7850. TFC guaranteed.Phone
TFC 6199
S27C water and sewerage. Phone 753- after 6:00 p.m.
3634,
S27C -.9391 or 753-7882.
S27C
BULLDOZER WORK; tricking, SCARBOROUGH PLUMING &
FORD-1966 nine passenger.....,
LOST & FOUND
also bank gravel, fill dirt and Electric Complete pump repair
station wagon Country Sedan..'q
WANTED 'co RENT
topsoil. Phone Hardin, 354-8138, service. Let us check your old LOST PAIR of 13inoculars in
One owner, good condition. uo
or 354-8161, after 5:00 p.m. TFC pump for you before you buy a Stella area. Phone 435-5560 S28C
S27C8I
Phone 753-7480.
WANT TO RENT furnished or
new one. 24 hour emergency
CARPETS PROFESSIONALLY Service. Phone 753unfurnished house in the country,
SERVICES OFFERED
steam cleaned. Phone Carpet 5543.
prefer one in secluded area.
October30( •
-HOG
PEST.c9NThot.
TFC
Master 489-2504.
producers. Reasonable rent. Phone 753-0930
CATTLEMEN
Rhodes Feed Mill will store your after 5:30 p.m_
S27NC
KELLY'S TERMITE and Pest PROFESSIONAL POODLE and grO•
t,, stll corn or, _
FOR THE best in pest cOntrct
-(Near The Kroger Store)
and
753-3914. 100 South Schnauzer clipping
Control
grooming ear corn,for your convpnionce in-SINGLE-.1.1AX-avaals-.4O-7raatts_ervief-sa94erialits-yeatral- caL
1X1i
, " very day you
. 'making feed. Phone RhOdea Feed furiiisheil apartmerit or.fiatise.in Superior Exteradziallipg-COM-1- •-11r5r-*
, mill,rubs,-en.
pOintment, Lyn Dunn, phone 753
.
.
delay lets bugs have their _
-153- pony,763-7288.
lc I0cky 382-2593 for country or on lake. Phone
October2NC
4881.
-, TFC tk- -,-- ..woretuforniaLion. ._, Oclubier2C.355-9-aner-P;in•---.-- ,--.-127P., - Apply in Person

.,}KOala

Jerry's
Restaurant

I

I

effitUAWAttlit
Mar-Lane
Ceramic

KING'S DEN

1/4 off

1970 PONTIAC
CATALINA

'Wild Raspberry

Happy Ad

FOLKS!
We know it is easy and tempting
to buy TVs and Stereos from a variety
or discount store
UT...
ask them about their service
department! Who will service this
unit for you?

Don't Be Left-Out-friiteCold Without Service!

- FROM
BE A WISE BUYER AND BUY
A SERVICING DEALER!!

TV SERVICE CENTER

"We Service What We Sell"
Central Shopping Center
Phone 753-5865

.'--,-
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Postal Increase Questioned

Deaths and Funerals
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George L Dunn,
Retired Minister,
Dies Early Today

Hollis V. Howard
Dies Wednesday
At Rest Home

Beef May Head Down
Gas Prices To Go Up,

Noah Lee Rogers
Dies Tuesday At
Paducah Hospital
Noah Lee Rogers, 82, 411
Harahan Blvd., Paducah, died
at 11:40 p.m. Tuesday at
Lourdes Hospital there.
Funeral rites will be conducted Friday at one p.m. at
Clements Street Church of
Christ, Paducah, where he was
a member, with Brown Grover
and Richard Fortner officiating. Burial will follow in
Palestine Cemetery in Carlise
County with grandsons serving
as pallbearers.
Mr. Rogers is survived by his
wife, Mrs. Mary McCallister
Rogers; three daughters, Miss
Veriona Rogers of Murray,
Miss Vivian Rogers of Columbia, Ill., and Mrs. Wilma
Garrett of Chicago, Ill.; four
sons, Dennis Rogers of Calvert
City, Eldon Rogers of Sand
Rock, Ala., Leabert Rogers of
Nashville, Tenn., and Bob
Rogers of Centertown, and 15
grandchildren.
Friends may call at Kennedy
Funeral Home, Paducah.

Hollis ,V. Howard of Farmington Route One died
Wednesday at 8:25 a.m. at the
Hawes Rest Home, Fulton. He
was 85 years of age and a
retired farmer.
Survivors are his wife, Mrs.
Maude Howard of Farmington
Route One; one daughter, Mrs.
Margaret Adams of Hickman
Route Four; three sons, Harold
Howard of Murray, Jeffrey
Howard of Farmington Route
One, and Max Howard of
Wabash, Ind.;- three sisters,
Mrs. Audie Murphy of Dresden,
Tenn., Mrs. Edna Morris of
Graves County, and Mrs. Ruth
MRS.CAROLYN ADAMS.Calloway County Bookmobile Librarian, reads a story to children of the
Usher of Mayfield; one brother,
Nursery School. Mrs. Adams takes the bookmobile to all schools and kindergartens in the
Lutheran
Boone Howard of Farmington
city and county once a month. Storytelling to many of her younger patrons is a new feature that was
Route One; ten grandchildren;
started this fall and has proven most successful. Also included in the bookmobile service are comtwo great grandchildren.
munity stops., shut-ins and homes
Funeral services will be held
Friday at two p.m. at the chapel
of the Byrn Funeral Home,
Mayfield, with Rev. Harry Nall
(Continued from Page 1)
officiating.
• —4
as
"Strife
will
Grandsons
be ready to give them your
pallbearers who are Harold
support
Howard, Jr., Howard J.
Howard, Jeffrey Don Howard,
A strong individual has left
Dan Voegeli, William Hale
the Murray scene in the person
Whitten, and David Peery.
of Dr. Ralph Woods. He moved
Entombment will be in the
into the presidency of Murray
Highland Park Mausoleum,
State at a time when a person of
earth surface with the object of
MOSCOW (AP) — The Soviet
Mayfield. Friends may call at
R.R. (Rip) Smith of Benton his calibre was needed. He took
obtaining data for the solution
Route Five died Tuesday at 5:40 over at the beginning of a period Union today launched a space- of economic problems."
the funeral home.
two
cosmonauts
craft
carrying
p.m. at his home. He was 85.
of great growth, when college
The deceased was a retired enrollment jumped by twenty- into earth orbit, Tass reported.
farmer and a member of the five percent when the "war It said the pilot, U. Col. Vasily
Olive Baptist Church.
babies" hit the college scene. Lazarev, and the flight engi(Coatiaued from Page 1)
He is survived by his wife, His was a job of anticipation neer, Oleg Makarov, are "well
Mrs. Etta Smith; twc sons, and thinking ahead to proyide and the craft's on-board sys- 72 hours in advance, and ends a
tems are functioning normal- 23-year policy of the National
Funeral services for R.P. Barkley Smith of Benton Route proper dormitory space for the
ly."
Smith
William
Everett
Five
and
highly
growing
university.
A
Football League that blacked
( Rufus) Bevins of Sedalia Route
It was the first manned So- out telecasts of games within a
One are being held today at two of Benton Route Six; sister, qualified person, Dr. Woods was
viet space flight since June 1971 75-mile radius of the home
p.m.
at
the
Lynnville Mrs. Reba Wilson of Roswell, called on by government, state,
when a linkup with a Salyut stadium.
N.M.;
one
granddaughter,
Miss
clubs
and
people
to
agencies,
Missionary Baptist Church with
space station ended in tragedy.
The Senate then passed the
Rev. Tommy Grubbs and Rev. Glenna Smith of Benton Route perform much needed tasks. He
carried out all these duties with The three-man crew was killed bill and it was signed into law.
Glenn Terry officiating. Burial Six.
The funeral is being held ability, confidence and aplomb. on return to earth after setting
Stubblefield, Natcher and
will be in the church cemetery.
what was then a record 24 days Mazzoll voted "Yea."
at two p.m. at the chapel
today
Mr. Bevins, age 64, died
Dr. Woods received just about in space.
++++
Tuesday at the Hillview of the Filbeck and Cann Funeral
Soyuz 11, in which the three
Rev.
Home,
Benton,
with
every
honor that can come to
SENATE
Hospital, Fulton. He was a
Clifford Dexter and Rev. R.J. man. He was articulate cosmonauts perished because of
PENSION PLANS—Passed,
retired farmer.
Burpoe officiating. Burial will friendly, able, intelligent and a faulty hatch that failed to 93 for and 0 against, a reform of
WOrd_beibilla received of the _Survivors are his wife, Mrs.
sent back private pension plans that sets
death of Met Margaret Irene Crittenden Bevins of be in the Barnett Cemetery in aware. He had a sense of humor close properly, was
for redesign. In April of this federal standards to protect
Maishall
County.
some.
He
that
surprised
Allbritten Crysler, age 89, who Sedalia Route One; three
believed in doing things "now" year, the Soviets sent up a Sal- workers and limits the use of
died at the Tanner Chapel daughters, Mrs. James Cooper
yut space laboratory and pension plans as tax shelters.
arid did not procrastinate.
Nursing Home, Phoenix, of Mayfield Route Seven near
to follow with manned
planned
Highlights of the reform are:
Arizona, on September 12.
Lynn Grove, Mrs. Larry
1) a federal insurance program
Dr. Ralph Woods cast a flights.
Mrs. Allbritten was the for- Coltharp of Lakewood, Calif.,
But something went wrong to protect workers whose
shadow before him that will not
mer
Margaret (Maggie) and Mrs. Ray Williams of
with Salyut 2, the manned companies or pension plans go
passing
of
by
the
dimmed
be
Allbritten Osborn, daughter of Sedalia; one son, Jimmy Bevins
time. His mark was left on launching was scratched and bankrupt; 21 protection of
the late Joseph and Mattie of Pilot Oak; one brother,
education to live for the ages the space lab broke up in workers' rights to some benefits
Allbritten of Murray. Following Rudolph Bevins of Fulton;
Funeral
services
for
Dr
when they leave a company
Osborn
she
He was engaged in every phase space.
,of
Mr.
death
the
thirteen grandchildren.
There was no indication of a before retirement age; 3)
Ralph H. Woods, president of of the community and his
moved to Michigan where she
Murray State University for 23 talents were used by the church, linkup with a space laboratory "portability" or transfer of
married Floyd Crysler of New
years, are being held today at civic clubs, Boy Scouts and in in the announcement of the pension equity when workers
York state. They later moved to
two
p.m. at the First Christian fact nearly every agency if newest manned shot.
switch jobs, if new and old
Arcrzona and Mr. Crysler died
Church with Rev. Henry community life.
there twelve years ago.
Tass said the two-day pro- employers agree, and 4)
McKenzie and Dr. David C.
gram of the newest craft, Soyuz assurances that after 15 years
Survivors are two sisters,
Roos officiating.
People like Dr. Ralph Woods 12, includes "comprehensive of payment a worker is entitled
Mrs Herman Aval Barber of
Active pallbearers are John come along at a time when they
checking and testing improved to receive 100 per cent of his
Murray and Mrs. Radford
W. Woods, Sr., Walter R. are needed. His type of man will
I Estelle ) Waldrop of Warren,
flight systems, further testing benefits upon retirement.
Woods, Earl Woods, Oren Hull, be missed and will not soon be
These provisions will take
Mich , and several nieces and
of the process of manual and
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — Harold Woods, and Richard forgotten. Our sympathy to his
effect January I, 1976 for
automatic control in various
nephews.
The Court of Appeals Tuesday Cocke. Honorary pallbearers family and his legions of
existing plans and immediately
Funeral services were conflight conditions, spectrography
abolished the Kentucky Bar As- are members of the Murray friends,
upon enactment for new plans.
associates
and
ducted at the graveside in
of seperate sections of the
sociation schedule of recom- Rotary Club, Men's Bible Class acquaintances.
The bill also sets a $75,000 per
Phoenix, Arizona.
mended minimum fees charged of the First Christian Church, I.
year maximum that persons
and Murray State Board of
by attorneys.
can deduct from taxable income
'
The bar association's board Regents.
as payment into pension plans.
Interment will be in the
of governors recommended the
Some corporate executives,
WHEREAS, all of the
action after a federal court in a Wickliffe Cemetery at Wickliffe
lawyers and other professionals
citizens of this County of
Virginia case had held that, with the arrangements by the
Pay as much as $150,000 of their
Callowaf are saddened by
through usage, minimum fees J.H. Churchill Funeral Home.
yearly salaries into pension
the passing of Dr. Ralph H.
The Grace Baptist Church plans, which
Dr. Woods, age 75, died
had become fixed in violation
Woods, and
allows deferring
services
on
revival
begin
will
Tuesday at the Murrayof federal anti—trust laws.
payment of income taxes on this
WHEREAS, Dr. Woods
Monday, October 1, and will money until
Leslie G. Whitmer, KBA di- Calloway County Hospital. He
served for almost a quarter
it is drawn as
continue through Sunday, retirement
rector, said the Virginia suit, became the fourth president of
of a century as President of
benefits.
Dexter
J.C.
Bro.
7,
with
October
The funeral services for Euin now on appeal to the US. Cir- Murray State University in 1945
Murray State University
Existing private pension
Franklin Edwards of Paducah, cuit Court of Appeals, "put all after the death of Dr. James H.
as the evangelist.
and rendered outstanding
plans have more than 6150
Services will be heldwieach billion in
formerly of Murray, will be held bar associations in the action of Richmond and served until 1968.
service to the University,
assets, cover 30
evening -at seven o'clock. Bro. million workers and
today at 2:30 p.m. at the chapel reviewing their positions."
He is a member of the First
to the Jackson Purchase
each year
Olive
Dexter is the pastor of the
of the Max Churchill Funeral
Whitmer said the Kentucky Christian Church, Murray
and especially to the
pay out $8 billion in benefits.
Baptist Church. Leland Peeler
Home with Rev. Jack Naylor decision to rescind minimum Rotary Club, and worked with
citizens of Calloway County
The bill now goes to the
will be in charge of the song House.
and Rev. J. Frank Young of- fee schedules that were dis- the Boy Scouts of America.
and Murray, and
service.
ficiating.
Survivors are his wife, Mrs.
tributed in May 1971 will have
WHEREAS, Dr. Woods
Sens. Marlow Cook (R) and
Bro. R.J. Burpoe, pastor and Walter
Marvin Hunt, Hess Walston, "no significant effect on fees Elizabeth Harkless Woods,
has endeared himself to all
Huddleston (D) voted
Church
Grace
the
of
members
Murray; one daughter, Mrs.
Jim Franklin, Joe Barnett, T.B. being charged by lawyers."
Calloway County .citizens
these
attend
to
invite the public
Brown, and Harry Coovert will - He added that he felt the fee David Varble, and three
by his devotion te public
++++
services.
Ralph,
serve as pallbearers. Burial will manual was being used mainly grandchildren,
service, his dedication to
TAX
LOOPHOLES
—
be in the Murray Memorial by young lawyers just starting Elizabeth, Mary Varble, Jefall civic endeavors of this
Rejected, 32 for and 59 against,
practice and that "those al- fersonville, Ind.; brother,
Gardens.
County, and is loved and
an amendment to the pension
Wythe Woods of Reedy, W. Va.;
Fish Fry Will Be Held
respected by every citizen,
reform bill ( above) that would
Mr. Edwards, age 52, died ready established did not use it
sister,
Miss
Ruth
Woods
of
NOW THEREFORE, 1,
have set a $4.5,000 limit on the
Tuesday about 9:20 a.m. in an io a great extent."
The schedules contained in Berea.
Robert 0. Miller, County
amount of yearly pension-plan
Church
accident near the L. & N.
AME
Hazel
At
•• Judge of Calloway County,
payments that can be deducted
freight , office, the fee manual suggest fees
Railroad
Kentucky, do hereby
Paducah. He was a switchman that should be charged for such
A fish fry will be held at the from taxable income.
PROCLAIM Thursday,
Supporters argued that the
for the railroad, a member of services as divorces, wills and
Chestnut Grove A.M.E. Church
September. _27, 1973, as a
Oaklawn Baptist Church, title searches. Whitmer said the
at Hazel on Saturday, Sep- use of pension plan payments as
day of mourning for Dr.
Paducah, and an Air Force suggested fees were not bindternber 29, with serving to be tax write-offs costs the county
—WAS1411)1GTAN
-Relph41:-Weods; and' - 14 billion a year it. iostIldes..
• weterwtWWas3---—
teem -foie p.m. to 10:30-p.m.
Whitmer,WhO said the KBA ed union leader W. A. "Tony"
I DO FURTHER ORDER
They said a $75,000 limit
the
sponsored
by
is
Theevent
Survivors are his wife, Mrs. has not distributed fee manuals
AND DIRECT that all flags
Juni& and Senior Missionaries (eventually approved by the
Perline Rowland Edwards, for serveral months, said the Boyle remained in critical conon County properties be
of the church and the proceeds Senate) does not go far enough
Paducah; parents, Mr.. and May 1971 fee schedule resulted dition todayafter developing a
flown at half-mast on
"rapid,
irregular
heartbeat,"
wW go toward the indebtedness in relieving small tax payers of
Mrs. Jeff Edwards of Dexter; from a two—year steely and
the trarden of making up
Thtwsday;- September 27,
a-the-di-arch.
daughter, Teresa Edwards, was based on what fees actual- according to "spokesmen at
1973, and that all public
George Washington University
revenues lost through the
Paducah; two sons, Terry ly were being charged for varibuildings be closed from
Flespital.loopholes.
Edwarda of Paducah and ous legal services.
The hours of 1:00 to 3:00
Boyle, 71, former president of
Opponents argued that
Rally
Christ
For
Youth
Ronnie Edwards Of Hickory;
He added that since the 1950s, the United Mine Workers Un(Mock p.m., during the
coporations use liberal pension
sister, Mrs. Ralph McDaniel of minimum fees had been sugplans to entice qualified
funeral . hour.
ion, was hospitalized Monday
Will Be Held Saturday
Dexter; two brothers, Clinton gested but no suggested fees
Given under my hand as
executives to work for their
night and doctors later said he
Edwards of Dexter and Hugh were made before then.
County Jtidge of Calloway
had apparently attempted suiThe Youth for Christ Rally companies, and that lowering
Edwards of—.Paducah;• two
County, Nentucky, on this
cide
brtaking
barbiturates.
will
be held at the Murray City maximum deductions would
grandchildren, Andrew and
the 26th day of September,
His condition had improved
Park on Saturday, September hinder corporate recruitment.
Heather Edwards.
SINGING
1973.
slightly Wednesday and he was
n, from 6:30 to eleven p.m. Some of them contended that
The Blood River Baptist taken off a respirator and kidRobert" 0. Miller,
Dress will be casual. The Congress cannot put limits on
FREE GERBIL •
Associational Sinfibig. will be
--hospital • Judge-peegyom will include gospel- the compensation a company
A-gerbil);fre4-te someone for' held at the Calvary - Baptiet ney —machine -- A
_fatreab, offers to its employees. _
Spokesman said' he was "sturellastity
aaUcfl
Stiaday,Fiepteenber- ptir0111—.15ut din respond:some--Cobb add Huddlestou voted.
tcem4i4y .t
servecT.
be
menis
8387 after, five poi.
30, at 1:30 pin.
_
_
4
•
what
to
loud
noise*.
—
, b •

George L. Dunn, retired
Church of Christ minister, died
this morning at 12:10 a.m, at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital He was stricken ill at
his home after returning from
Bible study Wednesday evening
and taken to the hospital.
The deceased was 74 years of
age and was a member of the
Friendship Church of Christ
where he was teacher of the
Young Married Couples Sunday
School Class. He resided on
Murray Route Six.
Mr. Dunn and his wife, Naomi
Scott Dunn, who survives, were
married in 1935. Born October
30, 1897, in Stewart County,
Tenn., he was the son of the late
J.L. Dunn and Mable Carr
Dunn.
Survivors in addition to his
wife are one daughter, Mrs.
Betsy Chamberlin, and one son,
Scott Dunn, both of Detroit,
Mich.; four sisters, Mrs.
Blanche Cohoon of Nashville,
Tenn., Mrs. Whit ( Dee) Imes of
Almo, Mrs. Mary Bett Washarn
of Paducah, and Mrs. H.M.
(Estella) Scarborough of
Murray; five grandchildren.
Funeral services will be held
Saturday at one p.m. at the
chapel of the J.H. Churchill
Funeral Home with Bro. Ronnie
Newberry and Bro. Robert
Usrey officiating.
Members of the Young
Married Couples Sunday School
Class of the Friendship Church
are asked to serve as an
honorary group.
Interment will be in the Carr
Cemetery in Stewart County,
Tenn. Friends may call at the
J.H. Churchill Funeral Home
after ten a.m. on Friday.
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R. R. (Rip) Smith
Dies At His Home

Soviet Union
Launches Manned
Spacecraft Today

Roll Call . . .

Rites Are Today
For Rufus Bevins

Mrs. Crysler Dies
At Phoenix Home

Rites Being Held
Today At'Clibrch
For Dr. Woods

Fee Schedule Used
By State Attorneys

Abolished By Court

PROCLAMATION

Funeral Services

The
Sour(
In M
Calloy

Being Held Today

WASHINGTON(API — Gasoline prices are going up, probably Friday, but the cost of
beef may be headed down.
And, say officials of the Cost
of Living Council, a plan by the
Postal Service to raise its rates
may be challenged.
The price rise for gasoline,
heating oil and diesel fuel
comes in the wake of pressure
on the council from both retailers and wholesalers.
"We have committed ourselves to increasing prices and
we'll do so toward the end of
the week," council Director
John T. Dunlop told newsmen
Wednesday.
A source said the increase
will be at least one cent a gallon and possibly two. Dunlop
said the council may challenge
another price increase, the proposed two-cent hike in first
class mail.
Dunlop said the council is
considering holding public hearings on the increase, but added
that in any event, "we have determined we are going to take
a good close look at it."
Dunlop said he is concerned
about the impact of the increase on the consumer and
also on the publishing business,
much of which relies on distribution by mail.
Dunlop had good news for
consumers on beef prices. He

Ford Favors
National
Preferrential
POINT CLEAR, Ali.(AP)'—
Gov. Wendell H. Ford, D—Ky.,
said Wednesday he supports a
national preferrential primary
for presidential nominees as opposed to a regional primary
system suggested by Gov. Jimmy Carter, D—Ga.
At the Southern Governors
Conference here, Ford said he
opposed the regional concept
because it would be "divisive
and more costly than a national
primary."
"We often hear the complaint
that the Southern states are
discriminated against," Ford
continued. "But by endorsing a
regional primary we would be
shutting ourselves off from the
rest of the nation."
But Ford did agree with Carter that a proliferation of state
primaries in the country is confusing and does not make a
meaningful contribution to the
nomination of presidential candidates.
Because of oppostion from
Ford and others among the 18
governors here, Carter's proposal made no progress and
was not endorsed when the conference ended.

said prices at the supermarket
should start declining within a
few weeks.

Member of

He said wholesale cattle
prices have plummeted 32 per
cent from a high of $56.75 per
hundredweight on Aug. 14 to
$38.50 this week, a development
that he raid 2'from a consumer's point of view is delightful."

Seen
Arc
Mt

But he said not all of the decrease will reach the reail level because wholesalers who
previously had to absorb some
increased costs during the period of the beef price ceilings
will now recover these costs.
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The increase in gasoline
prices that will come on Friday, or Saturday at the latest,
will mark a major retreat for
the council in the face of pressure from gasoline retailers
and the White House.
When it imposed its price
ceilings on retail sales of gasoline Sept. 7, officials made
much of the fact that it would
force many stations to cut
gasoline prices from one to
three cents per gallon.
But the ceilings, which provided a minimum price markup
of seven cents a gallon, were
attacked by . gasoline retailers
as providing inadequate profits
and many closed their stations
in protest.
Dunlop recently said the
council would raise the price
ceilings next week, but President Nixon intervened on Monday saying he wanted the increase this week.

Newcomers Club Plans
Family Picnic Sunday
The
Welcome
Wagon
Newcomers Club will hold a
family picnic for members, new
people in town, and their
families, on Sunday, September
30, at 3:30 p.m. at Kenlake State
Park, fifteen miles east of
Murray on Highway e4.
Soft drinks will be served by
the club. Swings, slides, a
sandbox and tennis court are
available for interested persons. Those attending are
requested to bring food and
table service for their family
Persons may call 753-9545 for
further information.

Rummage Sale Will Be
Held Here Saturday
A rummage sale will be held
on the parking lot of St. Leo's
Church, 401 North 12th Street,
from seven a.m, to three p.m.
Various articles in addition to
clothing will be on sale, a
church spokesman said.

Revival Planned At
The Grace Church
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